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Brown Wants To Clear
Up Shuffle Speculation
-Three-year-old Shannon Alegre
•Vowell, 1311 Main St., drowned
Wednesday afternoon at the Murray
State University biological center
beach.
According to Calloway County coroner Tommy Walker,the incident was
ruled an "accidental drowning."
Vowell was in "extremely shallow
water" with her father, Michael
Casper,just before the incident occurred, according to Trooper Richard
Wright of the Kentucky State Police
(KSP).
Casper reportedly returned to the
beach to "get an item," Wright said.
When Casper turned around, he
reportedly said he could not see the
girl in the water, Wright said.

Local School Systems
Picked As Pilot Districts

The body was located within a few
minutes, Wright said.
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy
Larry Nixon used mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation with no results.
The body was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. It
then was taken to the Byrn Funeral
Home,Mayfield.
The incident was investigated by
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
and by Steve Owen, of the KSP's
boating division.

BANNERS ON DISPLAY — Several banners made by members of the
Murray Art Guild will be on display during Jur,he lobby of the
Cheri Ill Theatres, Chestnut Street. Banners include the top three
prizes winners at the arts and crafts festival June 20-21 at The Land
Between The lakes. First prize went to Emily Wolfson and Cynthia
Peterson, second to Pat Miller and third to Pat Clark. Arranging the
banners arq(from left) Wolfson, Clark and Cromwell Hauge.

Fourth Of July
Fireworks Display
ScheduledAt Park

Calloway's Court Expenditures
Do Not Exceed Court Revenues
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.'(AP) — The
proximity of a major highway apparently has something to do with the
efficiency of circuit and district court
In Kentucky, according to legislative
analysts.
A report Wednesday by staff of the
Legislative Research Commission
detailed the cost of the state's unified
court system, outlintng court
revenues generated in each county,
court-related expenditures irr each
county and the average cost of a case.
"There is an amazing correspondence between efficiency and
having a major highway through a
county," said Bill Wiley of the LRC.
Henry County,for example,is most
efficient in spending only a little more
than half its court revenues on cases,
the report showed. Interstate 71
passes through that county.
There are only two counties in the

state without a major highway —
Calloway and Harlan — where court
expenditures do not exceed revenues,
Wiley said.
The LRC staff also found a high correlation between- the average case
costs and the major-highway counties. That, according to Wiley, means
it does not cost much to run a traffic
case through the court system.
The report was presented to a joint
meeting of the interim committees on
judiciary and counties and special
districts.
It was designed to show how much
the unified court system is costing the
counties and the state.
Chief Justice John Palmore, who attended the meeting, took exception
with the term "efficiency" being applied to the courts in a financial sense.
"The courts don't generate any
money," Palmore said. "We have
about the same relationship to
generating revenues as a referee in a

basketball game has to who wins and
who loses."
Generating money is not an objective of the court system, he added.
Rather, it is to assure due process for
people accused of crimes.
The court system is not "paying for
itself," as it was put by Rep. David
Thomason,D-Henderson.
To help change that, Thomason
recommended incentives for local
police officers to encourage them
toward stricter enforcement —
thereby resulting in more fines and
more revenue.
But Palmore disagreed.
"The only way to legitimately make
the court pay for itself is to pass a
statute raising minimum fines," the
chief justice said. "You cannot tell
Judges to fine people more than (they
are)fining them."
According to the LRC report, only
22 counties are spending less on the
courts than the revenues they
generate.

Another 32 are spending between
100 and 134 percent of the courtrelated revenues while the rest spend
between 135 and 330 percent.
An evening of Broadway show tunes "Company," "West Side Story," and
The figures do net, include base
will accompany some "all-American "Oklahoma." Valentine will be
desserts" when the Murray-Calloway featured in one song from "Oliver," in court revenues, or those which the
County Community Theatre again a role for which he was highly ac- state allocates to some counties anpresents its Gourmet Cabaret at the claimed during last fall's production nually on the basis of their financial
condition under the old judicial
Playhouse in the Park Sunday night.
at Murray State University.
system.
Beginning at 8 p.m., patrons will be
Also appearing in songs and comtreated to a variety of desserts and edy sketches will be Judy Nantau,
coffees. "Of course we'll have apple Leila Umar, Kily Bates, Amy Jarpie," said hostess Becky Wilson. man, Dorothy Norris, Jay Overton
"After all, it's the daysifter the Four- and Bob Valentine. Musical accomth." All desserts and beverages are paniment will be provided by pianists
donated by friends of the Community Suzanne Johnson and Joe Jackson
MAYFIELD — The annual
Theatre,according to Ms. Wilson.
with Robert Johnson on drums.
Shortly after the desserts are servThe dessert programs have proven members' meeting of the West Kened, producer-director Richard Valen- so popular that reservations are tucky Rural Electric Cooprative will
tine will head a cast of singers in a strongly recommended, a spokesman be held on Saturday, July Holt 3p.m.
Moe of popular show tunes including said. Call 759-1752 for further infor- at the co-op's headquarters building
"on West Broadway in Mayfield.
adpction rom "George M," "Annie," maton.
• H. N. Stroud, assistant to TVA's
'Es
Manager of Power, will be the principal speaker.
West Kentucty RECC president
Jeffrey Ho<vard, Graves County, will
deliver the welcoming address to be
followed by various reports, including
Two Sections-38Pages
the annual message by John Edd
Partly cloudy with scattered
Aces
Walker, general manager of the
thunderstorms tonight, lows in
Church Directory
cooperative that supplies TVA electhe mid to upper 60s. Partly sunClassifieds
trical power to the rural areas of West
ny again Friday, highs in the mid
Comics
Kentucky.
80s.
Crosswords
The sprawling electric cooperative
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Dear Abby
presently has 26,715 members a gain
The outlook for the Fourth of
of 252 over a year ago, and has assets
July weekend is for warm and
totaling $25,313,570.92.
humid weather with scattered
Three directors will be elected for
thunderstorms.
three year terms during the meeting.
H. G. Gingles and Joe S. Ray have
Lake Levels
been nominated for re-election while
Lake Bartley ,
Gilbert Baker, Marshall County, has
Kentucky Lake
20
been nominated to replace John Collie, who is retiring from the board. A
fall candidate. Jewell Conner, of

inside today

By DIANA TAYLOR
the opposite.
"I think it's the nature of the job,"
Associated Press Writer
"Our first obligation is to spend Brown said. "The press views it
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP) — The job (tax) money wisely," he said, adding
of running state government could be that his administration has trimmed I discussion of change) differently
than I do. I view it as preliminary
done more efficiently "if it was not in $490 million from the
state budget discussions" while the press interthe public arena," according to Gov. since he took office.
prets such discussions as an indicaJohn Y. Brown Jr.
The press reports were disconcer- tion of imminent change.
But public scrutiny comes with the ting, Brown said, and prompted
Brown said he would not be swayed
job, Brown acknowledged during an uneasiness among state employees —
in his decision making by press
interview Wednesday.
many of whom have come to believe reports. He also maintained he would
The session with two reporters was the mention of reorganization is a pornot change his mind on a particular
arranged at Brown's request, the tent of layoffs.
issue if press speculation concerning
governor's press secretary saying he
"It is uncomfortable for me to the issuetvere correct.
wanted to clear up misconceptions operate" in a public, political arena,
"If the press wants to wrongly
generated by the earlier news reports the governor said. think
"I
the press is speculate, that's their problem. But
regarding top-level shuffles in the ad- interpreting things it had no right to
they're premature on their concluministration.
interpret."
sions on anything coming out of this
Those reports in The CourierWhy does the press speculate?
office."
Journal last week concerned anticipated changes involving James
King, secretary of the Cabinet, and
Finance Secretary George Atkins.
The speculation was unwarranted
and was, based on "a gem of a
thought," Brown said.
_
The Murray Independent School the 13 other selected districts include
"I don't want to make changes," he
said, adding that he was pleased with System and the Calloway County Caldwell, Hardin, Harlan, Henderson,
the performance of every cabinet School System have been chosen as Jackson, Kenton, Lee, Marshall,
pilot districtsfor new evaluating pro- Rowan and Warren counties and
secretary.
And he said there were no personali- cedures to be used in Kentucky Bowling Green, Dayton and Midty problems within his cabinet. "I schools.
dlesboro.
Subject to approval by local boards,
won't tolerate it."
King reportedly is considering a the districts will use the new acposition as liaison with the Council on creditation standards next school
Higher Education.
year instead of the traditional
Brown said he and King have evaluating process.
discussed that pop.sibility, but that
Schools now are accredited inKing would remain as secretary of the dividually with emphasis on the
The annual Fourth of July fireworks
Cabinet even if he were to assume the number of courses offered and quality display at the Murray-Calloway Counnew responsibilities.
-of physical facilities. The new process ty Park is set for Saturday at the park
Speculation involving Atkins focus- calls for looking at entire districts and on Arcadia Drive.
ed on Brown finding a new place for shifting emphasis to quality of educaThe display will begin around 9
him in the administration.
tion.
p.m:
, according to parts director
Describing Atkins as "an
In addition to the two local districts, Gary Hohman.
outstanding young man," Brown said
he had "no reason to think" Atkins
would have any position other than
finance secretary a year from now.
To emphasize his point, Brown produced two lists — one showing that,
during the administration of former
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The districts, county and municipal
Gov. Julian Carroll, cabinets averagstate
Revenue Department has set the governments to finish their budgeting
ed a new secretary a year.
1981 state property tax rate at 22.9 processes and mail tax bills on time.
The other outlined changes involvIn the past two years, because of
ing reporters in the Capitol press cor- percent per $100 valuation, or 1.2
cents
less
than
controversies over property
legal
last
year.
ps, Brown commenting that the news
assessments, the department set the
media goes through its. share of
It was the third consecutive state rate in early September,forcing
alterations.
-- rollback of the state rate under House some localities to begin late collection
Of more than 100 major manage- Bill 44, which limits the
amount of of property taxes.
ment positions in his administration, revenue a taxing district
may collect
The statewide assessment on real
Brown said, only two or three people over the previous year.
property in 1981 rose to $41.75 billion,
holding them have left state governRevenue Commissioner Robert up from $38.09 billion last year. The
ment.
But several of those top managers Allphin said the setting of the rate by new rate is designed to produce a 4
are not managing the same areas they the statutory deadline — which was percent increase in revenue under HB
Wednesday — will allow school
were 18 months ago.
Lois Mateus, for example, began
the Brown administration as commissioner of public information.
Brown abolished that agency, and
Ms. Mateus became tourism commissioner. A few months later, Brown
reorganized the Tourism Department
again, removing its arts-related functions and putting those in a new agenIt definitely was more than just a
Luckily, Cash said, his wife,
cy to be headed by Ms. Mateus.
little static on the radio
daughter and granddaughter were not
Each change has resulted, or prohurt.
During Wednesday Iniiht's storm,
bably will result, in *offs of state
But, with the modulator off the
members
of the William Cash family
employees.
engine,the car would not operate.
"I cannot honestly tell merit were headed south on U.S. 641 to their
Cash, who was contacted by
employees where they stand" in view Glenn, Miss., home when a bolt of telephone this morning, said it took a
of the .state's tight financial situation lightning struck the car radio anten- minute for the shock to pass. His plea
and impending federal budget cuts,
for assistance on the C.B. radio was
Brown said, adding he would prefer
The blast "blew off half the anten- picked up by Murray policemen who
na," knocked off the engine's elec- transferred the call to the Calloway
trical system modulator and split the County Sheriff's Office.
right rear and left front tires.
It's not the best way to end a vacaSoon afterwards, the right front tire tion, spent at the lake, but Cash was
on their 1979 Buick Riviera also rup- ready to admit many worse things
could have happened.
tured.
Wingo, will appear on the ballot as the
result of a petition submitted in his
behalf.
Entertainment will be provided and
attendance prizes will be awarded.

.Man Arrested,
Charged With
Burglary,Theft,
_Anthony W. Hams, 19, 901 Northwood Apts., war- 19dged in the
Calloway County Jail on charges of
third-degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking over $100 in connection with a break-in at Sunset
Boulevard Music, Dixieland Shopping
Center, June 14, a Murray Police
Department spokesman said.
Both charges are felonies, according to the spokesman.
Bond was set at
spokesman added. _
A portable cassette-radio stereo
unit was taken from a store display
during the break-in, the spokesman
said. It was recovered. beadier'.
4

A

AFTER LIGHTNING — This 1879 P
Iliviera was in need of tires ----and engine repair after lightning from Wednesday night's
storm
struck the car's radio antenna. The car, ownril by William
Cash,
Glenn, Miss., was headed south on U.S. 641. No one was
injured in
the incident.
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Chestno St •753-3314

n8:00-Start 8:30

Shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.

SUP IN SMOKI(R)
el way 121 S.753-3314

In

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will
be served at Hazel at 11:45
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
noon.

OD RR AY

Open 8:00-Start 8:30

4IW

DRIVE
s
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Fri. Thru Thurs.

Clint in Clyde 'n Chevy Too!
3 For.the Price Of One
FIFA
18:15 I
CHEVY-

'

eAruj 41431.16u
Caddy
cliroy ot4.) Can, ----shack
0 PG

Ei

Youth of the Memorial
Baptist Church will have a
car wash at the University_
Gulf Service Station at Five
Points frbm 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Proceeds will go toward the
Mission Tour.

Winners in the 1981 Arts
and Crafts Festival, sponSO
iliA_Murray Art
soredby
GU14 held in the Land
Between the Lakes June 20
and 21, have been enflamed.
They include the following:
No:- 183,
- Best Booth
baskets, Rob and Charlie
-Smith, Box -562, Rt. 4,
Cleveland,Ga.
Banners - PetersonWolfson, Color Squares,
first; Pat Miller, Sun Rise,
second; Pat Clark, The
Cupola,third.
ART - No. 1 - Rhonda
McEnroe, Owensboro, best
of show with color; Bob
Green, Box 504, Murray, se-

0

'Miff
%Wiest Wm ' 1
BUT Loon' '
(Po imonikarRime0

cOnd in oils; Julia Winter*
Cookeville, Tenn., second;
Mitchell Bryant,Cadiz,third
in oils; Ann Whitten, Kuttawa, third in watercolor;
Matthews,
Elloween
Jackson,. Tenn., Becky
Saylor', Paris, Tenn.,, and
Villa Hamm, Paris, Tenn.,
honorablamention in water
color.
The above were judged by
Dick Jackson of Murray
State University.
; Crafts-No.IIHard Category - Thomas
Kick, Kirkwood, Mo., tool
set, best of show; Keith
Hailey, 1612 Calloway, Murray, pottery, second; Billy
Ehleben, Mayfield, wood,
third; Ronnie Dexter,
Calvert City, guitar, and
Jerry Lane, Carbondale, Ill.,
knife, honorable mention.
Soft Category - Lynda
Dautenhahn, Springfield,
vest, second; Lani
Wallace, Murray, tapestry,
third; Emily Wolfson, 310
North 14th Street, Murray,
weaving, and Frances Hinson, Ft. Payne, Ala., wall
hanging, honorable mention.

2nd Big eek For
th Starts Tomorrow
No one
conies close to
JAMES BOND 007'

. .•
THE ACES®IRA

.:There has never been
any 30-hour week for men
who had anything to do." Charles F. Kettering.

Declarer had lots to do to
bring home today's touchy
slam. Straightforward play
would not suffice; declarer
had to find a surer road to
find 12 tricks. Here's how
Henry Baer, a leading Dallas attorney, managed to do
the job.
Henry ruffed the opening
lead and studied his chances The slam would be cold
if trumps were found to be
2-2. In that case, West would
get a diamond but dummy
could discard two spades to
avoid a spade loser. Without
a 2-2 trump break, either
the spade finesse or a diamond finesse would land the
slam. Usually one or two
finesses would offer a 75 per
cent chance, but in view of
West's double, this prospect
became quite dim, and in
the actual layout, would lose
the slam. So Henry found
another way to set up dummy instead of his own hand
(dummy reversal).
After ruffing the first
heart, a low diamond was
led towards dummy's jack
and West was forced to take
his king or lose it. West exited with a Club 10 dummy's
eight and a Second heart
was ruffed with Henry's
ace. A low diamond went to
dummy's jack and a third
heart was ruffed with
Henry's trump nine. The
trump jack was led to
dummy's trump queen and
dummy's last heart was
ruffed with Henry's last
trump. A low spade to
dummy's ace provided the
last vital entry to draw
East's last trump while

WEST
•Q109
IP A K 7 4 2
•K 7 5 3
•5
e

The story of a man who wanted to keep
the world sate for democracy...
and meet girls.

ALBERT It BROCCOLJ pleases

MOORE
ROGER
aIAN FLEMINGS
JAMES BOND 007'

PADDUCED sr IVAN REITMAN AND DAN GOLDBERG
otescrrn sr IVAN REITMAN
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Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskin
Gull Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25
Staid With

Our

Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

34 Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

34 Lb.$2.75
34 Lb. $41.95
1 Lb.$9.25

G. CORN,JR.

••••••

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

North
24
3W

Four hearts. A
minimum, but there is no
reason to stop short of
game. Most play this bidding about 95 per cent forcing
ANSWER:

31 1\44i-ov:.
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

Send bridge questmws to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addreesed, stamped envelope
for reply

MEN'S
Suits & Sporkoats

20-50% Off

Dress & Casual Slacks
S20-25.00 . . .
$2630.00
$31-35.00
$36-40.00

Now $15.00
Now $16.00
Now $20.00
Now $23.00
Now $25.00
Now $29.00

•.

$41-45.00

$46-55.00
Plaid Sport Shirts
$11-20.00
$21-25.00
$2632.00
Knit Shirts
One Group

Now $12.00
.:Now $14.00
Now $16.00
Now 1/2
Now $14.00
Now $16.00
Now $19.00

$15-20.00.
$2015.00
$2630.00

Dress Shirt;(Short Sleeve)

EAST
•6 4 3

$13-11.00

ftw-$11-A10

•8 4 2
4is 3 2

$18-19.00

lbw $12.00

$21-22.00

ilew $13.00

LADIES

Both

Dealer

South. The bidding:

1413S1C In ELMER BERNSTEIN scenerus sr LEN BLUM &
Dike:GOLDBERG AND HAROLD AMIS

F
.

SA.113374

West
Dbl
Pass
Pus
Pass

''B

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

•AelOi

Booth
14

Per
753-

The Catch
Of The Week Is

7-2-A

SOIRW
41E44--

Vulnerable:

and
the
Cal
A

Children of the late Van and Maggie Key of Puryear,
Tenn., will have a family reunion on Thursday evening,
July 9, at the Paris Landing State Park Inn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The
children include Sylvia Dell, Volene, Brenda, Jimmie,
Christine, Marcella, Noble,and Ed Key.

•Q 109
11 A K 7 4 2
•K 7 5 3
.5

South
1W
34

A

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Higgins, baby boy (Glenna) Rt. 5, Box 384A, Murray.
DISMLBSALS
Mrs. Joyce A. Waller, Rt.
2, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Larry Robert Winstead, 418
Housman, Mayfield;
Patricia A. Mitchuson, 727
Riley Court, Murray; Jimmy L. Tucker, Rt. 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Nancy F. Hopkins, Rt.
1, Kirksey; Mrs. Opal Edith
Clark, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Gladys Garland,
Box 51,Benton.
Mrs. Paloma Murphy, Rt.
4, Murray; Willis N. Fulton,
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Madge
S. Diuguid, 102 South Sixth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Martha S. Carter, 711 Olive
Street, Murray; Mrs. Edith
Lee, Hazel; Mrs. Daisy Cook
Clayton, 1027 South Ninth
Street, Mayfield; Mrs. Ruby
M.Stallons, Rt. 1, Hardin.

Key Reunion On July 9

Buses for the MurrayCalloway County Transit
will not make their regular
'.rhe above were Judged by runs due to the system being
Jerry Wed if Murray closed today in observance
of the Independence Day
State University.
holiday.

NORTH
•A 7 5 2
11 J 9 6 3
,J9
•K QS

- *HAROLD RAMIS*WARREN OATES*
* P.J. SOLES*JOHN CANDY*

6-28-81
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DLSMISSAIII
Mrs. Brenda G. Price, Rt.
5, Murray; Daniel W. Pritchett, RI. 2, Murray; Mrs.
Neelam Tendon and baby
boy, 1542 Oxford Drive, Murray; Mrs. Jan M. Green and
baby boy, 1301 Joe Creason
Drive, Benton; Anna M.
Lyell, 1035 Wilford Drive,
Mayfield; Mrs. Teresa L.
Pace, 318 South Sixth Street,
Murray.
Mrs. Joelette Woolfolk, Rt.
3, Benton; Mrs. Mary L
Thorne, Rt. 3, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Mrs. Deborah J.
Royal, Kirksey; Mrs.
Alfreda J. Eickholz, RI. 9,
Mrs.
Benton;
BeatriceCruinp, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Ethel D. Murphy,
101 Magnolia Street, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lula M.
Michaux, 1102 Mulberry
Drive, Murray.

For LBL Arts & Crafts Festival

WILL TURN YOU

At 1210

Murray Lodge No. 105
Hardin High School AlumTemple Hill Chapter No. ni Association will hold its Free and Accepted Masons
276 Free and Accepted annual reunion at the Benton will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masons will meet at 7:30 Senior Citizens Center at 4 lodge hall.
p.m. at the lodge hall.
p.m. with the banquet at 6
Bands
Marching
p.m.
Workshop will open today at
Alcoholics Anonymous and
ALanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Events at Land Between Murray State University.
the west end of the Livestock the Lakes will include Our
and Exposition Center.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
National Bird at 2 p.m. at
Center Station and Skyworks will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
at 7 and 8 p.m. at the Golden p.m. for activities by the
"A Hymn For Kentucky" Pond Visitors Center.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
will be shovm at 8p.m. by the
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Community Theatre at the
Douglas at 12 noon.
Old Freight Depot at. the
Sunday,July 5
Murray-Calloway Cotinty
Third of three _.ate
Events at Land Between
Park.
nay
the Lakes will include camps conducted bY tfiWildflowers of the Open State Coach Bennie Purcell
Independence Day Scram- Lands at 2 p.m. at the Center will open today at Murray
ble for men and women and Station and Sermon and State University,
other activities will be held gospel Sing at The
at the Oaks Country Club.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Homeplace-1850 at 2 p.m.
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Marvin Mills.

Winners Are Listed-

Cuter BasTw000
!
PLeS

OSPIAL NEWS

.•11111..

Sunday, July 5
Saturday,July 4
Friday,July 3
Boatwright Family ReuMemorial Baptist Church. Prayer Breakfast of Local
Puppeteers will present a Chapter of Full Gospel nion will be held at 12 noon at
program at 8:30 p.m. at Business Men's Fellowship ithe Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Hillman Ferry Campground will not be held today.
-in the Land Between the
May,July 6
Reunion of the late George
Lakes.
Workshop for First
Coles and the late Rev. T. G.
Hazel High School Class of Shelton families will be held District, Kentucky Federa1956 will have its 25th reu- at noon at the new Murray- tion of Women's Clubs will
nion at 6:30 p.m. in the Calloway County Park.
be held at 9 a.m. at Lake
Mississippi Room, UniversiBarkley Lodge.
ty Center; Murray State
Hendon Family Reunion
University. For information will be held at the shelter
Meeting of the Executive
call Gedric Paschall or Ray house of Kenlake State Park Board of the Murray
Dunn.
Woman's Club will not be
with lunch at noon.
held.
Saturday,July 4
Special Golf Event with
Murray-Calloway County
and Susan McKnelly as
Phil
Square ana round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at chairmen will be held at the Camera Club will meet at 7
the Woodmen of the World Murray Country Club. A p.m. in the social hall of the
family potluck will be served First United Methodist ChurHall.
ch.
at 7 p.m.

Friday,July 3 Thursday, July 2
for the Murraybuses
The
Upward Bound Awards
Transit ComBus
Calloway
Banquet will be held at 6
their regular
make
will
p.m. in the University pany
today.
runs
Center Ballroom, Murray
Slate University.
Club membership social
twilight golf will be held
and
by
An exhibition of work
p.m. at the Murray
5:30
faculty and graduate at
Club
Country
students at Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, will
Twilight golf is scheduled
be shown at the Eagle
5:30 p.m, at the Oaks
at
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Club.
Country
Murray State University, today through July 30.
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
be shown at 8 p.m. by the
Murray Women of the Community Theatre at the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at Old Freight Depot at the
the lodge hall.
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
be presented by the Community Theatre at 8 p.m. at
The Blackwood Bros. will
the old freight depot in the present a concert at 7:30
Murray-Calloway County p.m. at the Lovett
Park.
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is
Calloway County Athletic free.
Boosters will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Library of
Events in Land Between
Calloway County High
the Lakes will include The
School.
"Golden Bass" from 1 to 4
Knights of Columbus will p.m. and Night Visual at 8:30
have a council meeting at p.m., both at Center Station,
7:30 p.m. at St. Leo's and Skyworks at 7 and 8 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitors
Catholic Church.
Center.
Friday,July 3

swami to asp IPS
.0110 sale foo,
opprediocr
noel fpla

=me

4

Nortb
Rdbl
34
Pass

East
Pass
Pus
Pass

5teasiegjead: Heart king

Henry discarded his spade
Jack. The last three tricks
were claimed with the high
spade and high diamonds
When the bidding points
the way, it's foolish not to
follow

Summer Blouses
Summer Blazers & Suits
Summer Skirt & Slacks.
Summer Dresses
Summer Accessories
-Ile Itoimmis siEitchespos-
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s.w 112
•-,. . ibrorli2
• •••
.
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111
-11111wellesi
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HEALTH

Reunion To Be Saturday
A reunion of the families of the late Rev. T. G. Shelton
and the lateGeorge Coles will be held Saturday, July 4, at
the pavilion by the old court house in the new MurrayCalloway County Park.
At noon a basket lunch will be served. For information
persons may call T. G. Shelton, 753-3942, or Hilnian Coles,
753-8590.

District Workshop Will
Be Held At Lake Barkley
The annual workshop meeting of the First District of the

4entucky Federation of Women's Clubs will be held Monday, July 6, at the Lake Barkley Lodge.
Registration will start at 9 a.m. with-the programs to
start at 10 a.m.
Attending from ;be Murray Woman's Club will be-Ann
:.Brooks, Betty Lowry, Sally Ann Sawyer, and Cecelia
Brock.
-. Members of the Hazel Woman's Club are also_expected
to be in attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Phillips, Murray Route 8,
are the parents of a baby
girl, Michelle Lynn,
weighing six pounds 133,4
ounces, measuring 201,2 inches, born on Sunday, June
14, at 3:21 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother, the former
Susan Williams, is on leave
from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The father
Is employed at Fisher-Price
Toys.
Grandparents are' Mrs.
Roszella Williams and Edd
Phillips.

FRAMERS GALLERY
Murray's Select Art Gallery and Framery
Well Spend The Time Necessary To
Help You Turn Your Walls Into
A Beautiful Work Of Art
Call Us For Your Personal Consultation Appointment
Open Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. 10-4 p.m.

THE VILLAGE 641 North

Murray, Kentucky

753-0077

This Is Your Invitation
to attend

A Series of
Gospel Meetings
JULY 5-12, 1981
WEEK DAY SERVICES. 7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY SERVICES: Bible Study: 10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship Service: 11:00
Evening Worship:,630 P.M.

Coldwater
Church Of Christ

PRESTON COTHAM
Evangelist •
Hillsboro, Texas

Slow heart rate

PHILLIPS GIRL

'Bob Haley, Local Minister

resting heart rate was in die prevents normal tempera70s. That should tell you that ture control.)
developing high levels of
If a man produces a lot of
physical fitness can producc, healthy sperm cells none of
a slow heart rate.
these things may prevent
I think the resting heart him from fathering- a child.
rate is one of the most If the number is marginal,
neglected simple indicators any of these can be a signifiof health. If a person has a cant factor in causing male
resting heart rate much infertility. The lower temabove 80, it usuall3 means perature of the testicles
that he is anxious, has bad enabled by their location
habits such as smoking ciga- outside the body cavity is
rettes, drinks too much cot- essential to their ability to
-fee or other beverages con- produce adequate amounts
taining caffeine, is in poor of healthy sperm cells.
physical condition from lack
of exercise or may have an
underlying medical problem. The most common
cause for high normal heart
rates in adults is poor levels
of physical fitness accompanied with being overweight
and having bad habits.
You'll appreciate the
number of things that can
affect the resting heart rate
better by reading The
Health Letter number 9-8,
Your Heart Rate: What It
Means, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
"I hod tried to lose weight several times, but
issue can send 75 cents with
nothing worked like the,Diet Center Program! I
a long, stamped, selflost all the ylpight I wonted to, and it feels fonaddressed envelope for it to
tastic.te know I'll never be overweight again! it
me, in care of this newspaseems 'Co simple now and satisfying to eat
per. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
nutrionolly balanced meals. I hove more energy
City Station, New York, NY
and enthusiasm than ever before! When you
10019. decide to lose weight, I recommend that you call
Now, heart disease can
Diet Center first!"
Fraaces Drake
cause slow heart rates. This
is most commonly seen in
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 3, 1981 middle-aged or older people
with heart disease that produces a form of heart block.
Of Murray
_ Vihat kind of day will toner- These are the people who
row be? To find out what the often need a pacemaker to
-stars say, read the forecast maintain their- heart rate at
given for your birth Sign.
adequate levels. Se the
extremes of the meaning of
a slow heart rate vary from
ARIES
being a champion athlete to
Call TodenrFet-A Free Consultation!
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
a person with a serious heart
When you decide to lose weight, call Diet Center.
A romantic time for you, yet disease
Our program of sound•nutrition and private, daily
arguments could arise over
LAMB
—
My
DEAR DO.
couseling will help you lose that excess weight
plans. wife and I will be trying to
entertainment
quickly and safely. And we'll teach you how to keep
Barbecues and picnics are have children in the near
it off!
certainly favored.
future. We need to know
AT THE Los/
TAURUS
whether taking regular hot
(Apr.20 to May 20)
baths can affect a man's ferYou'll enjoy company at tihty by killing sperm.
your place. Follow through on
DEAR READER — Studthat urge to decorate. Avoid ies show that ,heat will
disputes with family about decrease the number of live
planned expenditures.
healthy sperm cells. That
GEMINI
will include hot baths. It
(May 21 to June 20)
includes jockey-type shorts
Weekend jaunts are that prevent normal descent
Walnut Plaza-Suite 203
favored. You'll attract of the testicles away from
admiration.
and
romance
5th & Walnut, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0020
the body to maintain a lower
Avoid spreading yourself too body, temperature. It
thin. Don't scatter your includes a varicocele (varienergies.
cose vein to the testicles that
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Despite a change in plans,
you'll have a good time. Try to
keep costs down, if shopping.
Inwardly, you may resent the
price of something.
LEO
(July 23toAug.=)
You're popular now, but a
OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 8:30 P.M.
little humility will offset a
'tendency to be too selfcentered. Avoid minor
disputes with friends.
VIRGO
)
(Aug.23to Sept. 22) nr
You're in the mood for a
quiet time, preferably with
one dear to you. Let go of
inner aggravations and unwind. Relax.
IJBRA
(Sept.23toOct. n)
Enjoy the company of
friends, but don't give unsolicited advice. Other people
don't want to be reminded of
their shortcomings.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You'll make a good impression on higher-ups, but there
may be some differences
regarding salary or bonuses.
Regular 46.00 to 84.00 Values
Maintain good will.
SAGITTARIUS
afiget
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)'
1
Friends at a distance are
anxious to see or hear from
you. A close friend's nagging
could irritate you, but take it
in stride.
TO
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19)
Avoid premature celebrations. If you overdo now, you'll
feel under par for the holiday.
Consult with close friends
aboutexpenses.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Bright's of Murray will be closed Saturday, July 4th
A fine time for loved ones to
together.
relax or celebrate
Be patient with children whO
may be overexcited. Share
responsibilities.
PISCES _
(Feb. 19 to Mar.
110
(
You should be pie•sed with
the results ofli work project
Don't let a family member's
critical attitude dim your enklIkarAtiSummer Styles
Regularly 8.00 to 12.00
thusiasm.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
When I was pregnant I
developed jaundice. When
my son was born he was
born without jaundice, but
when he was about 7 years
old I was told he had a heart
murmur but not to worry
about it. He is DOW married
and has no problems but the
doctor said his heart was
slower than average. I don't
understand. They haven't
given him any medicine or
put him on any restrictions.
What does it mean to have a
slower heart beat? Is it better than a fast beat?
DEAR READER — It all
boils down to the fact that
your son's doctor doesn't
think ht has anything wrong
with his health. A slow heart
rate is often an indication of
good health rather than
something being wrong.
Endurance athletes tend
to have slow heart rates.
Roger Bannister had a heart
rate of only 38 beats a minute when he was in training
to break the four-minute
mile. Before training his

Children's
Star Trek

Sandles

et"

99m

Paper Towels
or
Papergapkins
Styrofoam Cups

Pair

Sizes 6/
1
2-8/
1
2 -Reg. 1.77

2 Pks.

88'

Sturdy Chkib

1

Foam
Plates
Reg. $1.99
3 Deep Sections-40 Count

Ice
Chests
$599

2 Pks.
Ladies Novelty

Sleep
Shirts
Values To $9.50

$450

Brooks
B-Q
Sauce
Only

July
4th
Sale

99'

These Prices
Good On The
4th Only

Charcoal Sun Ipal
Lighter Visors

99,
Entire Stock
(10 Kinds To Choose)

Hair
Spray

:,. . :_t. 9
.
-.r—-

OPEN 10:00 A.M. JULY 4.1H

Lb*. 2
Ainsils i
11•0Laseish

4
-----

Overweight?
"I Suggest You Call Diet Center!"

USRDA and Doctor
approved!

Your Individual
Horoscope

P. N.HIRSC1140
,c .
Olympic Plaza, Murray -

We ore pleased to announce
that Mary Ann Wheatly,
bride-elect of John Archer
has selected her crystal
from our complete bridal
registry. Mary Ann and John
will be married July llth

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

sir

Denise Futrell

Lost 23Pounds
In Just5 Weeks

TAA

no19.-

0

44:g

SUMMER
SALE
Summer
Dresses

!ker.

29"
5599

YOU BORN TODAY are imaginative and self-expressive.
Find an original point of view
and you'll make a definite contribution in sane creative
endeavor. Your versatility
will work against you if you
scatter your energies. Find
the one thing at which you
wish to succeed. Reporting,
fiction-writing, acting, interior design, advertising,:,
publishing, selling and public
relations are some of the fields
in which you'll find fulfillment. Social contacts will be
helpful to your career. flank
trig, teaching and medicine
may also appeal to you. Birthdate of: Franz Kafka,
author; Dorothy Kllgallen,
de
journalist;
and George
,actor.

Famous Name

Summer Sportswear

BRAS

& Swimwear

2" 8"

NOW

Spring 44 Summer

SHOES
Regularly 18.00 to 72.00

1 3 OFF
TO /

13

,...••••••••=m
,

1 /3 OFF

•
•

•

-,••?••••

Andrus-Wray Engagement

INISPITAL NEWS
Adults 107
Nursery 3
6-27-11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Morgan, baby boy (Penny) 518 Whitnell Avenue,
Murray
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kitty D. Stephenson
and baby WI, Box 35,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Jeannett* F. Washer and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Aimo; Mrs. Jennifer A. Page and baby boy,
610 N. Brewer, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Patsy M. Riley and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Mrs. Mary L Carter, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Dorothy S. Loftin,
204 South 15th, Murray;
David M. Smith, Rt. 3, Murray; Jerry L. Miller, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Jennifer L.
Olive, 209 North L. P. Miller
Street, Murray; Mrs. Annette Collie, Rt. 5, Benton;
Joe B. Harrison, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Richard D. Clendenen, RI.
2, Hazel; Kathryn Marie
Godar, Rt. 4, Murray; Adam
C. Godar, Rt. 4, Murray;
James L. Bean, RI. 6, Murray; Mrs. Diane C. Rose,
2117 Brookhaven Street,
Murray; Jamie F. Morrison,
71551 Shady Oaks Trailer
Court, Murray.
Mrs. Glenda K. Lowe, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Joyace A.
Neace, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tenn.; Delbert F. Newsome,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Randy
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Laverne Cain, Rt. 2, Murray; Debra L. Rushing, 611
So. Market Street, Paris,
Tenn.
V.
1,
Dover, Tenn.; John F.
Kavanaugh, at Box 118,
Hamlin; Fred D.Thompson,
Sebree; Mrs. Ruth A. Bevill,
Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.; Evertte
L. Massey, 221 South Ilth
Street, Murray; Bernice F.
Bishop, NewConcord.
James D. Weatherford
(expired) 605 North 18th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Eula
Estelle Fortner- (expired)
Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs. Kitty
Myrtle Steele (expired) 202
South 16th Street, Murray;
A. B. Cloys (expired) Rt. 2,
Murray.

Juanita Earbeart,Rt.

'A.'.

PA

1110.-

/
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE'S

Mrs. Earl Barnett of-Hatdin Route 1 and Joe Edd Andrus of Cadiz announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Stacey, to Pat
Wray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ken Wray of Sedalia.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Smith of Farmington, of Mrs. Lucille Andrus of Mayfield, and of
Ardell Andrus of Texas. Her
step grandparents are Mr.
Barnett of
Hardin.
Mr. Wray is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Wray of Wingo and Mrs.
MayBelle Laird and the late
Randal Laird of Water
Valley.
Miss Andrus is a 1980
graduate of Marshall County
High School. She is presently
attending Murray State
University where she is majoring in office administration.
Mr. Wray,a 1978 graduate
of Sedalia High School, will
receive his degree in
chemistry from Murray
State University in May.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Aug. 7, at 7
p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
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Directors Named-

For The Southern Harmony Singing, Inc.
All three directors of the elected all officers for one
Society for the Preservation year term Dr. Mofield as
of Southern Harmony Sing- president; Miss Heath as
ing, Inc. whose terms ex- vice president; and Mrs.
pired in 1961, have been re- Joyce as secretary. The
elected for new three-year board also voted to. retain
terms. They are Margaret Estella Smith of Benton as
Heath, Nina Joyce and Ray treasurer.
Mofield,all of Benton.
The following calendar
Directors whose terms was adopted:
continue are: Catherine Kay
Thursday, Sept. 24, 1981,
of Jonathan Creek, and Dr. song practice, Benton
Glenn Wilcox of Murray,two Library,7:15 p.m.
Thursday, Oct 29, 1981,
more years; Novalee
Blackie and Clarence song practice, Benton
Blakney, both of Benton, one

Library,7:15 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 19, 1981,
concert, Calvert City Nursing,7:15 pm.
Thursday, March 25, 1982,
concert, Cedarcrest,
Possum Trot,7:15 p.m.
Thursday, April 29, 1982,
concert, Lakehaven, Benton,
7:15 p.m.
Thursday, May 20, 1982,
song practice, Benton
Library,7:15 p.m.
The 99th Annual Big Singin
at the Benton Couthouse will

6

be held Sunday,May 23, 1982
with sessions at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:20 p.m.
The annual meeting of the
members will be at the Benton Library on Thursday,
June 24, 1982 with the new
directors convening immediately following adjournment.
Mail price of the stereo
album "Holy Manna" will
remain at $6; the book at
$7.50 unil there is a postal
rate change.

Erie]

P•0

Refills On
Pepsi 25C

001°;S

PEPSI AND PEPSI-COLA
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
OF PEPSICO INC

AU regular priced
menu items
v2 price for children
under 12 when
accompanied
by an adult

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good

at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel Air Shopping Center _

year.
BENTON PATIENT additional
adjournMent
FollOWing
Ruby Greenfield of Hardhr
annual membership seswas dismissed June 24 from the
sion at the Benton Library,

the Marshall
Hospital, Benton.
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Bridal Events Given In
Honor Of Edwina Elkins
Miss Edwina Elkins,
Saturday bride-elect of
Thomas Rogers, has been
honored with two more
prenuptial 'events. Parents
of the couple are Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Elkins and Mrs.
Elva Todd.
A miscellaneous shower
was held on June 25 with
Miss Beth Taylor and Miss
Christine Grogan as
hostesses. Games were
played and the honoree opened her assortment of gifts.
Refreshments of sausage
balls, cake, 7-Up over
multicolored ice cubes, nuts,
and mints were served. Approximately 13 of the
honoree's close friends were
present or sent gifts.

The Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank was the scene
of a household shower held
June 26 with Mrs. Mine
Hargis, Mrs. Brenda
Newberry, Mrs. Ruby
Hargis, and Mrs. Marion
Elkins as hostesses.
Miss Elkins was presented
a corsage of red carnations.
Gifts were opened by the
honoree as the guests arrived and were displayed for
viewing.
Refreshments of cake
squares, red fruit punch,
open faced sandwiches, nuts,
and mints were served. Approximately 30 ladies attended or sent gifts.

Al Men's Summer & Year Round

SuitsSizes 36-50 Reg.& 38-50 Long
All Men's
Sportcoats
All Men's Summer
Dress Pants
One Group Men's
Swimwear

ter

July Clearance
I Ladies'Dept.I
20-50% Off
'A

AN Ladies Spring& Summer
Dresses Jr., Misses& Half Sizes

Off

/3Off
1/2price

Ladies Summer

Sportswear ... o

•
•

Blouses

20% Off

All Ladies Dusters & Cotton

20%off

Dresses

Sport Shirts
All Men's
jogging Shorts

20% Off

Swimwear

20°
/0 Off

All Girls

20% Off

1 GirlsDept.

Sportswear
Reg. 524.99 Sale 19

20 to50% Off

2T-Size 14
All Girls Dressy

Dresses

20% Off

'11/2 Price

All Girls
.small-XL 2096-0ff

Boy's Short Sleeved

The great block & •
white saddle oxford
01, sole now!

/
11 2 Price

Ladies 8, Girls

..

Shirts
Boys Converse Canvass
Shoes
One Group Boys
Swimwear.
nlhIutlT
One-crroupysJogging
JJJU• Shoes

20% Off

• Shoes& Sandals

1 2 Price
/

All Men's Knit & Polyester Cotton
101:

205O% Off

One Table Ladies Dress

Men's Short Sleeved Polyester

Jump suits

/
1 3 Off

All Ladies Summer

sizes6-1820% Off

Size 2%-6 l
h Price

'A

Sandals
One Group Girls
Dress Shoes

-1-7*

- fLPif.

PiiFe

Sorry
No Refunds, Exchanges
or Alterations On Sale
Merchandise

Price

Sizes 21/4-6/
1 2 Price

Chse G°1"Pildant
$zes287 4hVildalrue:ssto $7.00 ... Sale 2(")
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4
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Al Ladies Summer

Men's Dress

Straw Hats
AN Men's Short Sleeved
Shirts -.
One Table MeniDress& Sport
Shirts .
Men's
Walking Shorts
Men's Polyester-Cotton Ughwetht
Pants
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Miss Linda Boyd Is Wed To Mr. ortwright
41

1

Miss Linda Gall Boyd,
Mrs. Goodwin carried a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. single Rubrum lily tied with
Lloyd E. Boyd of Murray, ivory ribbons. In her hair she
and Michael L. Cortwright, wore a small cluster of
son of Mr. and Mrs. William baby's breath.
H. Cortwright of Muncie,
The bridesmaids, with
Ind., were married on Sun- identical gowns, flowers,
day, May 17 at the First Bap- and hair accents, were Miss
tist Church, Murray.
Shelly Cortwright of Muncie,
The double ring ceremony Ind., daughter of the groom,
was performed by the Rev. Miss Nancy Jones of
Dr. Bill Whitaker. Mrs. John Paducah, and Mrs. Kathy
Bowker presented a selec- Guthrie of Memphis.
tion of organ music. Selected
The Groom
vocals were sung by Mrs.
Mr. Cortwright was atVernon Shown. At the con- tired in dove grey full dress
clusion of the ceremony the tails, with a white pin tuckcouple knelt while Mrs. ed, wing collared shirt. His
Shown sang "The Lord's boutonniere was of
Prayer."
stephanotis.
The wedding vows were
Dave Currier, of Inexchanged in a setting of a dianapolis served as best
brass candelabrum arch of man. Groomsmen were,
ivory burning tapers in- Steve Mohler of New
terspersed with greenery, Orleans, La.; and Gary
set behind a double Prie Swearingen and Gary
Dieu kneeling bench of Guthrie of Memphis,Tenn.
brass. On either side were
All of the men attendants,
brass candelabra trees with including the bride's father,
tapers, and pedestal urns wore dove grey vested tuxfilled with white snap- edoes of dinner jacket styl, •dragons and rubrum lilies. ing, with formal pearl studdCascades of Boston fern ed ascots. Their boutonwere at both .the organ and nieres were dusters of
piano. !
baby's breath.
_
The family pews were
For her daughter's wedmarked with brass hur- ding, Mrs. Boyd wore a pagne fountain topped with
ricane lamps and greenery. street length gown of an arrangement of daisy's
As the guests arrived,they periwinkle blue chiffon completed the setting.
signed the register which designed with a softly
Later in the evening, the
was attended by Ms. Jennie gathered skirt. The fitted couple left for a wedding trip
Gordon. The registry table, bodice of ivory lace was to the Cortwright's summer
covered in white lace was overlayed with chiffon, and home on Lake Wawasee, in
adorned with an arrange- featured a sherred waist Northern Indiana, with the
ment of white snapdragons cumberbund and long full bride wearing a crepe dress
in an oriental vase. Ms. Gor- sleeves.
of pale turquoise, accented
don was presented a corsage
Mrs. Cortwright, mother by aaconer
contrasting
gl
jacket.
rar asPintiul
h
Wal ace,t h
of blue carnations.
of the groom, wore a street ned
her
The Bride
length dress of lilac mother's corsage.
Escorted by her father and Georgette. The sheath cut
Mr. and Mrs. Cortwright
given in marriage by her dress was accented by a long are now residing in
parents, the bride wore a sleeve balaro jacket cross- Louisville where he is in
white all lace pointe de spree ing in front to close at the Brand Management for
gown. It featured a high shoulder with self covered Brown & Williamson Tobacneckline with a fitted buttons.
co Corporation.
sleeveless bodice. A softly
Both mothers wore corOut of town guests were:
gathered yolk, falling from sages of white cymbictitun Mrs. Juanita Smith and Miss
the shoulders, was molded orchids. Mrs. Preston Boyd, Joy Arnold, Indianapolis,
into a vee effect in front, and grandmother of the bride, Ind.; Mrs. Jane Nearing,
fell to the waist line in back. was presented a corsage of Syracuse, Ind.; Miss Kathi
The skirt was A-Line, with a white carnations.
Brown, Memphis, Tenn.,
cathedral length train. A
The wedding was directed Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin,
band of scalloped detailed by Mrs. Ramp Brooks who Princeton; Travis Goodwin,
lace edged the entire train. was presented a corsage of Clewiston, Fla.; Mrs. Donna
Bridal pearls and delicate blue carnations.
Rowe and Wm. E. Turner,
silk venice lace appliques acReception
Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs.
cented the bodice.
The reception was held at Jolm
asota,fla..
The ensemble was com-..-fhtChurch Fellowship Hall.
Rehearsal Dinner
pleted by a matching lace
The bride's table was
The wedding party and
brimed hat, with one side overlaid with a cloth of pure guests were entertained with
rolled and encrusted with white linen. The three tiered a reception and dinner by
silk roses. Pearls were scat- wedding cake, situated on Mr. and Mrs. William H.
tered throughout the lace. columns above a miniature Cortwright, parents of the
The veil of Russian netting flowing fountain was adorn- groom, at The Peking
was caught up in a soft bow ed with arrangements of Restaurant following the
at the back. She wore gloves Rubriun lilies and greenery. rehearsal.
of matching pointe de spree Punch was served from a
The tables, laid for 25
lace.
silver punch bowl. Silver guests, featured floral arHer jewelry was a pair of candlelabra entwined with rangements of white daisies
pearl earrings, a gift from ivy were used on both the and blue carnations. Accenher parents, and a delicate bride's table and the piano.
ting the setting were candles
gold braclet accented with
For the traditional wed- of wedgewood blue in cut
three small diamonds. The ding toast, the couple used crystal holders. Each place
wedding band presented to silver champagne glasses, a card featured a tiny blue silk
her during the traditional -special gift-frau)the groom's flower. A centerpiece was
ceremony was that of her daughter.
presented
each
to
Mrs. Jan Rowlette was in bridesmaid by the hosts,
late maternal grandmother.
The bride carried a touch charge of the reception, and following the dinner. The
of elegance bouquet of serving the guests were, bride's corsage was of deep
Rubrtun lilies, stephanotis, Mrs. James Brown, aunt of wine roses.
nephthytis, fern and the bride, Mrs. Guy BillBridesmaid's Luncheon
chloraphytum. Attached to ington, Mrs. Clyde Miller,
An event extended to the
her bouquet was a white lace Mrs. Marjorie Dunn and bride was a bridesmaids lunhandkerchief, belonging to Miss Vivian Hale. Mrs. Bob- cheon held at the home of
her mother, and carried in by Henry, pianist, presented Mrs. Ben Trevathan. Mrs.
a program of selected music James Brown and Mrs. Conher wedding.
Mrs. Barbara Goodwin of throughout the reception. All rad Jones were also
Clewiston, Fla.,cousin of the hostesses and Mrs. Henry hostesses of the event.
bride, served as matron of were presented with corThe bride was presented a
honor. She wore a full length sages of blue carnations.
corsage of white, fresh cut
Following the reception, a roses, and each guest pregown of billowy chiffon in a
deep shade of royal blue. The buffet supper for the bridal sent was given a single rose
gown, with spaghetti strap party was hosted by the bud. The luncheon table
bodice and A-line skirt, bride's parents at their featured a basket overflowfeatured a separate chiffon home. Bouquets of spring,,, ing with fresh cut roses. The
jacket. A dainty high ruffled flowers and roses were used hostesses presented the
neck with a self fabric bow throughout the house. The bride with a picture frame
accented the neckline. The buffet table, overlaid with a overlaid with a specially
peplum jacket, gathered at white lace cloth featured a treated veneer of tobacco
the Waist with a self fabric centerpiece formed of a leaf.
sash was enhanced with long pineapple studded with fresh
The bride chose this time
fruit spears. A silver cham- to present gifts to each of her
sheer full bishop sleeves.
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Gospel Fellowship To
Meet At Colonial House

vitt
4

BENTON PATIENT
Audra Futrell of Hardin
was dismissed June 18 from
the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.

a

PATIENT AT BENTON
Mrs. Gennella Lawrence
of Hardin was dismissed
June 18 from the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.

The regular Prayer Breakfast held the first Saturday of 1,
each month by. the Local Chapter of the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship International will not be hex!
Saturday, July 4.
The Fellowship will hold its dinner meeting on Saturday, July 11, at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The speaker will be a converted canibal,
who was captured by animal hunters and brought to this
country at the age of 11, according to Tim Scruggs, presi-;i,,
dent of the local Fellowship.
i!!
The meeting is open to all men, women, and children
the community,Scruggs said.

,
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Landscaping
Trees & Shrubs
Exotic House Plants
Annuals

Hoffman's

;MOMS
NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE

759-4512

.••t.

"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES
Hwy. 45 N.
94 East
Mayfield, Kentucky
Murray. Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Cortwright

II

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Benny Maddox of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah

attendants.
Event
In addition to prenuptial
events held in honor of both
the bride and groom, in
April, the bride was the
guest of honor at a tea held
by Mrs. Wm. Cortwright, at
her home in Muncie. The
floral arrangement of blue
and white daisies accented a
table covered in white lace
over blue. Coffee and tea,
served from a silver service,
complimented a variety of
fresh fruits and pastries.
The bride was presented a
corsage of minuet roses. Her
mother, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,
was also in attendance.

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
o444,,
%I Cut
"DIAMOND DAllLERS"
No OA,
vouR cw0tCE or

vitiOW OR vimitt GOt.;

--=--7C °S
49PS/
rerAN.,,_,
. .`:.1.0:•!.
!

50% OFF
$REG. $300.

E-z
if.
TERMS
CreDit THIS AO MUST-ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MICHELSON JEWELERS
MURRAY KY.

pre-fourth ofjulij

MAST.

what are the-fireworks al-I about?
super savings on summer fashions!
FOUR DAYS ONLY . .. thursday, friday, saturday, sunday.

7.00

sale
Reg. 22.99 to 25.99
SWIMSUITS

*NOTE: We will be open Sat. July 4 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday from 1 p.m. to,5 p.m.
t

Terrific savings on
swimwear by makers so
famous we can't mention
the names. Select onepiece maillots or bikinis.

5.00

sale
Reg. to 12.99

.c•Is

1

I;:

ACTIVE WEAR
COORDINATES

.....„
•••••••",
•••••••

Mix and match tops and
shorts at such savings
you're sure to celebrate!
Select soft cotton and
-polyester knit t-tops. tanks,
and shorts. Prints and
solids. S,M,L.

11.00

sale
Reg. 19.99 to 24.99

SUNDRESSES
Tremendous savings on
cool sun-catchers. Sundresses with an abundance
of interest in the most
popular summer colors,
prints, and stripes.

7.00

sale
Reg. 24.99

••••

SUMMER PANTS
Firecracker savings on a
fabulous selection of
summer'pants. Summer
colors in duck, chino,
poplin, twill, chintz,'
Summer sheeting,
polyester andcotton.
••••••=1.,

In DOI U ICC DI
j.

Summer Clearance

••
•a
I*

'A Off

Reg. to 44.00

DESIGNER JEANS
Save o whopping 3 on
designer jeans from Cololli
Klein, Lee. Chic by H.I.S
Levi StrousT7—

OFF

Calvin Klein
Lee
Chic
Levi.

MO=
' V/SA*

. ,
Sovirlit No Ratlike,

._ _
-

•

Reg. *Sale Pric
-14.9
44-00
19.9
2%00
19.
30.00
19.
. 29.00--

-iatrotice*ziirponly,
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•
••
••
••
••
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"War •"'•-•
P.•,1Amea ••'
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OfitAAM
Chablis's Shop

Central Shoppitiii Center Murray Hwy.641 753-7991
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Editorial _

Open Meetings
Law Should
Be Followed

-

It would seem — in light of
the legal enganglements in
which , the Murray , State
University Board of Regents
and its president have been
embroiled for the pasUeveral
months — that the regents and
the president would be more
aware of the Kentucky Open
Meetings Law and how it applies to the governing structure of the university.
That law, enacted to protect
the interests of the taxpayers
of the Cornmowealth, says, in
essence, that meetings of
public agencies are to be open
to the public, with specific exceptions such as individual
personnel matters, and prohibits a "collective decision, a
commitment or promise to
make a positve or negative
decision or an actual vote by a
majority of the members of
the governmental body" from
occurring during such a closed
session.
A telephone conference call
involving MSU President Constantine Curris, board chairman Ron Christopher and
board members Bill Morgan,
Benton, Sara Page, Paducah,
Charles Howard, Mayfield,
Jere McCuiston, Trenton,
Steve West; Murray, Ed-Settle, Princeton and Mark McTru-re, Frankfort was held
June 19. A ninth board
member, Jerry Woodall, Lexington, while not on the conference call, was on another
line and information was
reportedly relayed to him.
Board vice chairman William
Carneal, Owensboro, did not
participate in the conference
call.
It has been reported in this
and other area newspapers

Business Mirror

that during that conference
call, the regents were polled
as to their opinion concerning
three administrative appointments at MSU.
A few days after the
telephone conference, the
MSU public relations office
issued a press release saying
Jim Hall had been named to
replace Richard Gray as ad
rninistrative vice president at
the university.
Who named him? At what
meeting of the regents did
such action occur?
We
that
construe
"conference call" as nothing
more than a blatant, illegal
subversion of the Kentucky
Open Meetings Law, KRS
61.805-845.
That law requires 24-hour
notice to the public and the
news media before a meeting
can be held. It also requires
such meetings to be readily
accessible to the general
public as well as news media
representatives.
No advance notice was offered on this meeting from
either the administration or
the board itself. Furthermore,
can anyone argue that a
telephone conference call is
accessible to the public?
We feel the controversy
between the Murray State
regents and Curris has tarnished MSU's image
throughout the Jackson Purchase and the Commonwealth.
If the members of the board
and the president of the
university ignore the requirements of the open
meetings law, or any other
laws for that matter, the
blackening cloud over the
campus will continue to
become darker.

-

••
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Copley News Service

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Ch'oir's 'I Love America'Left
You Plumb Proud To Be An American

The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos will be
installed as pastor of the First Christian Church on Sunday. Dr. James A.
Moak, general minister of the Christian Church in Kentucky, will be the
guest preacher.
The 1971 membership meeting of
the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will be held
July 10 at the Carlisle County High
School, according to John Edd
Walker, general manager.
The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the
U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will join
flotillas from Camden, Tenn., Clark's
River, Gilbertsville,and Paducah, as
well as members of the U. S. Power
Squadron and all other interested
boaters on July 4 in a cruise down
Kentucky Lake from the Kenlake
Marina to Kentucky Dam State Park
in observance of National Safe
Boating Week.
Phillip Usrey has been appointed as
postmaster at Farmington.
Miss Jane Belote, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack M. Belote, Murray,
was wed to Nick J. Spaciafino, son of
Mrs. Vita Spadafino of Brunswick, N.
J., on June 26 at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Bobbie Buchanan was medalist at
the ladies day golf held at the Oaks
Country Club.

The
upper
many
cludir.
fisher
Wildli
merci
is, ca

20 Years Ago

A fiscal agent was selected on a protor of music.
"I Love America" was written by posed $750,000 bond issue which will
two fellows by the names of John W. be used to expand the Murray Water
Peterson and Don Wyrtzen, so it said and Sewer System by the Murray City
on the printed program. Peterson is a Council at the meeting held at the City
long-time, widely-known writer of Hall.
Fire destroyed the large stock barn
cantatas and special music, while
Wyrtzen, so Wayne told me, is a fine, on the farm of W. and Mrs. J. C.
Kemp on the niglil of June 30.
up-and-coming young arranger.
Navy Lt.(jg)John T. Vinson is picWhen Wayne was music_director,at
as his Naval Aviation Observer
tured
the North Park Baptist Church in
Orlando, his choir presented "I Love Wings are pinned on him by his wife at
America" down there, so he simply the Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi,
bocrowed their books, bought the or- Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Grogan anchestral music tape that goes with it
the engagement and apnounce
and had the choir put it on here.
• • •
It is a perfect and most appropriate proaching marriage of their
It was directed by Wayne Halley, Fourth of July program, and I, per- daughter, Judith Ann, to Jerry Blane
who came to the church four years sonally, would like to see the choir Wallace, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
ago from Orlando, Fla., as the (tree- make it an Independence Day tradi- Wallace.
Births reported at the Murray
tion, presenting it each year at this
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
time.
I'm confident that once publicized, James Ross, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
way
feelings
many
things
of our people would get to enjoy Royce E. Futrell,and a boy to Mr. and
about
are
gothe
An AP News Analysis
ing for the country, expectations it and look forward to it year after Mrs. James Boggess.
By WALTER R. MEARS
Showing at the Murray Drive In
about the national future and about year just as the people in Louisville do
AP Special Correspondent
Theatreis-"Butterfield 8" starring
economy
Walnut
in
the
Church's
of
next
the
Street
the
with
Baptist
course
WASHINGTON (AP) — It may-not
Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence Harvey,
be as high as a flag on the Fourth of year, and confidence in the way Presi- "living Christmas tree."
They've had that three years now, and Eddie Fisher.
July, but according to the inventors of dent Reagan is doing his job.
According to Wattenberg, the fin- and it has reached the point where
the "Gross National Spirit" index,the
national mood shows a trend toward dings are useful in gauging what is they put it on two nights in addition to
likely to happen in the years just the Sunday morning service. You
optimism.
Since there's an index for about ahead. "A new administration is now must be there an hour before it starts
everything else, the new one was purposefully trying to rekindle if you want a seat.
The body of Pvt. Charles
Wayne's "I Love America" musical
devised by opinion analysts at the American optimism," he said.
Youngblood,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
good.
is
equally
Reagan's
much
as
of
President
American Enterprise Institute to "Indeed,
Flavil Youngblood of Detroit, Mich.,
• • •
track how Americans feel about their proposed economic plan is based
There are some great numbers in "I has been returned here for funeral
precisely on national psychology
lives and their country.
America." which is sung in and burial services with full military
Love
straight
economics."
rather
than
"We saw a real need for some sort
Wattenberg said the magazine three segments — "patriotism for honors at Mt. Carmel Methodist
of general, comprehensive index over
time ... that would give some sense of plans to perfect its index and publish America," "praise for America" and Church Cemetery, north of Kirksey.
He was killed in action in the early
what Americans are thinking about the results on a regular basis, perhaps "prayer for America."
stages
of the Korean War.
After the rousing "I Love America"
themselves and their country," said four or six times a year.
Deaths
reported include Byrd S.
Turnbow
number,
Cynthia
opening
Ben Wattenberg, co-editor of the InBy JOHN CUNNEFF stitute's
and Gale Vinson were great in two Haley,85.
"Public Opinion" magazine. -Van W. Childress, seaman apprensolo roles in the first segment, Cyn"We had a gross national product,har—
o liii 1101..011,"••
11
thia singing "I'm Just a Flag-Waving tice, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben H.
not a gross national spirit,as if the latJ
American," and Gale singing Childress of Dexter Route 1, is serving
ter didn't have enormous effect on the
"Johnny
Bull." Near the end of Cyn- Aboard the destroyer, USS Brinkley
former."
thia's number, the choir members, Bass, on Communist shores in the
There is one now. It stands about
each dressed in some manner of red, siege of Wonsan.
halfway between awful and perfect, at
Miss Jo Anne Hendon, daughter of
if the company had not found itself in 1275 out of a possible 2400.
white and blue, broke out small
Mr.
and Mrs. Graves Hendon, and
the midst of the information processAmerican flags and waved them.
And, as befits a gross national ining revolution.
Joan Bowker had the only solo role Peter James van Ameringen were
dex, the "GNS" has a special symbol
So pervasive is this change, now — the Washington
in the second segment, singing "The married July 1 at the Hendon home.
Monument. When
Births reported include a boy to Sgt.
spreading from the business world in- the index is fairly
Red, White and Blue" in her refined
high — like now —
and Mrs. John L. Hall on June 17.
to the home, that nobody today re- the artists at "Public
soprano
America"
voice.
"My
Home,
Opinion" draw a
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker and Mr.
mains untouched. There is no escape: tall, stately monument
and "America, The Beautiful" were
on the chart.
and Mrs. Conrad C. Jones have
suddenly, the world of computers and But when the index
two
truly
moving
numbers
in
this
segis depressed, as it
information processing is upon us.
ment and left you sitting there plumb returned home after a visit with Mawas during 1980, the monument
jor and Mrs. R. Dale Parker of FayetDifficult as it is to comprehend, the shriveled to
proud to be an American.
Ats
telephone-pole dimen• • •
teville, Ark.
industry — made up of computing ser- sions.
vices, computer manufacturing, and
Bobby
Malone, Judy Adams Henry__
The index is based on polls dealing
allied areas such as terminal with public attitudes
and Margery ShoWn had the solo parts
on six questions:
manufacture — is now almost as large personal and financial
in the final segment. Bobby took the
satisfaction,
as the entire automobile industry.
By The Associated Press
microphone to sing "It's Time to
Government figures last year put the
Today is Thursday, July 2, the 183rd
Pray." Judy sang "If My People,"
auto industry at $78.5 billion; word
and Margery led the choir to the day of 1981. There are 182 days left in
processing revenues in the same
heights With "Battle Hymn of The the year.
period totalled $75 billion.
Today's highlight in history:
Republic," the program's finale.
:We live in a period of 'fast
On July 2, 1881, President James
This was effectively accentuated by
history," says Lautenberg. Three
the dimming of the sanctuary lights Garfield was shot by Charles Guiteau,
decades ago, when ADP came into beand the appearance in the empty bap- a disappointed office seeker. Garfield
/
2 months later.
ing, the computing services segment
died 11
the businesses have given us in this tistry of Murray State University
of word processing — programming Dear Editor,
On this date:
junior
and
ROTC
Cadet
Mark
Young,
We, the youth of the Brooks Chapel special church event. God bless each
and data processing, as opposed to the
In 1890, the Sherman Antitrust Act
one of the church's fine young ma,in
of you.
hardware — didn't exist. Twerity-five United Methodist Church, would like
was passed.
full uniform and carrying Old Glory.
Brooks Chapel UMYF
years ago it was a $15-million to take this opportunity to thank the
In 1926, the U.S. Army_Air Corn
Anyone who _went away from "I
7Karen McKinney, Presfbusiness. By 1970 it had grown to $3 following businesses for sponsoring us
was created.
-10Ve
America"
without
a
good
feeling
dent
in our recent Rock-A-Thon:
billion, by 1980 to $14 billion.
In 1937, American pilot Amelia
In their heart certainly doesn't love
Crossroads
Restaurant,
Dean's
The latter figure now roughly matAmerica. Too often we forget it and Earhart Putnam was last heard from
Wirray Ledger & Times take so much for granted all its on a flight over the Pacific.
ches the size of radio and television Market, Max Churchill Funeral
Home,
Dwights
Shoe
Store,
Lerman's,
broadcasting, plus cable TV. And the
And in 1968, a London judge agreed
freedoms and material blessings.
USPS308-700)
Walter I,. Apperson
Publisher
growth is projected to continue. Some Family Shoe Store, Littletons, Nato an American request to extradite
•
•
•
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
independent analysts foresee a $35- tional Stores, Inc., Overby Honda,D &
The program was narrated by the James Earl Ray to stand trial for the
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
T
Warehouse,
Cunningham
Auto
billion industry by 1985.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
pastor, Dr. Bill Whittaker, and Dr. assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
Christmas Day, New Years Day and ThanksgivLautenberg said the professional Repair, Gene & Jo's Florist, the
Richard Crouch, one of our young King Jr.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St.,
can do the processing better and at Flower Basket, Ryan Shoe Store,
Five years ago: North and South
Murray physicians, and his daughter,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid-.t
Murray, Ky. 42071.
lower cost. He contends: "I can say Mademoiselle Shop, Corn-Austin,
Vietnam were reunited officially after
Ginger,
appeared
in
a
spetial
sketch
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
categorically that for a small Gene's Body Shop, Ed's Used Cars,
near the beginning with him explain- more than 20 years of war.
camera, $3.5 per month. payablein advance.
Wiggins
Furniture
Store,
business, we can do the job more effiOne/ear ago: The SupremeSourt
By mail incafloway County and to Benton. Haring to her how a country "celebrates
David Parker It Parker Ford,
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
• expanded Its-support of affirmative
cientlylakes expensively."
birthday
little
girl
just
its
as
a
Tn.
per
and
Puryear,
$2450
Paris. Buchanan
action when it ruled that Congress had
But, won't companies be relin- Pagliai's, McKeel Equipment, All Pro • year By mall to other destinations, $3950 per celebrates hers,"
Auto
Parts,
Judge
Robert
year
0._Miller,
the right to set aside 10 percent of
quishing some of their authority?
It
was
simply
prooutstanding,
that
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
"You don't relinquish responsibility," Phillip Rogers Insurance,-;judy and
gram Sunday night, and I hbpe Wayne federal public work grants for
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Sheri's
Beauty
Shop,
The
Stepladder,
Lautenberg responds. "You free
Association and his choirdriembers, who had minority-owned businesses.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
ourself of the shackles." By sending Cook's Jewelry, Blalock-Coleman
Today's birthdays: Supreme Court
worked an hoar or more every
republish local ...3ws originated by The Murray
ywr work out, says Lautenberg, ever Funeral Home, Bunny Bread, n•rna
Justice
Thurgood Marshall is 73.
as
all
well
Wednesday
other
AP
news
night
as
since
May
Times
6
on
&
he salesman vnik:rogree spec;csika....Taylor Chevrolet, Boone's Laupdry To. -iAdger riazpipn:NumBvs Playwri
rd 801lins is 40 .„
Till
do
it
tigain
next
133- rmIS
and Cleaners, Brenda's Beauty Shop,t Buiffie."*
what you do best.
Thought for today: Noble deeds that
"
a
It was a beautiful birthday tribute
5
3-1916
"With you the processing is a Bob Nariney Insurance, and Hardin - ClastUried
753,1919
Advertising
mail Display)
to this land that we love, and you are concealed are Sporn esteemed —
Aalertlaing
753-1916
Circulation
• ideshow," he said. "With us it's the Chevron.
wouldn't have. to be a Baptist to be Blaise Pascal, Iriptch scientist753-19111
We really appreciate the support k. News and*"1-41)ePt
main event."
philosopher (1623-1662).
thrilled by it —just an American.
In my line of work, I have been
privileged to hear a lot of good music
from Basin Street to Broadway, but I
can't recall hearing anything that I
enjoyed more or which stirred me
more than the musical "I Love
America," put on by the First Baptist
Church choir here last Sunday night.
We had been "clued" by Doris Rose
that it was a great piece of music, and
Doris was right. Doris generally sings
with the choir, but had to be out of
town Sunday and missed getting to be
in her place for it.
There were numbers in "I Love
America" which literally made chills
of patriotism run up your spine — that
is, if you love America — and we need
more of that.
I must admit that I am one of those

sentimental souls who still get mistyeyed and throat-knotty at a good, stirring rendition of "The'Star Spangled
Banner," "America, The Beautiful,"
"America" and "God Bless
America."
The choir's presentation of that
musical Sunday night fits that mold.
It was so good,it seemed it lasted only
a few minutes, although the 40 or so
choir members were on their feet
singing their hearts out for more than
an hour. When they finished, the cong re5•.ton. c1.6to
Otet in a standing ovation.

Washington Today

30 Years Ago

AIFIFIrril

Grown Over The Years
NEW YORK (API — When Frank
Lautenberg joined
Automatic
Payrolls Inc., it was grossing $35,000 a
year from processing the payrolls of
12 small business clients in the Paterson. N.J. area. That was in 1952.
"I was convinced that sensitive projects, such as payrolls, could be farmed out and done efficiently, less expensively and far better than within
the company," said Lautenberg, who
was then 28 years old.
Twenty-nine years later, the company, its name modernized to
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. and
with Lautenberg as chairman,
grosses $500 million a year. It serves
100,000 clients. It has 13,000
employees.
It has grown beyond payrolls. It
now maintains, processes, calculates,
analyzes, prints and projects an infinite variety of data. It is, in effect,
the office staff of thousands of
organizations:
manufacturers,
brokers, distributors, pension funds,
banks. But it sticks to its last too: It
processes paychecks for 5 percent of
U.S. civilian workers.
Lauten berg's vision obviously had a
lot to do with the growth of ADP,but it
probably couldn't have been achieved

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number-Or-not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should_bi fait topics of general
interest, _
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
Apiqt frequent wrik4s.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Today-In History

Letter To The Editor
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NISU Biologistsiinitiat6 Catfish Study
By SAN mums
There is a queetion that is
uppermost in the minds of
'many people nowadays including but not limited to
fisheries biologists Fish and
Wildlife officials and, commercial fish farmers. That
is, can catfish, or any other

waded flab for that*natter,
be raised in pens within
public waters without causing damage to game fish
species andltr the overall
ecosystem.

crisis of an everinoreasiog
population on ow planet and
U e limited amount of area
available for food priduction. One such study is now
being initiated by aquatic
biologists at Murray State
Msquestion is significant
Universty. Preliminary
In the light of the impending research
is already underway at the Hancock
Biological Station near
Aurora. Jerry Hines, a
graduated student, under the
direction of Drs. Donald
Johnson n Torn_Forsythe,
will be in charge of field
operations and the results
wll be the basis for Mr.
Hines' Masters thesis.
If funds are available six
thousand channel catfish
fingerlings will be housed in
ten cages and fed daily during the five month growing
period. A total of six thousand pounds of commercial
fishfood pellets will be consumed. Various water
parameters will be
Monitored twice each week:
temperature, dissolved oxJerry Hines
ygen, terbidity, the total

amount of suspended solids
both organic and inorganic,
alkallnity, carbon dioxide,
phosphate concentration,
water hardness, pH, B.O.D.•
etc. The propoat will require
two years to COMPiete. .
Two similar bays in the
Land Between the Lakes
which are nearly identical in
depth and topography will be
tested. The pens will be placed in one bay and the other
bay will be used as the control.
Twice each week gill nets
will be stretched across the
mouth of both inlets. All fish

entangled in the nets will
then be promptly identified,
measured, counted, lagged,
and released. By monitoring
the fish traffic at both inlets
it will be possible to determine whether raising fish artificiality in pens tends to attract other fish or act as a
deterent to their using the
area.
Also it will be determined
if farming of any fish in
public waters under controlled conditions will be in any
way detrimental or enhance
populations and/or the entire environment.

Lovett Auditorium

Several Styles to Choose From •
Shirts, Sweaters, Linens, etc.
Patches and Custom Work

.
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A GIANT,AREA-WIDE PRAISE GATHERING

7:30 Jul

753-7743
203 South 5th
Murray, Kentucky

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order
A113 With
$35.00 Order

Closed July 4th
Grade A
Dozen
Paramount Hamburger

DILLS
Majors Apple

JELLY

32 oz

99'
89'

Prices Good
7-2 'tiro 7-8

Majors Grape

Manors Blackberry

Si 49

JAM

32 oz.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Day Products

JELLY
Eagle Brand Condensed

MILK

$109

Bush Baked

79

BEANS
Tong Orange Breakfast

Crisco

480z-s2t9

OIL

New Store Hours
,don.-Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri-Sat. 8:00-8:00

Lays Barbecued or Ruffled

69'
3/5100
Lipton

TEA BAGS

$1 39
48 ct

I

Breast of Chicken

TUNA

Center Cut A*

Pork
Chops

OIL OR WATER PACKE

Carnation New Snack

LINKS

5 oz.

Kraft 1000 Island

DRESSING

99
49

6 oz.

16 oz

Lysol Spray Room

CATSUP
Cattleman's BBQ
SAUCE
Old Virginia Apple
UICE
Del Monte Vacuum Pack
CORN
Hyde Park Ice Cream
SALT
Giant Size
TIDE-

18oz.

99'
69'
59'

32 oz.

$329

DEODORANT
Styrofoam

COOLERS
Hickory Charcoal

BRIQUETS

12 oz.2/89
'

59'

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Top Sirloin

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

15-oz.

ICE TEA GLASS

With Each
$5.00 Purchase

ORDER YOUR PIT BAKED HAMS AND 1110
SHOULDERS AND HOMEMADE SALADS Of ALL KINDS
BEFORE THE 4TH

Owen's Famous
Pit Baked

WE WILL BE
CLOSED THE 4TH

/
1 2 or whole

111111111111111111110N51111111111
Country Style Spore

$1 1

Owens Best Sliced Slab
3-4 lb. pkg.-lb.

jumbo or reg. lb.
,Emge Fully Cooked Smoked
Dry Cured Whole

BOLOGNA CHEESE

MILK
Calif Sunkist

I
$119

ORANGE
JUICE.
Flav-O-Rich
MAGIC ONE
Hyde Park Homogenized
' MILK
lb.49

Owens Famous Doll Bolted

Homne Grown

I

$159

6 EARS
Owens Best BBO

PY AVAILABLE

Homogenized

Flay-O-Rich 100% Pure

OLIVE LOAF

lb.

Eckrich All Meant

Hyde Pork

Eckrich Pickle & Pimento it

lb

BACON

Eckrich All Meat Bolona and

$i00

Calif. White Seedless

.

$1 19
lb.

I

% Gal

$121
I

Or

,
MIN;,MIIMMMOVININV
41.1
11110
,
416.111.111411114.0.101i0M
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Cardinals Halt Unbeaten Red Sox In T-Bail Final

1-BALL TOURNAMENT WINNERS — Members of the Cardinals, wbo defeated the Red Sox, 18-11, in the
championship game Wednesday are (first row, left to right) Anthony Miller, Chad Windsor, Steven Watkins,
Nathan Lamb;(second row) Rick Nute, Mitchell McClain, Jason Carroll, Melissa Muccio, Sean Malinauskas;
(third row)Coach Joe Miller, Coach Franklin Carroll, Chris Neale, Dusty Wilson, Coach Jim Neale, Coach Chic
Nute.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

As the Cardinals toppled
the unbeaten Red Sox, 18-11,
Wednesday for the T-Ball
tournament championship,
the winners' defense and an
incoming
thunderstorm
were having their own contest to determine which was
moving the quickest.
The rain eventually halted
the game after two innings,
the minimum needed to
make a T-Ball game official,
to nullify what could have
been a pivotal triple play by
Michael Carr of the Red Sox
in the third.
The Cardinals, who had
been beaten twice by the Red
Sox during the regular
season, ended the regular
season champions' winning
streak at 16 games with a
total assault on offense and
an impeccable defense.
Striking for nine runs
without making an out in
each of the first two innings,
the Cardinals were also able
to complete three outs
against the Red Sox in the
other half of each inning.
In the first inning, Chris
Neale struck the biggest
blow for the Cardinals with a

three-run home run. Mitchell
McClain had two doubles
and Anthony Miller and Rick
Nute a double apiece for the
winners.
Nute was also the defensive stalwart for the Cardinals as he caught two fly
balls and threw out three
runners for five of the six
Red Sox outs. The other out
came when Cardinal catcher
Anthony Miller fielded a ball
in front of home plate and
threw out the runner.
For the Red Sox, five
players had two hits apiece,
including Justin Miller, Kelly Walker, Michael Carr,
Brad Kelso and Scott Conklin.
"We were just more relaxed this time," Cardinal
coach Jim Neale said about
the difference in beating the
Red Sox after earlier losses.
"I just wish we could have
played the whole game."
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A PIVOTAL BLOW — The Cardinals' Chris Neale completes a three-run home run in the first of two nine-run
innings for his team.

McEnroe Warned, Penalized After More Angry Clashes

:Three Wimbledon Finalists
Decided, Borg Meets Connors
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — John McEnroe was
warned and penalized after
angry clashes with the umpire today, but defeated
Australia's Rod Frawley 7-6,
6-4, 7-5 to advance to the
Wimbledon final.
McEnroe was warned
about his conduct in the first
set, but the dispute came to
the boil in the third set when
he lost an argument over a
•-;;. line call and said in a loud
voice: "You are a disgrace
to mankind."
•
The umpire, Wing Commander George Grime, announced a penalty point for
unsportsmanlike conduct.
That gave Frawley the game
for a 5-4 lead.
McEnroe stormed to the
umpire's chair and said: "I
. wasn't talking to you, sir. I
t•._ was talking to myself."
He kept shouting: "Do you
hear? I was talking to
. myself. Can't a man talk to
himself?"
•
McEnroe demanded to see
• the tournament referee,
Fred Hoyles.
Hoyles came on court, conferred with Grime and told
McEnroe: "You were heard
by the umpire. lam satisfied
with the competency of the
umpire."

.41.•

0

Bjorn Borg has defeated Hana Mandlikova in Fri- a blaze of glory," Shriver she said. "I had told them on
Connors in two Wimbledon day's final.
said. "It has to be a fairy tale the telephone that I wanted
finals and has not lost to the
The
19-year-old end, and to come out a loser them to come over if I reachAmerican left-hander since Czechoslovakian won a bit- in four straight finals would ed the final, and they will be
the 1978 U.S. Open final.
here," said the delighted
terly contested baseline be sad."
Lloyd watched some of the Czechoslovakian teen-ager.
They have met in nine slugfest with Martina
Lloyd has a 5-2 head-totournament matches since Navratilova to post a 7-5, 4-6, Mandlikova-Navratilova
then, Connors salvaging only 6-1 victory in the other semifinal and was impress- head advantage over
four sets.
ed with the way Mandlikova Mandlikova, but Hana has
semifinal.
won two of their last three
The statistics leave ConMandlikova, the reigning played.
nors cold.
"Hana certainly played matches.
French and Australian
"We'll be going out there champion, served brilliantly well; she has all the shots,"
"It is easier to beat Chris
trying to kill each other. to outlast the 24-year-old said the top seed. "She can on grass than clay, but I
That is what the public Navratilova, winner here in be brilliant, but is a bit know she wants to win so
wants to see," he said.
- — 1978 and 1979.
moody. On her off days she badly," said Mandlikova.
Mandlikova's
"If I play as well as I did in
victory
"The final is all in Hana's can lose to a number of
Wednesday again set the
my semifinal against Vijay bands,- said Shriver, 18. "If players."
However, Lloyd refused to pundits talking about her
Amritraj, I'll be pleased — she plays a good match, she
win,lose or draw,"
will win because she has an comment on Friday's mat- chances of completing the
Grand Slam, although there
On Wednesday, Pam advantage on grass. But if ch.
Shriver was outplayed by she plays only a fair match,
In contrast, Mandlikova is debate as to what conChris Evert Lloyd in the and Chris plays it as smart was looking forward to the stitutes the Grand Slam:
women's singles semifinals as I know she will, then Chris arrival of her parents — winning all four major
and then explained why she will win it."
former Olympic sprinter championships
wants her conqueror to win , Striver said that losing the Vilem Mandlik and his wife, Wimbledon and the French,
the tournament.
from U.S. and Australian Opens —
last three Wimbledon finals Hana
"I think it means a lot to will be a motivating factor Czechoslovakia.
in the same year or conChris to win this time," said for Lloyd.
"They went to watch to- secutively. But that's
Shriver, who was beaten 6-3,
"I think Chris really wants day's match on television something Mandlikova is not
6-1.
to win this final and go out in near the German border," yet prepared to consider.
"She's 26, and it would be a
great way for her to finish
before fading out of tennis.
Then maybe she could start
a family, which I know she
wants to do. I'm rooting for
Open 7 Days A Week — Mon.-Sat. 5-10
her."
Sundays 11 to 5
Lloyd, who has played in
Located at The 4-way Stop In Hardin
seven Wimbledon singles
finals and won only twO of
Now Open with a brand,new atmosphere and a new
them, faces the remarkable

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Country Ham Breakfast
(Served With 2 Eggs, Homemade Biscuits and Gravy)
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Partner Saws
Hammers
Ti

Canning and Freezing Supplies
Blenders-Mixers-Juicers

Sunday's Special

Food Processors

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY

Our Old Fashioned Chicken & Dressing Dinner

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY, KY.

Tuesday June 30th,9:00 a.m.

We Will Be Closed All Day Monday, June 29th To Prepare For This Sale!
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NU-TOP
Rubberized Driveway Coating
and Plastic Cement

Boy's Dept.

CON
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Spackling-Glazing-Caulking

Mondays: Fried Chicken with Salad Bar
(23 Items To Choosefrorn)
Thursdays: Hamhock, Northern Beans & Cornbread

k 19,

et

"DAP"Products For

Home Cooked Plate Lunches
Every Day But Saturday

gr-Ne
'‘?
;*'‘‘

interior Et Exterior

experienced cook specializing in Boneless Ky. Lake
Catfish
****

•

•
•

Briggs Paint

*Electric Et Gas Powered Trimmers
*Mowers *Tillers *Yard Swings
*Mail Boxes and Posts
*Yard Boner *Hand and Pressure Sprayers
*Spreaders for Fertilizer Et Seed
*Lawn and Garden Fertiizers
•Garden Hose
*Chicken Coop Fence-Garden Fence

C''‘ce

1,03

•

We Have It All For
"Home Improvement Week"

BULK GARDEN SEED

rDon't*ss Corn-Austin Famous Storewide Sale
Ok

4AS

stIvte

I•g%

Restaurant

(Served With Cole Slaw, French Fries, Hushpuppies)

Boaz, Ed Hendon, Katherine Oakley,
Justin Crouse, Joey Rezroat, Aaron
Whitaker, Christian Crouse, Lisa Rexroat, Chris Weatherly, Amy Young,
Gene Cook, Michael Carr, Eric
Easley, Jay Poston, Allison Carr, Don
Easley, Chip Adams, Robin Westerman, Beth Henninger, Rick Henninger, Dana Westerman, Andrea
Galloway,
11110-11:011
Tripp Nix, Kelley Howell, Jimmie
Dee McKinney, Ball Maddox, Slielley
Howell, Lisa Hopkins, Kevin
Crawford, Matt
pwash, Charles
Hampton, Stephanie Wuest, Phillip
Billington, Mark Miller, Stacy Wuest,
Lee Holcomb, David Wesson, Mitzi
McDougal, Scott Foster, Tommy
Vance, John Mark McDougal, Yens
Crum, Brett Christensen, Dal Barrett,
9:*•111:10 A.M.
David Gish, Candace Clark, Kristy
Mary Paul Santillana, Beth Boaz, Hohrnan, Lisa Whitaker, Melissa
Doug Hendon, Heather Hughes, Lynn Gray, Jason Hunt.

t4.4
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it Henderson's 4-Way Freeze

The Murray Tennis
Association's Junior Tennis
Clinic will be held July 6-10
at the Murray High School
Tennis Courts. Lanette Hunt
is the director of the 1981
Junior Tennis Clinic and her
Instructors are Starr Jones,
Carol Dick and Catherine
Dick. The following children
have registered and are ask».; ed to report to the MRS
courts on July 6 at the
assigned time.
•

SPARKING THE DEFENSE — The Cardinals' Rick Nute throws to first base for one of
the five outs he made in just two innings.

AMP

Times Set For MTA
Junior Clinic July 6-10

9
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Suits As Low As $5.95
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Don't Miss The Biggest-Oldest-Best Sale In Western Kentucky Tuesday, June .30th, 9:00 a.m.
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Lake Shore Goes Down,622 To 391, Calvert City Next

Murray Swimmers Still Unbeaten In Dual Meets
Continuing with Its winning streak, the MurrayCalloway Swim Team
streaked past Madisonville
Lake Shore at Madisonville
Tuesday. Rain brought the
meet to an end at the beginning of the free style relay,

but not before Murray had ed closely by Eric Easley, 28
tallied 622 points to Lake points; Leslie Franklin and
Shore's 391
Jennifer Parker, 27 points;
An 8 and under swimmer, and Robbie Perrin,26 points.
Douglas Payne, walked
The Murray team will
away with high points for the travel to Calvert City on July
meet with 31. He was follow- 7 for a dual meet and then

return home to prepare forthe Rotary Invitational on
July 11 at the park pool.
Murray individual winner
included:

Krista Stalls, Vanessa Sam- LA Marquardt. Dena Thompson
:mama,Janitor Parker)
14 and under - 2nd Vonnie Hays,
IS and under (Lori Payne, Mel Jackson, Lambe FranIdan, Bekab
Amy Burton, Holly &own, Amy Brock)
Lackey ), 2nd (Christy Wataon, Kelli
11.18 - lit Kelly maims, Monica
Timmy, Dogma Stegner, Rephanie Green, Leslie Franklin, Miasy ConSaLUI110(111
12 and under - lst Tammy
FREESTYLE
Wagner, Charts Walston, Mary Jo
GIRL'S EVENTS
6 and under - 1st I Gaya Trimble).
Sunrnona, Cheryl Billuigton ), ad
MEDLEY ELAY
2nd
(Krista
Stalls, 3rd ( Tomianna
and under - 2nd ( Totruaruui Mc- )Cathy Williams, Jennder Ray burn, Mc(Allar
land under - lit (Jennifer Parker),
3rd (Vanessa &unmans).
10 and under - let (Amy Lackey,
3rd (Allison Carr)
12 and under - 1st (Mary Jo Shumate), 2nd Cheryl Billington), 3rd
(IA Marquardt ).
14 and under - lit (Leslie
Franklin), 3rd (Bekah Brock).
15-18 - 2nd (Mary Conner). 3rd
ner of the first of his string of producing automaton — (Kelly
Thomas)
Wimbledons at 20.
nerveless, cold, calculating,
BACKSTROKE
Through sheer discipline almost impervious to loose land under - 1st(Jennifer Parker),
Sammons ), 3rd (Gaya
Vanessa
2nd
(
and long hours of practice, errors. Like Borg, she wins Trimble ).
he has learned to hit those because she can keep a rally
10 and under - 1st (Holly Brown),
shots almost errorlessly all going longer and usually hits Ind (Lori Payne).
12 and under - lit (Cathy
day long. He can thread a the last ball — only two Williams), kid (Tammy Wagner), 3rd
(
Liz
Marquardt(.
passing
losses in 190 clay court matsideline with his
14 and under - 1st (Leslie
shots. No one plays the big ches over the last eight Franklin
I.
years.
points better.
15-18 - lit (Missy Canner), Ind
(Kelly Thomas ),3rd (Monica Green.
Her
McEnroe, on the other

Borg, Lloyd Are Contrast To McEnroe, Mandlikova

Cold Steel Should Rise To The Top
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, Englgland
( AP) — Tennis: a game of
strokes and *steel. Throw it
all together in a pot, stir
vigorously and what do you
think comes to the top?
Steel. Cold steel.
That's what the tennis
world can look forward to
this weekend as the ancient
All-England Championships
draw to an end in the old,
moss-draped arena on
Church Road.
In the women's final Friday, it's Chris Evert Lloyd,
Little Miss Metronome,
against Hans "Hammerin'
Hanka" Mandlikova, the
brilliant, unpredictable
Czech mistress of court
legerdemain.
Chris has the steel, Hana
the strokes and the style. By
all reasoning, Hana should
win. But that's not reckoning
with the steel that has made
etia the
e the
)mechani
ma
ge.
ve of

Then follows the men's
final Saturday, a pairing
that must wait until dusk
here tonight. But the ingredients are all in the kettle —
Bjorn Borg, the stolid, unshakeable Swede riding a
crest of five straight
Wimbledon championships
and consecutive 40 match
victories; John McEnroe,
the petulant, heavenlyblessed Super Brat who can
pull shots out of his ears the
way Houdini could yank
doves out of his shirtsleeves;
Jimmy Connors, the
overlooked street fighter,
and a darkhorse Australian
named Rod FraWley,
legal bookmakers here have
tabbed as a 50-1 shot.
Conceivably, Connors
could reach back and grab
some of the fire and fury that
made him the terror of the
sport in the mid-1970s and
thus bring to a dramatic end
Borg's long Wimbledon
reign.
But it's not regarded as

EDDIES SPECIAL Of THE WEEK

1969 MERCEDES 220
Diesel 4 door, 4 speed, power steering, air conditioning, exceptionally clean and good mechanically.
local car. New car trade in.

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda,Inc.

likely. Neither is a Frawley
upset of McEnroe. So steel,
inflexible resolve and raw,
innate talent portend to
come into play in the men's
final as well.
It's a study of contrasts.
They have said that tennis
champions are made on an
eight-inch court — the width
between a person's ears. If
that be so, who is going to
deny Chris and Bjorn the
honor of bowing before the
duchess or the Queen?
Borg, 25, came out of
Sweden as a tennis prodigy
— a Davis Cub player at 16,
an internationalist at 18, win-

hand, is a rare genius. The
game comes as naturally to
him as putting on his shoes.
He doesn't like to practice.
He thrives on competition
and the game has seen few
men, if any, with a more
dazzling repertoire of shots.
Lloyd, like Borg, is a shot-

By liAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Alaseball strike marked its
three-week anniversary toalthough
d a yr: • •And
stalemated negotiations
have resumed, both sides
agreed there was no cause
for optimism.
The casualty count added
10 more canceled games today, pushing the totll to 261
since the strike began June
12. And from the tone of both
sides' observations Wednesday, when talks resumed for
the first time this week, the
toll will go considerably
higher.
"Am I optimistic?"
management representative
Ray Grebey asked —
rhetorically — following the
three-hour session."No."
It was a position with
which Marvin Miller, executive director of the striking Major League Players
Association, could not argue.
"If Mr. Grebey said there
was no progress," Miller
began, "I find nothing to

seafood it
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Only at participating Captain O's.

(see addresses below)

disagree with there."
used
Management
Wednesday's session to alter
certain-aspects of their last
proposal on compensating
teams who lose ranking free
agents in the re-entry draft
— the only issue in the strike.
The major revision involved the formula used for
determining the number of
Type B or second-level free
agents who would require
professional player compensation. Type B free agents
are identified as those falling
between the top 25 and 40
percent statistically,, of all
available re-entry draft
players. Type A players fall
in the top 25 percent.
Under the revised plan, a
limit of eight Type B players
would require compensation
id the form of a professional
player and that number
Could be reduced based on
the number of Type A
players (all of whom would
compensation)
require
available. The number of
Type A players in the draft
would be subtracted from 12
(reduced from last week's
14) to produce the number of
Type B's requiring compensation. For example, if there
are nine Type A's,then three
Type B's would generate
compensation. If there is one
Type A, then eight Type B's
would require compensation.
Miller was unimpressed. -"They revised their formula ever so slightly," he
said. "The gap is so wide it
defies my vocabulary to

ialue4 Pack
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By The Associated Press
GOLF
MIAMI (AP)- Gregg Maycock of
the Bahamas fired a par 70 to lead his
country to a slender one-stroke opening round lead in the Golf Tournament
oldie Americas.
America's Bob Michael shot a 71 to
frail Maycock by one stroke.
The Bahamas team finished the
round with a 145 total. The United
States was at 146, followed by Chile at
147.
.
4 1
BASEBALL
dr
irr?POMPANO BEACH, Fla. (AP) Daniel M.Daniel, considered the dean
of American baseball writers, died
early at Cypress Community Hospital
1116W
at the age of 91.
Daniel covered baseball in New
CLIP THIS
York from the pre-Babe Ruth era right
through the 19110s and in 1972 was
elected by the Baseball Writers
Association of America as recipient of
the J.G. Taylor Sank Award at the
Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.kr
-meritorious contributions to baseball
wilting." He served as national chair- I
man of the BBWAA in 1967 and was
New York Chapter Chairman for five
consecutive years.
Daniel spent much of his career with
the New York World Telegram and
Sun.
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BIG SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE
(The Sale You've Been Waiting For)
Savings Up To

50°
/0 OFF STOREWIDE
DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAVINGS

C3ratiam & Jackson
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For
6 Big Hours
Dunn Furniture
Will Have The
Absolute Guaranteed
Lowest Furniture
Prices in
West ity.
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By The Assockted Press
BASEBALL
Naas& League
HOUSTON ASTROS- Signed Bator
, Moore, pitcher, and assigned him to
Tucson of the Pacific Coast League
FOOTBALL
Naked Football League
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Signed
Nickie Hall, quarterback,
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Announced
the resignation of Bill Davis, director
of pro personnel.
NEW ORLEANS warm — Signed
Darrell Terrell, wide receiver ; and
Clifton Jones, linebacker.
ST.LOULS CARDINALS - Signed
Jeff Griffin,cornerback.
SEATTLE SEAHAW/CS - Signed
Ken Easley, safety, to a mutli-year
controPt.
COLLEGE
CAL STATE-BAKER.SFIEID Named Stephen Moeller assistant
basketball coach.
:
KANSAS - Named Jo Jo alai
assistant basketball coach
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describe it."
Grebey agreed with the
latter comment,too. "There
are wide differences
between us still," the
management representative
said.
Still the two sides agreed
to return to the bargaining
table today for yet another
round of talks. "You keep
hoping in conversation that
as a result they'll go back
and re-think the issue,"
Miller said.
The absence of a quick settlement eliminated any
chance that the Fourth ofJuly holiday weekend games
could be salvaged.
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opponent -Friday is a
dream to watch — a snubnosed tomboy who glides
over the court like a
ballerina, silky, smooth,
graceful,
instinctive.
Mandlikova makes more
good shots accidentally than
most of the players make on
purpose.

BUTTERFLY
Gresham)
and under - 1st ( Jennifer Parker),
10 and under - lat Michael
3rd Vanessa Sammons).
Hopkins),3rd (Jonathon Girlish=).
lit
16 and under (Holly Brown),
12 and under - and Eric Easley(,
Rid (Donna Stegner )
3rd (Sean Terry)
12 and under - lit (Mary Jo Sim14 and under - lit (Bobbie Perrin )
15-111 - 3rd I Jimnfy Kelly )
mons). 2nd ((beryl BlIhngton ), 3rd
(Jennifer Raybirn
BACKSTROKE
8 and under - Ist (Allen Rayburn).
14 and wader - lit (Leslie
Franklin),3rd i Kim Sykes).
Rid (Douglas Payne).
10 and unckr - lit Brian Shell), 3rd
15-15 - lit (Monica Gram, 3rd
Joey BAIA).
(Missy Conner)
12 and under - lit (Eric Easley ),
BREASTSTROKE
II and under - lat (Vanessa Sam- Rid (Sean Terry), 3rd (Don Brock
14 and under - Lit (Chris Franklin,
mons,kid Jennifer Parker).
10 and under - lit (Amy Burton. Rid (Trevor Mathis ).
15-18 - Rid (Jimmy Kelly ).
Payne.
Rid )Lori
INDIVIDUAL.MEDLEY
12 and under - Ist iCharla
8 and under - lit (Douglas Payne),
Walston 2nd I fiery Jo Simmons 1,
bid (Steven Greet:ism).
3rd 1Cheryl Billington
10 and under - 1st (Jason Town),
Leslie
14 and under - kid
3rd I Jonathan Gresham).
Franklin.
I
12
and under - 1st (Eric Easley,
Green.
3rd
15-18 - lit Monica
3rd (Sean Terry).
Missy Conner ).
14 and under - and (Robbie Perrin(.
BOY'S EVENTS
3rd (Robert Heading).
MEDLEY RELAY
land under - 1st ( Allen Rayburn,
11.18 - bad(Jimmy Kelly).
BUTTERFLY
Douglas Payne, Benji Gresham,
Steven Gresham)
and under - lit (Douglas Payne),
10 and under -IA (Joey Banat, Don 3rd I 13enji Gresham).
10 and under - lit (Don Easley 1,
Easley, Matt Shipwash, Jason Town),
Rid (Brian Shell, Mark Simmons, Rid (Jason Town).
Jonathan Gresham, Michael
12 and under -Rid (Eric Easley(.
Hopkins).
14 and under - lit)Robbie Perrin),
12 and under - bad (Eric Easley, Rid (Robert Hopkins)
Jinuny Tripp, Don Brock, Sean
15-18- 2nd(Jimmy Kelly).
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
BREASTSTROKE
Terry).
and under - 2nd (Vanessa Sam14 and under -1st (Robert Hopkins,
land under - 1st (Douglas Payne).
mons),3rd (Jennifer Parker(.
aria Franklin, Robbie Perrin, Trevor 2nd (Allen Rayburn), 3rd ( Benji
10 and under - Ist (Holly Brown), Mathis .
Gresham).
Rid (Amy Burton).
15-18 - kid (Jimmy Kelly, Robert
10 and under- lit (Idatt Shipwash ),
12 and under - lit (Cheryl Bill- Hopkins, Robbie Perrin, Chris 2nd ( Jason Town), 3rd Mark(
Sanington ), 2nd (Mary Jo Simmons), 3rd Franklin )
(Cathy Williams).
12 and under - lit (Ent- Easley,
F'REESTYLE
14 and under -2nd (Bekah Brock),
8 and under - lit Steven bud (Sean Terry).
3rd (Leslie Franklin).
14 and under - 2nd (Robbie Perrin ),
Gresham).
15-18 - 1st (Kelly Thomas), Rid
land under - lit (Douglas Payne, 3rd (Chris Franklin).
(Missy Conner).
11.18-3rd(Jimmy Keily 1.
2nd (Allen Rayburn), 3rd iBenji

II
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Housing Proposal May Leave Several Families In The Cold

011111.0.1.,

By JAMES H. RU BIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
Congress is set to pare housing aid in a budget-cutting
package that will reduce the
number of new federally
subsidized homes and apartments and cost the poor
more to live in them.
Critics of the proposals
predict the rent increases
will force some families to
double or triple up — or be
left homeless in the most extreme cases.
Moreover, both the Senate
and the House have moved to
make it tougher for families
to qualify for any housing
aid. Families whose income
is mire than 50 percent of
the median income in the
local area would be ineligible. The cutoff now is 80 percent.
Kate Crawford, associate
director of the Washingtonbased Low Income Housing
Coalition, estimates that
rent increases proposed in

Weekly Special
Good TUN Sot. 7/4
1 Sind

the budget plan would affect
10 million people who live in
3.3 million housing units.
The House arid the Senate,
in adopting separate
spending-cut measures last
week, agreed substantially
on the thrust of new legisla-

By JULES LOU
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — Some
air lines offer benefits to frequent travelers — unlisted
reservation numbers, that
sort of tidbit. These are
Frequent
deserved.
travelers, these days, get
few breaks.
The few they get are often
short-lived. Have you tried
to find a road map at a filling
station lately? You're lucky
to find an attendant at a filling station. Both have
become as rare as the snail
darter.
Or take wash-and-wear
shirts. These were once a
blessing. Rinse one in the
motel sink and hang it over
the tub on a wooden coat
hanger. That small convenience has long since ended.
It ended when they took
hooks off the
the
coathangers.
If this is a conspiracy, it is,
in turn, the dream of every
frequent traveler that someone will discover a use for
a hookless coathanger and
they will all be stolen.
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It seems glamorous,
doesn't it,spending half your
time on the road,traveling to
America's less-traveled
places, meeting the people.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
University of Louisville
researchers say Jefferson
County has reversed a
population decline, while
Blatt and Oldham counties
will continue as the fastest
growing in Kentucky.
Research statistics released Wednesday by the U of L
Urban Studies Center indicated Bullitt and Oldham
counties will remain the
fastest growing through
1985, a trend that began in
the 1970s.
Kentucky's population is
expected to rise nearly 6 percent, from 3.66 million in
1980 to 3.86 million in 1985.
Louisville will continue a
population decline, the
researchers said, allowing
Lexington to move closer to
the title of Kentucky's
largest city, the center
predicts.
The estimates are based
on 1970 and 1980 census information, revenue sharing
data and other statistics
Projections for 1985 show
Louisville with a population
of 280,990, while Lexington
will have grown to 216,495.
Louisville's population in
1980 was 298,451, compared
with Lexington's 204,165.
The populations and projected changes for other
cities included Owensboro,
54,450 in 1980 to 57,119 in
1985; Covington, 49,013 to
46,661; Bowling Green,
40,450 to 40,448; Paducah,
29,315
to
27,445;
Hopkinsville, 27,318 to
28,984;
Also Ashland, 27,064 to
25,370; Frankfort, 25,973 to
26,450; Henderson, 24,834 to
25,146; Richmond, 21,705 to
21,895; Newport, 21,587 to
20,650, and Madisonville,
16,979 to 17,950.
Oldham and Bullitt counties are expected to continue
their advance, with
Oldham's population growing by 12.9 percent by 1985
and Bullitt's by 12.4 percent.
Five other counties are expected to grow more than 10
percent — Martin, 11.4 percent; Jessamine, 11 percent;
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That was my assignment close up. The view is rich,
the past five years, as a the discomforts rewarded.
reporter. I have no regrets.
If you should choose such a
It is given to few Americans life, though, be forewarned:
to see their country that the travail of the traveler
doesn't end with uncharted
by-ways and hookless
coathangers. Not to mention one-handled showers;
what was wrong with
on the left and "cold" on the
right?)
The travail of the traveler
Fulton is expected to lose continues all
along the Infall1985,
population through
terstate Highway system
ing 2.2 percent according to and off it, north and south,
the center's estimates.
east and west.
Now there is a blessing,
the Interstate Highway
system.(At least, it is widely
considered to be.) But north
and south? East and west?
Cast your gaze on those
green signs and try to divine
which is which.
Yeti get off at your apof radiation and the cost of
pointed exit and want to go,
health care, says Dr. Robert
say, north. The exit ramp
A. Goepp of the University of
divides. You must choose.
Chicago, who chaired the
Quickly.
meeting.
But it runs counter to the
practice of rn.lny dentists
who have been taught to
routinely give X-rays during
the recommended yearly
tooth examination.
"We have now refined the
procedure," Goepp said.
"The application of X-ray
exams randomly probably is
not a good thing. If there is
no problem, X-rays are not
recommended."

Knott, 10.9 percent, and
Boone and Whitley, 10.2 percent.
Of all the counties, only

Teeth X-rays Usually
Safe But Not Advised
For Each Trip To Dentist
WASHINGTON (AP) — Xrays of teeth are generally
safe and useful but should
not be taken routinely on
every visit to the dentist,
dental experts say.
The panel, drawn together
at a three-day governmentsponsored conference on
dental radiology, concluded
Wednesday, that X-rays
should be taken only when
there is an indication that exams are needed.
The new recommendation
springs from increasing
pub lc concern about the risk

Strangers seem to be the
last considered when signs
are put up.
If all of this sounds petty it
is because, really, the frequent traveler doesn't ask
for much.
Let him get through the
airport frisker without
removing his watch, belt
buckle and class ring, let
him find the promised renta-car actually there, get him
in a motel with a dial-out
phone and a working ice
machine, and you will see a
satisfied man.
When all these things happen on the same trip, travel
is a joy. A rare joy. Like hitting the lottery.
It is this possibility that
keeps the traveler on the
road.
Ask any credit-card hobo
(easily spotted in airports:
the ones with carry-on luggage) what he thinks of
traveling. He will tell you
there is only one thing worse.
Not traveling.
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GIGANTIC SHOE SALE

*Watkins of Murray

Ladies Summer Blouses
All Ladies Shorts
Junior & Misses Summer Slacks
All Men's Levi Shoes
One Group Men's Fashion Jeans-

Bendover
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Jean

$

150,000 new or rehabilitated
housing units in fiscal 1982,
which begins Oct. 1. The
House bill is a little larger,
adding an estimated 158,000
units at a cost of $18.3 billion.
By comparison, Congress
authorized 517,000 subsidized
units in 1976 and 730,000 last
year.
The idea, said the Senate
Budget Committee, is to
adopt "a fairer and more
compassionate policy to
limit eligibility to the more
needy."
Both houses approved a
provision to raise the
amount of net income a
family will be required to put
toward rent for publicly
assisted housing, It would
rise from 25 percent now to
30 percent over the next five
years.
Backers of the change say
the increase is minimal:
rent increases would
average $3.67 a month for.
those in subsidized housing
and $4.38 a month for tenants
in public housing.
But critics of the program
say the bite out of the income
of poorer families could be
more substantial.
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discovering their regional
folkways and customs, all
expenses paid. And
glamorous it certainly is, but
wearying.

Louisville To Lose Residents
As Lexington Gains In 1985
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rapid growth of costs in subsidized housing and to better
target the programs so that
limited housing funds .are
available for those most in
need."
The Senate bill would provide $17.8 billion to subsidize

On The Go Only Benefit From AP Writer's Travels

Conservation
Begins at
Home
-

tion designed to slow the
There are some dif- for the most part, the two inflation-fighting prescripcostly growth of federal ferences in figures in the two chambers are near agree- tion and will be fairer and
housing subsidies that began packages and a disagree- ment on the major elements more efficient than current
in the mid-1970s. Both houses ment over rent controls that of the program.
policy.
are aiming to cut about $12 must be ironed out by
Supporters of the reducThe Senate Budget Combillion in spending authority Senate-House negotiators tions in spending for housing mittee, in its report on the
for housing programs in the when Congress returns from assistance say their plan fills package, said the "principal
next fiscal year.
a Fourth of July holiday. But the Reagan administration's purposes are to reduce the
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Six Entrants In Jaycee Fair Queen Contest Are Featured

Club in cooperation with the Judy Farley of Almo Route
Murray-Calloway Jaycees, 1. Sponsored by Homeroom
according to Janice Nix and 11C of Calloway County High
Sue Spann, co-chairman for School, she will be a senior
the contest. The contestants there this fall. Her special Mare sponsored by a club or terests include motorcycling, bowling, horseback
room in their schools.
Kimberly-Ann Lorraine riding, and swimming. Her
4 Kim Farley, 17, is the future plans are to become a
daughter of Burnett and model and secretary.
Lisa Dick, 17, is the
daughter of Stanley Dick and
Mrs. Carol -Ordiway, 916
North 18th Street, Murray.
Sponsored by Homeroom
11C at Calloway County High
School, she will be a senior
there this fall. Her special inLOUISVILLE, Ky. . . How by a registraion booth and terests include swimming,
many 125-pound housewives one other item, a giant set of skiing, skating, dancing,
could find a use for 125 scales, designed and built fo bowling, and boat riding. She
pounds of free groceries?
sizing-up people.
plans a future in the
How many 200-pound guys
Here's how the drawing marketing businss.
would sign up to win a couple will work:
Crystal Leah Curd, 16, is
of hundred weight of free
1. Each day, fair guests the daughter of Larry and
food?
can sign up at the registra- June Curd of Hazel Route 2.
The answers will be at the tion booth.
Sponsored by the FHA
1981 Kentucky State Fair's
2. There will be five draw- Chapter at Calloway County
new WIN-YOUR-WEIGHT- ings a day, on the hour,from High School, she
will be a
IN KENTUCKY-FOOD noon until 4 p.m. The win- senior there this fall. Her
ners will be announced on
event..
special interests include
At a time when a person the grounds.
cooking, reading, skating,
eats with one eye on the din- 3. Winners will be asked to
swimming, first vice presiner plate and the other on the report to the registration dent of FHA
chapter, and
booth
by 6 p.m. for the ofbudget, the fair is offering
Pep Club member. She plans
all comers a chance to step ficial weigh-in (Actually, the to attend
Murray State
up and be counted on what winners will have until the University, majoring
in
last
day
of
the
fair
to claim home
may be the biggest pair of
economics to become a
balance scales in the State. their bounty.)
teacher.
What are the give-away 4. Each winner will be
Brenda Conley, 17, is the
edibles? Some of the most balanced on the scale versus daughter of Dr. and
Mrs.
mouth-watering good pro- dead weight. Whatever the Harry Conley of 302 Oakdale
poundage
tips
in
at
is
how Drive, Murray. Sponsored
duced in the state of Kentucky, from bakery goods much food the winner will by the SAE Club at Calloway
and meats to dairy products receive.
County High School, she will
c The 10 food sponsors will
and vegetables.
It's another "Pride of Ken- divide the total weight equaltucky" event at the fair, this ly and will give the winner
one highlighting the business that amount of their prowe can all relate to M our ducts. For example, that 125home state — the food in- pound housewife could win
121
/
2 pounds of beef, 121
dustry.
/
2
pounds of cheese, 121
/
2
The action will be in the pounds of eggs, etc.
fair
annual
West Hall, the
6. Non-perisable will be
headquarters for several ag awarded at the
fair. Other
departments,
like items can be claimed
later.
vegetables and melons. Kentucky
sponsors proNNW
They'll be back, but some of viding the caches of
food inKristy Clark
taken
be
will
space
floor
the
clude:
Six of the 34 entrants for
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest scheduled for Friday,
July 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
LiNett Auditorium, Murray
University, are
State
featured today.
The contest is sponsored
by the Murray Woman's

Kentucky State Fair
Has'Win-Your-Weight
In Kentucky Food'Event

,

be a senior there this fall.
Her special interests include
SAE secretary, Student
Council, Pep Club, playing
the
piano,
skiing,
cheerleading, boat riding,
and swimming. She plans to
attend college and major in
nursing.
Renata Collins, 17, is the
daughter of Bill and Juanita
Collins of Murray Route 7.
Sponsored by The Flower

Basket, she is a graduate of there this fall. Her special
in- DECA, Pep Club, SAE, ski- playing the piano. She plans
Calloway County High terests include swimming, ing, skatin,
macrame, and to attend college.
School. Her special interests
include photography, swimming,and reading. She plans
to become a professional
photographer.
Kristy Clark, 16, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Clark of Dexter.
Sponsored by DECA at
Calloway County High
School, she will be a student

Crystal Curd

Lisa Dick

Kim Farley

$5
"
Each
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1890's Ice Cream Parlor
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A group of 68 American and
Canadian medical centers,
including the University of
Louisville, have developed
what has been called a promising new treatment for
women with breast cancer.
A combination of three
drugs that were tested on
more than 1,800 women,
whose cancer had spread to
the lymph nodes before their
breasts were removed, were
used in the treatment, the
New England Journal of
Medicine reported this week.

Dr. James Wittliff, a
University of Louisville
researcher, was one of the
authors of the medical journal article.
The chances of cancer
recurnng in such cases are
very high, the report said,
but the medical centers that
tested the drug combination
found survival improved
remarkably for some
women, but not all in the test
group.
Women over 50 and who
tend to have a type of breast
cancer in which the tumors

contain "estrogen receptors" - substances that attract and bind the female
harmone estrogen - seemed
to benefit from the drug
combination, according to
the report.

Lion for women with other breast cancer with estrogen
types of breast cancer is receptors.
more suspect, according to
Thomas Woodcock,
researchers.
another U of L researcher
who participated in the
The drug combination pro- study, said researchers
vides little benefit to women aren't claiming that the drug
under 50, the article said, combination is the best drug
with the possible exception treatment available for
of those who have the type of women whose breast cancer

32 Flavors
Any Way You Like It"
Nevertheless, the medical
journal article indicated that
the three-rug combination
is a significant advance over
three other drug treatments
the group of universities has
tested since 1972.

Ruling Creates No Media Rush
To Courtrooms With Cameras

Chicken Dinners
To Go
Groups Large or Small

FeAde,BUYS
Special Rates
On Orders Over
30 Pieces
Will Be Packed
And Hot 3 Hours later

By The Associated Press
will "hardlk- know the defrauding members of cameras were present.
They also argued that a
A television crew set up cameras are there."
about 860,030, objected to
their camera in Clark CirThe prosecutor, assistant WBKO's coverage of a pretrial conference, without
cuit Judge James Chenault's Commonwealth's Attorney pretrial conference in which a jury present, would preOpen Mon.-Sat.
court to cover a wanton en- Mary T. Yeiser, said televi- they moved that charges be sent a good opportunity to
work out any bugs in the prodangerment trial, and sion coverage would present dismissed.
Till 10 p.m.
Chenault said he considered "a realistic image to the
Defense attorney Greg cedure before attempting
the camera in his courtroom public of what judges, at- Goatley, himself a former coverage of a full-scale trial.
Sun. Till 9 p.m.
In the pretrial hearing,
"long overdue."
torneys and juries actually radio and television
753-3604
And in Bowling Green, -Ike countering misconcep- newsman, said filming the Judge Francis overruled the
Warren Circuit Judge J. tions from fictional cour- pretrial conference would motion to dismiss the case
Murray, Ky.
Coldwater Rd.
David Francis overruled a troom dramas.
add to pretrial publicity and against the former discount
motion to keep WBKO-TV's
Chenault said the people prejudice the case against buying club and set trial for
Sept. 1
camera out of a Pretrial con- created the courts, and the the defendants.
ference in his court.
However, Judge Francis
courts should be as open as
A state Supreme Court possible to the people.
ruled that the camera could
decision that starting
The camera had been
stay.
restriction
one
placed
He
Wednesday, judges could on the coverage: the camera demonstrated to him earlier
permit photographic was not allowed to show in the week.
coverage of trials, apparent- jurors'faces, since Chenault
And, in a hearing just
ly created no media rush to said they were not in court before the pretrial conthe courtrooms.
ference, attorneys for the
voluntarily.
But at least in Winchester
In Bowling Green, at- television station argued
will be held
and Bowling Green, the ad- torneys for officials of the that the case already had
vent of television coverage former Bowling Green Buy- drawn media attention and
beginning
created no usual incidents.
ing Club, scheduled for trial would be covered by
Chenault was presiding on
theft-by-deception reporters whether or not
over a jury trial of BookerT. charges for allegedly
Brooks and his wife, Mary,
who were convicted of
second-degree wanton endangerment for firing gunshots on New Year's Eve,
1980, outside an American
Legion Post in Winchester.
The judge allowed WLEXTV to set up a camera during
After Bosket turned 16 —
NEW YORK (AP) — A
a recess after receiving no
months after he began
six
gunned
who
killer
teen-age
objections from the defense
Speaker
his sentence — he
serving
down two strangers in a subor prosecution.
facility
state
the
of
out
broke
experience"
the
"for
Blake Page, the defense way
at Goshen and a short time
attorney, said he had seen thought he found a legal
later gave himself up on an
him
let
the arrival in courtrooms of loophole that would
charge. He was tried
escape
next
prison
of
out
walk
the first tape recorders, the
because he was
adult
an
as
less
first women jurors and the month after serving
was sentenced to four
and
16
At Lynn Greve, Hwy.94 West
years.
2
/
31
than
first black jurors.
years.
But Willie Bosket Jr.'s
Murray,Ky.
After a few days, Page
Because of good behavior,
layadigted, court personnel plan apparently didn't work
PUBLIC IS INVITED
he is due to get out of prison
out.
19.
Aug.
reaction
After an outraged
by Mayor Edward Koch and
other officials to word that
Bosket could be paroled Aug.
19, a spokesman for the State
Division of Youth said
Certified Public Accountants
Wednesday that Basket's inof the law was
terpretation
that
announce
to
are pleased
wrong.
He can be kept in jail at
least another year, and
2 more
/
possibly as long as 41
years,officials said.
Koch said Bosket, now 19,
is a "willful, mad-dog"
murderer.
"It's an outrage that in
this town you can kill, you
can murder and you can do it
a second time and not get the
partners,
at
have been admitted to the firm
death penalty," Koch exeffective July 1, 1981 claimed Wednesday.
Bosket's case did much to
put through a new state law
301 Maple Street
Office Hours
treating juvenile murderers
Murray, Kentucky
as adults.
8 a.m. to5 p.m.
At age 10, Bosket, of
Manhattan, was convicted of
attacking a younger child
with a knife. At 15, he was
convicted of putting a gun to
the heads of two strangers in
a subway and shooting them
dead.
"He got a kick out of blowing them away," said a 17year-old cousin who was
with Bosket during one of the
Now
Freezer
Your
Fill
March 1978 shootings.
100% Grimed Beef
Bosket said he committed
the slayings "for the ex1411,-1411),Itex
perience."
After the killings, he got
what was then the maximum
Family Court sentence: five
U.S Oaks
years in the custody of the
youth division, with a maxSpecial Cat IA $439
imum of 18 months in a
"restrictive," or maximumFrosty Acres
security, youth facility.
20 lb kis
Gov. Hugh Carey said at
the time, "This type of es
fender should never be
allowed back on the streets,"
and the next year the
Legislature passed a law
treating youths aged 13 to 15
as adults when charged with
rape or murder.
AITMITT'ACE
NEW YORK (AP) —
Which direction do the
•
following familiar faces face
awl* Fir CONIN. Wsuppi &Frimief
— the Camel cigarettes
camel, the eagle on the
Great Seal of the United
States, the Mona Lisa? Are
they looking to your left or to
your right?
The answer: they face the
viewer's left.
According to a national
$W.
208
4
84
7
'
Isk _
scientific journal, when a
right-handed artist draws a
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray." •
face in profile, he tends to
show it facing left.

Register For A Free Pair
Of Zips & Help Us Name
Our Ugly People

Gospel
Meetings

Koch, Other Officials
Outraged That Young
Killer May Be Paroled

Sen. July 5th
Thru Fri. 10th
Sunday
11 a.m. & 7:30 p.m. Each Evening
7:30 p.m.

Roy J. Horn
Williams Chapel Church of Christ
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because we're more
than alltheothers.
Hey!Something big is happening
to your Burger Queen. We have a
brand neW name,because we're more
than fust burgers.
We're fish and chicken and salad
,bar. Even breakfast, too. And a
'
whole lot more.
So now, when you're hungry to
get your druthers... just
_get to Druther's.
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By Abigail Van Buren

KING OF VALUES

'Giving' Means'Taking'
In Bitter Mother's Mind
DEAR ABBY: I'm tired of hearing that totwecl mothers
give up their babies because they want them toliave a better
life. Here's what happened in my case:
When I was 15, 1 was raped by my brother-in-law.(My
sister was pregnant with her fourth baby in five years.) I
was afraid to tell anyone the truth, so I lied and said I
wasn't Lire who the baby's father was.
My parents called me a "whore," and when they dropped
me off at-the home for unwed mothers, they gave me orders
to "get rid of the bastard or don't come home."
From the minute I arrived at the home for unwed mothers,
everyone started to work on me to giye my baby up for
adoption. "You can't earn enough money to care for it
properly. Who will take care of it while you work? You'll be
branded as 'immoral' and no decent man will want to marry
you. You owe it to the child to give it a home with two
parents."
I had this drummed into my head until I finally signed the
adoption papers. The very next day I changed my mind, but
They said it was too late.
It's been 22 years, and everyday of my life I think about
that beautiful little boy I supposedly "gave away." But God
knows I never gave him away. He was taken from me.
EMPTY. ARMS

•

•

Many groupings of merchandise throughout the
store reduced for quick sale. Check the sale
racks and take advantage of these sensational
values.
• NO REFUNDS
• ALL SALES FINAL
• NO EXCHANGES

DEAR ARMS: Unfortunately you (and your child)
were born too soon. Today, no woman is "worked
on" to give up her child. In fact, counseling is
available in order to help the unwed mother make a
choice she can live with. And in many states, the
adoption is not final until six months after the papers
have been signed.
•
•*•

DEAR ABBY: My son is getting married, and the bride's
parents are paying for the wedding. The bride's mother
asked me to please keep my guest list down to 30 people
because of the& cost, 80 I did.
Now I have a lot of people mad at me because they weren't
invited. We have a large family, Abby, and 30 people won't
even cover all our relatives, let along some friends we would
like to invite.
I always thought the groom's side was entitled to have as
many guests as.the bride's, even though it's customary for
the bride's family to pay for the wedding:I heard they have
over 100-guests from their side. Is this fair? We know that
the bride's family is not rich. Neither are we, but-We would
gladly help out by paying for about 50 more guests. Do we
dare suggest it?
GROOM'S MOTHER

Selected
Groups of
Ladies

Tops and
Shorts

DEAR DEBBIE: Possibly. I checked with some
Midwesterners and was told that the men who come
to bed (and make love) with their socks on do so only
during the winter months. And in the summer, they
sleep in their shorts.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: This question has been on my mind for
years. How can you discourage people who seem unable to
talk to you without grabbing,touching or patting you?-1 find
this very irritating.
H. IN BLUFFTON, OHIO

20%

Pants and
Shirts

50%

Selected
Groups Of

Shower Curtains
Window Curtains
Bedspreads,
Rugs and
Pillows

LOW
HOUSE PAINT
0 Use on wood,masonry
and metal surfaces
Resists fumes,alkali,
blistering and mildew
r2 Wide selection of
fade resistant colors

GLOSS FINISH
0 For wood siding,
doors and trim
0,Covers most surfaces
In one coat
‘j White and full line of
popular colors

9 1-5°.
*12!

Porch
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Et
Patio
Umbrellas

Toys
Reduced
For
Clearance
s,
Kites,
Swim Toys,
Sand Toys

25%
Off

Off

OIL
11110, 8,4sE

MOOE'S®
Paint
MOORGARD® House
EXTERIOR
LUSTRE LATEX

Off

All Summer

Selected
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Ladies, Childrens,
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Wear

Purses
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lo

Off

Selected
Groups of
Ladies

‘"(W

Stereos,
Tv's and
Radios
Up To

DEAR- BLUFFTON: Most people who grab, touch
and pat do so unconsciously. If your unreceptive
reaction and drawing away don't communicate your
irritation, try the more direct route — the verbal one.

itly
nual
ct%7-,use Paints

Selected
Groups
of

Selected
GroLps Of
Men and Boys

DEAR MOTHER: Why not? It's a silly, unfair,
outdated custom that makes no sense today. Tell the
bEide's mother that you'd like to invite more people
and you will gladly pay for them.How can she refuse?

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago you had a letter in your
column about a man who made love with his socks on. It
interested me because my husband always.comes to bed
with his socks on. It's no earth-shaking problem, but I find it
rather annoying. I've tried to break him of the habit, but so
far I haven't had much luck.
Could it be a regional thing? My husband is from Kansas.
DEBBIE

20%
Off

50% To
75%
Off

Center
Isle
Tables of

Sporting Goods,
Novelties,
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Infant Ware
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Spokesman For Jailers Urges
Coordination Of Inspections
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— There should be coordination of jail inspections to
avoid confusion and contradictions in enforcement,
according to a spokesman
for Kentucky'sjailers.
"It's poor policy to have
various agencies with different requirements," said
David Bland, executive

secretary of the Kentucky
Jailers Association.
He said inspections of jails
currently are made by the
state fire marshal's office,
the Department of Health,
the Bureau of Corrections,
the county judge-executive
and in some instances by the
US. marshal when jails incarcerate federal prisoners.
"Inspections should be
under one authority," Bland

Booths For Rent
for the Murray-Calloway Co.
Fair. Only A Few Left
Call 753-1916 between 8-3
Ask For T. P. Delaney Jr.
First come/first served
Nights call 753-8200

told the jails subcommittee
of the interim Joint Corrunit,
tee on Counties.
Bland also said most
jailers want to be involved in
training programs, but find
it practically impossible to
take the time off because
there is no backup staff in
their local jails.
After two hours of
testimony from Bland and
several spokesmen for inspecting agencies, Rep.
Adrian Arnold, D-Mount
Sterling, who heads the subcommittee, said it hopes to
have a report and recommendations in the fall.
Arnold said the proposals
inevitably would have a
price tag, but would be
realistic in view of the
state's tight financial situation.
"I do feel we'll make a
start on solving some problems," he said.
Arnold indicated the subcommittee will have to wait
on some court decisions —
including separate cases involving Carroll and Campbell counties — in which the
. responsibiity for maintain.-

dVi;r1ti
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In Mayfield Big Fish Fry
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
All You Can Eat

Thurs. Fri. Sat
Cole Slaw, French Fries Hushpuppies

*435
(not available in Murray)

cents S
Mayfield Plaza
A Full Service Family Restaurant

Plunge Into

Cgraham St_Jack.son
BIG SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE

50%
C3raham & Jackson
OFF STOREWIDE

DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAVINGS

FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray
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•

Use an of these 7 0171e1 ways to buy
Oui Own cusgagneg Geo Plan • klms
Cara • visa • American ',press CNN
• Cwie Manche • Donets Clue • Casit

Richard L. Feltner resigned
Wednesday as president of
the Federal Intermediate
Credit Bank of Louisville.
Feltner cited philosophical
differences between himself
and the board of the farmcredit institution for his decision.
Feltner, a former US.
assistant secretary of
agriculture, said that "... it
was mutually decided it
would be best if I did
something else."
Martin M. Bonar, executive vice president and
secretary of the bank, was
named acting president.

Most U S cars. Includes
front wheel drive Many
imports Chevettes extra.
Parts and additional services extra if needed.

GOODTVEMI
SERVICE STORES

Goodyear Service Store
S. 12th Murray,Ky.
MeseeSet.753-0595
aum.-6:00 paw.
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Pike Man Drowns
In Reservoir
PIKE VILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A 46-year-old Pike County
man has drowned in
Fishtrap Reservoir, according to state police.
The victim was identified
as John Allen Justice, said
Pike County Coroner Bradford Hall.
Officials said Justice, his
wife, Mageline and a friend
went to the lake about 25
miles east of Pikeville Tuesday evening, mid Justffre—
went in for a swini shortly
before? p.m.
His body was found hiabout four feet of water,
about 25 feet from shore, of-ficials said.
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Argument Causes
Man To Shoot
Neighbor, Himself
ASHLAND, 1(y. (AP) —
An Ashland man shot his
neighbor, apparently in a
dispute over paWfig in the
driveway between their
houses, and then shot
himself, police said.
The bodies of Homer
,Burke, 68, and Theresa Fitch, 20,'were found in Burke's
yard after the Wednesday
morning incident, police
said.
Officials said the two
argued after Ms. Fitch parked her car in the driveway
between their houses on
Carter Avenue.
Burke apparently shot Ms.
Fitch, walked toward his
house, then shot himself, officials said.
Ms. Fitch died of a gunshot
wound in chest,and Burke of
a gunshot wound in the head,
police said.
Neighbors told police the
two had argued before about
the use of the driveway.
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SPOTLIGHT

Louisville Bank
President Resigns
Position
winsvILLE,Ky.(AP)—

)
(-4f

(The Sale You've Been Waiting For)
Savings Up To

• Inspect all four tires •
Set caster, camber, and
toe to proper alignment Inspect suspension and
steering systems.

lag jails might be decided.
The state constitution requires the election of a
jailer, but whether it also
mandates that a county is
obligated to finance and
maintain a jail remains a
legal issue.
Another problem for counties is a lawsuit against more
than half of them by a group
of juveniles who contend the
jails are violating state and
federal standards by failing
to separate juveniles from
adults.
State Fire Marshal G. F.
Horn indicated that his
agency's annual inspections
of jails are complicated by
the inherent clash between
security and safety.
Horn said the construction
that is designed to keep
prisoners from escaping also
is a hindrance to allowing
the inmates to get out quickly in case of fire.
He said half of the jails in
the state meet minimum fire
safety standards and the remainder are in various
stages of trying to attain that
level.
Horn said that in any case
of clear and immediate
danger, his office can issue a
summary closing order.
Rep. Willard "Woody"
Allen, R-Morgantown,
decried the trend toward
upgrading jails to such a
great extent.
If that trend continues, he
said,"people will flock to the
jails because they're better
than their own homes."
Allen said the state ought to
pay more attention to
potholes in the roads and
stop "giving benefits to
jailbirds and thugs."
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Hunt Plans To Purchase Farm In Bourbon County
PARIS, Ky.(AP)- Texas
billionaire Nelson Bunker
Hunt has made plans to increase his central Kentucky
holdings to more than 8,000
acres through the purchase
of the 916-acre Well Farm in
Bourbon County.
The Well Farm has been
on the market for more than
a year with an original asking price of $6 million. Hunt
reportedly will pay
something over $4 million.
"It's the biggest piece of
land between Lexington and
Paris," said Bill Taylor,
manager of Hunt's
Bluegrass Farm.
"We're going to make a

big horse farm out of it. ... farm."
operation at the farm, "but
It's just a cattle and sheep
Taylor said he didn't know conceded it would be expenfarm and we're going to turn how much it would cost to
sive.
it into a number-one horse develop a thorougbred.
Hunt began buying land in
central Kentucky six years
ago by acquiring the old
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) eligibility workers to 14 Kanner Farm on Versailles
Road in Fayette County.
- The state Department for medical facilities throughout
His local real-estate adHuman Resources reports the state.
viser,
Dan Midlciff Sr., said
that because of budget proThe workers, now stationHunt paid $4,000 an acre for
blems, it no longer will pro- ed in the facilities take apthat 200-acre property.
vide fulltime Medical plications from patients
"We used it for about two
Program
Assistance
seeking government payyears and then sold it for
ment of their medical bills. $200,000
profit," Midkiff
They will be reassigned
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- Sept. 1 to the local offices of said.
Taylor said Hunt has opThrough a joint effort of the Bureau for Social Ingovernment, private surance DHR reported dons to buy 300 acres in
Boyle County and 380 acres
developers and lendeis, 47 Wednesday.
in Mercer County.
homes will soon be available
The employees are assign"He's a good buyer,"
near Transylvania Universi- ed now to Norton-Children's
ty that low income families Hospital, University Midlciff said. -If something
came along, I wouldn't be
can bu-r.
Hospital and two primary
The homes, to be sold for care centers at Louisville, surprised if he'd buy some
more."
$38,000 to $43,000 will be Western State Hospital
at
Hunt reportedly owns
financed at interest rates not Hopkinsville, the University
exceeding eight percent, ac- of Kentucky Medical Center about 600 thoroughbred
cording to the Kentucky at Lexington and eight Ap- horses, mostly at Bluegrass
Farm, which is a collection
Housing Corp.
palachian regional hospitals of
farms scattered
Families with incomes in Eastern Kentucky.
throughout 10 counties.
ranging from $12,000 a year
for a single person to nearly
$20,000 for six people to buy
new homes and have monthly payments of about $300,
the corporation reported.

No Assistance To Be Given

Homes Are For Sale

Social Insurance
Bureau Shifts Hours
The office of the Department for Human Resources,
Bureau for Social Insurance,
at 203 South 6th St., Murray,
has changed its office hours.
The office is now open
from 7 a.m.to 4:30 p.m. until
further notice, a spokesman
said. The extended hours are
being undertaken as a service to Calloway County
citizens.

Lexington Chief Says
'Thieves Will Run' Gold,
Silver Without Law
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LEXINGTON,Xy.,(AP)-If a county refuses to
regulate the sale of gold and
silver, "thieves are just going to run to it," says Police
Chief John McFadden.
An ordinance requiring
metals dealers to keep identification records of sellers
was passed in Fayette County last February after a rash
of burglaries in which gold
and silver were taken from
homes in some of Lexington's most affluent
neighborhoods.
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HEY!MY CADDY FELL IN
NE LAKE WITH ALL
MY CLUBS! W14AT AM
I GONNA DO?

YOU CAN'T ASK FOR
ADVICE,JOE „ITS
A TWO-STROKE PENALTY.d

‘, /Olt
liet UMW Fens.. S-pvlic•••

AN

C.-Help-Visited

We will stretch and
° frame
your
needlework.

Carter Studio
300 Mom

7 5 3 8208

SP•dal
Kenny Region
Sear
$10.fteNw1116
espy el Oh et

Veriesa's
Wilder's
Store
OfYlflpic Plow
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600.

SPECIAL
SALE
Satellite Antennas.
Key direct from
Manufacteretr. 110 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

i

AA

11 /1;(14'4
7-2

m...0100!

TOO
MUCH

PEPPER

For sale or trade
'72 Chev. Tandem
Dump.Truck. 7538786 or 7535699
Fast, dependable farm
ond truck tire service.
Call
753-8500,
Economy Tire 8 Service.

Anal week of Shoe Sale. All
shoes cott or below. Hardin
Discount Shoes.

I USED

MY
SAVINGS TO
BUY THIS
TELESCOPE,

/ DIDN'T KNOW
YOU LIKED TO
LOOK AT STARS

I

Z:7o .

111°S.

•

Nose Yawn *pommy re

JULY-2

DEAR,I'VE GOT
GOOD NEWS AND
BAD NEWS

THIS MAKES.IT\
EASIER TO FIND
LOST MONEY-

41.`f
•

THE BAD NEWS IS THAT./
JUST SPENT SIXTY
DOLL ARE ON
GROCERIES

THERE'S 50 LITTLE,YOU 1
rDON'T HAVE ID HELP ME
CARRY IT INTO THE HOUSE!

AND WNATS
THE WOO
NEVIS?

41\
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THAT HORRIBLE
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DIANA.,
DARLING,
EVERYTHING'S

/%1101:-.14OL0ING
KIT„OUT THE
WINDOW...
ALL

--

r

0
-,w
044"464

IT'5 NOT ALL RIGHT.
IT'LL TAKE TIME
FOR HER TO GET
OVER THAT AWFUL
EXPEAlEfeCE

/. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
10. Business .
Opportunity
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
.02180.
Immediate opening, on the
job_ training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. WOrk hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with _ personal in-formation to BincI040-2.

12. Insurance

OPENING
Friday, holy 3,1911
ALETA BLAME'S
BEAUTY SHOP
Kirksey, Ky.

INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN
, AGM-

t

-SPECIAL-

014 So.4th
Ix Illsorny,
,Ky,42071
011123 71214032
Mair NO21 7534374
LPL HEALTH.NOME

14: Want To Buy

up to 75% off on ad
Jewelry. Purchase
9100.00 or more and
get a set of 14kt gold
earrings. A large
selection of diamond
earrintla. 9old
chains, etc. to choose
from.

Comic books. Want to buy
in good shape. Book Rack.
753-4821.

15. Articles For Sale

GOLD Et
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic
Shopping Center
Open 9ant.to 8 p.m.
753-7113

Lost dog in vicinity of New
Concord. Answers to the
name of Playmate. Please
call 436-2329.
LOst, female German
Shepherd, black and tan,
very shy. Has black spot
over each eye. Last seen RESinking Sptings area, Rt. 7.
Call ..collect, 1-522-3741.

Reward.
6.Help Wanted
Asa

HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan High
commission No investment, delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write: MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson St., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Need reliable person to
babysit part-time with two
children in my house. Must
be experienced and have
references. Call 753-9927.
Someone to live in and take
care of elderly lady. Call
753-3681 or 753-2582.
WANTED: Woman or man,
part time, good with hand
work, especially wood,
small
pieces. Send
qualifications. and experience to Box 1040-A,
Murray.

Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

5.lost & Found

•

D

TE
HE LOVES
IT.'

2. Notice

•

7-

SEE IF 11-115 15
WAY THE GENERAL
LIKES IT

WAR ADS ARE YOUR BEST BUT

Car dealer's mechanic. All
types of mechanical work
done for car dealers only.
Call 759-1275.
Do you need a -lob, and
hope for the future? Are you
16 to 19 years old, no high
school diploma or G.E.D.; a
school drop-out of 9
months or more, un.
employed? Call Calloway
County High School (7535479, ask for Jim Nix.)
Experiencd body man
needed. Apply in person, or
call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
Experienced sales person.
Call 753-2600.
Senior Citizen needs some,_
one to live with her. fturse.
P
CO
required
not
753-3760

Large yellow Sweet Corn,
and plums. 753-4725.
Floyd McKenzie.
Oak and Hickory firewood
cut to order. 436-2805.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Potting soil 40 lbs; top soil
40 lbs; peat humus 40 lbs;
cow manure 40 Ibi;
lime 50 lbs; all $1.99. Play
sand 55 lbs; $2.89. Central
Shopping Ctr.
Rockwell 46010 wood
lathe, stand and cutting
tools. $125. Excellent
condition. 753-2963.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cookin& does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

16. Home
Furnishings
Dresser and chest of
drawers, $50. Maple coffee
table, $35. Maple dinette
table, $35. Cot and chairs,
and misc. 753-2695.
For sale: Early American
couch, Maple end tables
and coffee table. All in
excellent condition. Call
753-6391 after 5 pm.
Good used refrigerator. Call
489-2839 after 6 PM.
Moving Must sell GE
washer, Zenith TV, Krohler
couch, Lane recliner, queen
size bed, many more items.
Call 753-0119

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPT.
A local manufocturing concern has an immediate
opening for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and..
eikiiipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is o growing company offering
standing fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirements to:

[TWISTER RELATIONS SUPERVISOR
EMERSON RECUR CII.P.O. INIX 610
PARIS, TN. 38242
Sr Caiteeti
Tang Moyer, 1411442-1128

rodlarivirow: PLA/v
is •

•

.is

-1

An Equal Opportunity Employer

16. Home Furnishings
Queen size mattress and
springs, $50.
walnut
bed, $75 A Bassett couch
and chair, needs recovering, $50 436-2411

17. Vacuum
OMITS
Used VatifilS. $5.95 aril._
up. Call 753-9927.
Farm

19.

Equipment
1960 Massey Ferguson, 50
series; with grader blade
$2400. Call 753-4107 or
753-6788.

20. Sports Equipment
WIND SURFERS. World's
largest selling sailboat now
in stock. Lessons available.
Ky. Lake Sales, Hwy 62,
Calvert City, Ky. 395-7844.
Model 59, 9mm, automatic
Smith and Wilson nickle
plated pistol. $300. Call
753-8184.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117, Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
MUi1C
LESSONS
Piano, Organ,
guitar beginners
or advanced child
or adult.
CLAYTON'S
HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Used organs ideal for
church or home. New
Baldwin pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co. across
Post Office, Paris, TN.

24. Miscellaneous
20 Amp service pole with
25' copper lead in wire.
5250 753-5761
4 HP self propelled
Greencraft lawnmower. Like
net,
•, $125. Call 753-8184.
Carpert Stretcher. Roberts
Jr. power stretcher with
extras, Roberts. wall trimmer, Roberts electric seaming tron. All like new and
extra good condition. 4892706, after 5.
For sale: Dorm size refrigerator. Practically new.
489-2169.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
Go-Cart, 4 HP. Runs good.
Call 753-8928.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Riding mower, 8 HP, $150.
Call 753-8895.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
ieasoned wood- Call 4362758.

a

26. TV-Radio
New Meseevex
25" Color
TV
$25 Down
$1.911 Meath
4- Tier Warranty
Open Daly TI P.M.

CLAYTON'S
Across from Big K
RCA Selectavision videodisc player. New, $400. Call
767-2548.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
12 x 40 Clean, used trtiler. Call 753-7438.
•

IL x 60 two bedroom,.
partially furnished. Call.
753-9704.
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
baths, furnished, central:
heat and air, $4,950. Call'
753-0528.
1975 12x60 Furnished -'
house trailer, washer/dryer,:dishwasher, air-conditioner,
utility pole and box, and -7
underpinning. 753-5867.

.:TERMITES
ewc
Also household, lawn,indoors
and outdoors!

JORDIPENDAIILE
pr._ Pest Cement

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

'

AUCTION SALE
-

Sortwriny, holy Atift, IA sm., rate or Woof
le the center of Fox Kiermiews Troller Court,
See& 16th Street,Meerey, Ky.
Will sell a large lot of nice furniture, appliances, choice antiques, glass and small collector items, drop leaf server, trash compactor, 9
metal chairs, ceramic canister set, lamps, end
tables, matching love seats, couches, beds,
springs and mattresses, rope rocker and stool,
cane bock rocker, 8 spindle bock rockers, chest
of drawers, shelves, filing cabinet, Kenmore wet
and dry vacuum, antique round oak table with
claw feet, matching buffet, hall tree, walnut dental chest, spinning wheel, nice old roll top desk
office chair, 5 piece cast iron iia
-tio set, 33 pc.
-I* cost iron, wash kettle, bean pots, teak:
Dutch ovens, flat irons, shoe lost, muffin pons,
skillets, and lots morel 4 dining choirs, adding
machine, cash register, chest type home freezer,
large collection of potted cactus, some
depression gloss and lots more good items!

For more Intsneitiso colt OTTO ,
minim Amami SERVICE,
435-412$ sr 435-4237.
OTTO =STU,AIK'fNE011t
PIA MOM,MUM
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Apts. For Rent
27. Mobile Home Sales 32.
12 x 60 Trailer, See Equal housing opportunity
Branden Dill, Dill's Trailer for those who quality Call
Murray Manor Apartments,
Ct.
from 9 00 to
753-8668
For sale 1970 Cambridge
mobile home with 7' tilt 12.00. monday through
out living room large Friday
12x24 factory add on Extra nice, unfurnished, 2
bedroom. 1'1 baths central bedrooms, kitchen applianheat and air, fully carpeted, ces furnished, central heat
approximately 1080 sq tt
and air, carpet, washer,
living space Call 436-5675
dryer hookup, lease and
Two acre lot at Lynn Grove, deposit required. re10 x 42 Detroiter Trailer. ferences required. Available
good well and septic. 12 x August 1st_ No pets
14 pump house, 24 x 20 759-1750.
garage, $10,500. Lot seper- For rent, furnished apart
New Concord
ment
ate. $8400. Trailer. $2300
Cad 753-6413.
$80.00 a month Call
436-2427.
28. Mobile Homes
efficiency apartFor Rent Furnished
ment, one or two bedroom.
2 Bedroom, Moody Mobile Also, sleeping room. ZimHome Park. 160 per month
mer Apartments. S. 16th
$50 deposit. 753-8411.
Street, 753-6609.
For rent, nice two bedroom
Furnished one bedroom
trailer, near East Elemen- apartment. Private entrtary. $130 a month, plus ance. Close to MSU. Call
deposit. Call 753-1873.
753-7918.
Nice two bedroom. all Looking for a nice, low
electric. 142 miles east of priced, furnished or unMurray. $125 per month, furnished one bedroom
plus deposit. 753-8928
apartment? Call 753-3949.
Two bedroom trailer near Nice furnished one bedMurray, no pets. Call room apartment. Inquire at
489-2611. 100 S. 13th St.
30. Business Rental
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 753Mimi
3134.
Warehouse
2-bedroom partially
Two
Storage Spero
furnished apartments.
For Root
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
753-4754
references required. $130
and $175 monthly. Phone
31. Want To Rent
753-8731.
Wanted: nice, furnished,
Two bedroom, partly furone bedroom apattment for
nished basement apart81-82 college year. Good
ment. No windows, central
references. Write Mike heat and air, all utilities
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln..
furnished, ‘cable available.
Bartlesville, OK 74003.
Couples or girls only. No
32. Apts. For Rent
smoking, no children, no
3 Bedroom, 1301 Peggy pets. $200 per m9nth with
Ann $250 per month Call $100 deposit. l'erth 16th
St Ext.. PI miles North of
753-8411
121 Bypass. 753-1310.
Duplex for rent; 2 beTwo
bedroom duplex on
drooms, all kitchen appliances. central heat and air, Doran Rd. Appliances
central vacuum system. furnished. Available July
1st. 759-4130 or 753-9898.
753-8146 or 753-2437.

NO AUCTION SALES
UNTIL
FURTHER NOTICE
New Concord Auction Barn
New Concord, Kent*

lw. HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across bow Owswanity Canter)
Specializing in Senior Citizens
,

Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sot.

8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Don't Miss This Sale
SPECIAL 8 Track Tapes
SPECIAL
BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE OF EQUAL VALUE

'61toga"

one

Al

"

753-5865

2225. 12th St.

46 of July Special
Come in and register for a free
Mack A White Television Set.
Register

in

store.

No

Ford's:6

necessary.
Sylvania Solid State
$239.95

Color TV

$29.95
Special B&W TV Set
tarp selection of knives, guns,
musiad
seed

instruments,

glassware,

appliences,

radios, esp.
etc. Al at reduced prkes.

GOLB.IL SILVER
PAWN SHOP
amplelinpples Caner
Open aste
.1536711

41. Public Sale

32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished washer dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.

43. Real Estate

Big yard sale, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, 8-5
641 North, left on 464
Second house on left.
Craft Sale Dried flowers
and macrame items, all
handmade. At Burkeen's
Store on Hwy. 94. All day
Saturday. July 4th.
Five party yard sale
Antiques antique furniture,
items
clothes, misc
Located 3 miles South 121,
on Old Salem Rd Next to
church Thursday, Friday
Saturday
Moving sale Everything
goes. Cultivator, chickens,
household items, furniture,
etc. Call 489-2330.
Yard Sale. 512 North 1st
St. Thursday and Friday.
Baby bed, furniture, clothes
all sizes.
Yard Sale, Friday, 6:30 AM
till 5-00 PM, 1104 County
Cord, in Gatesborough. All
infant needs, high chair,
swing, etc. Dishes, drapes,
tennis racket, lots more.
Yard sale.Avon and other
items. Highway 641, Hazel
Ky 8-5, Friday and Saturday
Yard sale: Friday. July 3.
Clothes, range hood, glass
fireplace screen. June
apples. 502 Broad St.
Yard sale. Color TV, coffee
table. clothes, hub caps,
boat seats, glass, old
rocker, tiller, toys, books,
10 speed bicycle. Friday
Saturday. Trailer 12 A, Fox
Meadows.
43. Real Estate

Now is the time to
move to the Embassy
Apartments. Two
bedroom apartment
for rent. Call 7534331 or 753-3530.

Two bedroom, in Northwood. Carpet and beamed ceilings, washer and
dryer, and all kitchen
appliances furnished No
pets. $265 per month.
753-0814.
34. Houses For Rent
3 bedroom furnished
house, for three college
girls. For Fall semester.
Neat University. Call 7534974.
Extra nice three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495 per month; security
deposit and 1 year lease
required. No pets. Call
436-2935 or 753-0839
House for rent. Located on
12th St., near University.
Two bedroom. partially
furnished. 753-8146 or
753-2437
New 3-bedroom house
Dining room and family
room, two-car garage, on 5
acres, central heat and air.
$275 a month, deposit
required Call 498-8589 or
901-247-5576
Panorama Shores lake front
house, „private boat ramp, 2
bedrooms, utility room,
garage, kitchen appliances.
Utilities included. Deposit
and references requested.
436-2484.

A DANDY LITTLE FARM

-No. III-25 ACRES WL
Fronts blacktop road, 9
miles to town, mile to store.
On mail and school bus
routes. Creek through back
of tract. 20 tillabel acres
4 reported to be best for corn
or beans. Land could be used for pasture if dessired.
Woven fencing; 5 wooded
acres. Drilled well. Electric
is in; phone available. Put
your name on the deed for

epee Dully

Professional Services
h
With The f riencli)

1655 Ryan
our bedroom home
bedroom
(fourth
would be perfect
sewing room, study,
etc.), electric radiant ceiling heat,
completely
redecorated, in excellent condition.
Well landscaped lot,
near MS.U., carport. Reduced to
;39,250.
ROLLING ACRES
SUB-DIV.
Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home, some
furniture, almos
new air conditioning
unit, new plumbing,
new porch and
underpenning.
Located near East
2
1
Ele. School on /
acre lot. Only 9,900.

COMMUNITY YARD SALE -depression
AMR** turn
&is. CB equip children's
c lothes a von bottles and
nuthrous other items Fri and
2
/
Set July 3rd and 4th 21
mans UV of Hardin on Hwy
130 In case cil rain WIN be
teilloonng Fri I Sat

304N 1 2th 51
klisirrey By 42071
lay A

ia)
gatip
2

•

inonsan

Real islets
SoisIbildit Court Sq,
Ilkorrati,
7534451

Appralsels - Connciting - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

RI Si P.1.11t
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $I 5,000; Franchise business for
sole, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sale,
$8,00O.
NowtWaldr.op
Rod Estado

•

tem. Anew

Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors,,,7531492.

753-22111

IL

41 Public Sale
Garage Sale. Saturday, July
4th. China closet, refrigerator, riding lawnmower, old
silver dollars, lots of
bargins. 707 Sycamore.

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-8144

Three each, 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sale. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,50O.

7$2411111 anytime I

REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
Visitors
753-8467.
welcome.
For sale: 30 bred heifers,
$500 per round. Your pick.
48 to choose from. Some
black,- some whitefaced.
Call 753-3625.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered Doberman
champion
puppies,
bloodline Goats for sale
759-4588 or 753-1367
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For sale: Adorable Persian
kittens CFA. ACFA championship bloodlines. Completely trained to make
excellent housepets. Paper
available. 753-8291
For sale Goldan Hampsters,
Call 435-4158 after 3 PM.

U

$9750 can buy you this 4
bedroom house located on
Hwy 280, on approximately
2 acres with a smooth and
lovely yard and nice shade
trees. Has garden space,
also several outbuildings.
Come let us show you this
one. Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.

Strout Realty
I

Vacant lots. Three building
lots in Sherwood Forest,
$2,000 each. • Three
building lots in Growe
Heights Sub. Also, lots
available in Stadium View
Sub and Gatesboro. Lake
lots in Aurora and
Panarama Shores

III=1111

JOE L KENNON,Broker
1911 Coldwater Rd.
Muni,.ite.hraY 42071

36. For Rent Or Lease CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST.
This home is just barely lived in. Features 3 bedrooms.
Mood It?
2 baths, and a spacious
Rent It!
great room with a large
Mortar Mixon
-beautiful fireplace. This
house is not only beautiful,
we got It nod amok
but is built for the practical
meth more.
use of the everyday family.
The large kitchen and dining area are truly a blessing
to any harassed woman.
The private fenced back
yard and patio are perfect
for small ones in your fami211 1. ads /53-1/111
ly. So for beauty and just
plain everyday living, you
37. livestock must see this dream of a
Supplies house today. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.

MURRAY
LEATNEN
COMPANY
mvuovoit nap. Or.

YD-MAJ
REAL ESTATE
753-80110

$19,500.

Two Bedroom house, 1 mile
West of Stella. Deposit and
reference required. 7533604. ask for David.

Saddles, BeidWs, Sittfolds,
Botts, Nuts, it We toolbar
we can fix IRE

IM1

43. Real Estate

Sada ko•famear-7119•17117

753-1222
Homes FORuwint
ECONOMICAL
FAMILY HOME
three
Modern
bedroom brick home
in Sherwood Forest,
just west of Murray
City limits. Central
heat and air, living
room with fireplace,
abundant storage
areas with extra
room which could be
used as fourth
bedroom, or study.
Offered in low
50's.Price just reduced. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for
full time Real Estate
Service.
THE CURE FOR
YOUR HOUSE HUNTING HEADACHE
There is plenty of
room for a large
family in this new
four bedroom, 2/0
bath home. It is
located in a quite
country setting only
minutes from town
and close to Oaks
Country Club. There
are two heat pumps
for economical
heating and cooling.
Contact any member
of the Kopperud
Realty 'Home Team'
for real service in
'•: Estate.

641 Auction
Every Friday Night at 6:30 2 miles from
Pads on Nighwiri 641 Nor?.
This week we have a lot of good antiques, picture frames, jewelry, figurines, dolls, crocks,
depression glass, vasoline glass, iron bed with
brass knobs, Blue Ridge dishes, glassware,
stocking book case, oak kitchen cabinet, daisey
churn, and much more.

Aectleasers
Larry Bascom Me.646A
McBride OIL 247

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, July 4th, 10:30 A.M.

On

at the Auction Born
V2 mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky.
121 at
Highway 893 from MayfleW off of Highway

Signs.
Coldwater, take Highway 1836. See Auction
individuals.
Will hove an all day sole. All merchandise belongs to private
anCrawford,
Eula
Mrs.
of
estate
the
No dealers merchandise. Some of
Phyfe table with
Duncan
a
ploys,
that
organ
pump
walnut
tiques, a beautiful
Duncan Phyfe table and
2 captain and 4 mates chairs, buffet, also a cherry
and oak chest, tin
desk,
top
roll
chairs, on old six leg bed, a child's walnut
chest, bedroom
odd
chiffrobe,
a
cabinet,
door pie safe, wash stand, kitchen
baby bed,
arms,
suit, twin beds, rollaway bed, leather couch with saddle bog
new
chairs,
odd
chairs,
and
coffee and end tables, a small desk, three tables
wood
swing,
porch
bookcases,
t.v.,
color
home sewing machine and cabinet,
garden tiller, lawn
heater with blower, many odd lamps, slate bed pool table,
other weed eater,
one
eater,
mower, wheelbarrow, bicycles, one gas weed
a like new 10"
seasons,
4
plate
some gloss, a Norman Rockwell Christmas
sow, hand
circle
saw,
table
small
saw,
arm
radial
type 3 Block and Decker
a large
compressor,
point
sander, large grinder, router, air chisel, portable
log
wedges,
and
hammers
sledge
Craftsman tool box, 32' extension ladder,
kettle,
tea
copper
hammers,
noih,
new
chains, many hand and garden tools,
role guard, weights,
like new 2640 John Deere tractor, 140 hours with
fifth wheel wagon
14'
good
radio, def lock, Ford cultivator, boom pole, a
form tools ore
the
tanks,
diesel
cultipocker,
with grain sides, single roller
security
sound
a
pole,
service
amp
100
pieces,
open and may be other
other
many
plugs,
2.
points
system - 3-100 lb. bottle gas, chain ow chains,
Sale
available.
°rinks
It
Ease
items not listed. Not responsible for-gcidents.
.
at]
2
sell
1109n•
will
held rain or shine.farm iquipment
Don Miller - Audieueer
Hemmed & Boadod la Ky.& Ti...
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

43. Real Estate
413:0-w
•

1 II
I

I

753-1222
HOIT1Pli FOR UIVN1G

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
ted 5 miles west
f Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods, and 2
picturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
he property. A real
buy at only $13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
details.
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kit-.
chen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
34 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by- Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors:

4:8>
I],

753-1222
1-101111PS FOR LIVN1G

OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family living in this wooden
contemporary home
and 1t4 acres located
in a lovely setting at
the edges of Murray.
Many unique unusual
features including
solid Birch kitchen
cabinets, 40x12 Redwood deck, 40x12
patio,
concrete
fireplace in living
room and family
room, pella thermopane windows,
and much much
more.Price reduced.
Upper $70's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple
Listing service.
"SOUTHERN COMFORT'
Plus quality, beauty
and convenience.
These are a few of
the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 3
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a family
room, fireplace with
wood stove._ heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivi-ion. Priced a
,500 through Kop• • rud Realty, 711
amn Street. Look for
fur new red, white,
nd blue signs-erywhere!

U.Lots For Sale
Lake front lots or five acre
wooded parcels near Kentucky Lake on Kirby
Jennings Trail (Ky 1918)
near Hamlin Ky Property
restricted to homes only.
Reasonably priced Small
down payment balance
financed at 10% interest
Ken Shores Estates, Inc.,
1111 Sycamore, 753-0101
or 753-7531
Lake lot, $3500 or trade for
car or truck, 759-1801.
46. Homes For Sale
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.

Sha
521
431
1976
Ghia,
Loader
matic
leathe
extra
decor
Koppe
car, V,

3 runner motorcycle trailer.
Can be seen at 1400
Sycamore. $500. Call 7530646, or 753-8849. After 6,
759-1972.
Yamaha 175 Enduro. 1 47
years old. $650. 489-2813.
Yamaha GT-80. Good condition $250. Call 753-7774.

Brick house, 2 yrs. old.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
KEY
formal dining room, large
AUTO PARTS
concrete
garage,
den, 2 car
sus.Oa St.,
drive. Large patio with
latorrey,
Isolecky
has
House
cedar fence.
taros,
liatterlos,
many extras. Owner will
whoa covers, ants
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswill Rd.. or call
nseossorits. 24 hoer
753-0839 or 436-2935.
towing. Also a cow
plot* lino of wood
For sale by owner, twoouts ports.
bedroom home on a half
753-Sib
a
in Hazel. Needs some repair
work. May be seen by 49. Used Cars
appointment. Call 753- 1966 Ford Fairlane, like
8581. Priced at $17,000.
new. Call 437-4945 after 5
Loghouse with woodstove, PM.
greenhouse, .1 acre, out- 1968
VW Beetle. $600. Call
building, 14 bath, 1900 -75-1,3037
after 5 pm.
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
Skylark, local,
1970
Buick
drive to Murray. $26.000.
steering
Power
owner.
one
436-5859.
and air. Good second car
Reasonably priced in the Call 753-8096.
$40s. Zoned for business or
: For
residental use. Attractive 4 1974 Dodge . Charge!
bedroom house with 1 and sale, or will trade for
2 baths, extra large living smaller car. Call 437-4125.
1
a/
room with fireplace, 1974 Honda Civic. Good gas
kitchen-dining area, large mileage, good condition.
utility room. Economical 759-1750, or 753-2565.
gas heat. Central air
conditioning. Can be used 1974 Triumph Spitfire, low
for office or residental or mileage, good condition.
both. One car garage. Large Call 489-2303.
wooded lot. Near 12th and 1976 AMC Hornet Wagon,
Sycamore. Ken Shores air conditioned, cruise con1111 trol, automatic, one owner.
Inc.
Estates,
Sycamore, .153-0101 or Call 753-9341.
753-7531.
Two-story cabin, two lots.
VW SILVER
Pine -Bluff Shores. FurANNIVERSARY
nished. Year round living;
insulated, air-conditioned,
SPECIAL
2 sun decks. $25,000.
Free Air conditioning
753-5791, 759-1074, 753New
every
on
2649.
Volkswagen in stock.
47. Motorcycles
Offer good through
July 4, 1 9fcl
Call
1968 YZ100 for sale.
$585.00 Veal
after 5, 489-2483.

Murray's Newest
Exclusive Subdivision
Woodgate Estates
Povad streets curbs
cind gutters, city wosor
anti' sewer, R-I restrit•
lions. Located on John.
-n
Robtirtiolt RoZd:
Financing available.
753-1091

111

'975 Honda CB-1255 street
bike, 1300 miles 8560
12" Black and White TV
Call 753-3942
1979 Yamaha 80 $150
Call 437-4945
1980 Yamaha YZ 250,
$895. Call 759-4712 after
6.

1979
Cad ill
4320

Nov
tI.
551

43. Auto. Services

U.Lots For Sale

Creekwood
Developers Inc.

47. MotorcycTiii

1975 Honda 360-T. Al
Shape, $500. Call 7536204.

-

CARROLL VW
NO Cbtsturl
1531150

4th July Special
ree Levi Belt
With Every $25.00 Purchase
$11110 et matik Pnct
woods
$10.00 to $30.00 off
ka Beds
Rows Jon

$10.00 on

-Ivy allot Nicol

1/2....
Feathered 1W Band

VERNON'S
WESTERN STORE
Olympic Shepphes Center
Murray, Kentucky
Opal9 a... to 9 p.m. Daily

REDUCED
For Quick Sale
This lovely 3 BR, Brick home o
51/2.acres. Owner leaving the area,
says "Sell." Has heat pump, central air, fireplace, 2 baths, family
room, carpet, drapes, dishwasher,
range, refrigerator, with icemaker.
3 walk-in closets. Well built and
beautifully landscaped. Large redwood deck overlooks wooded area.
Must see to appreciate. Call for
your appointment. Asking $59,500
Location: on Elm Grove Churc
Rd. 11/2 mi. off 94 East.

Murrair-Calloway
Comfy Realty
(502)754146
304N. 12th St.
tikomsy, Ky.42071
R A. Reeves,Seeker

-r -
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49. Used Cars

49. Used Cars

I

FOR SALE

1972 Caprice,
Sher9, Pod Maths. C.61 75E5281 or 75E4804 after p.m.

1976 Mercury Monarch
Ghia, mint condition
Loaded with options, automatic windows and seats.
leather seats, FM stereo,
extra interior and exterior
decor trim. Call Bill
Kopperud, 753-1222 Local
car, $2995.
1979 Coupe DeVille,
Cadillac, white. Call 75343201

ter

New, 1981 PonT-1000,
tiac
$5250.00
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406W. M.
7334315

WOW Trucks

IINOTKEII

I

M
52. Boats and Motors 51 Services Offered

If you kare a wreck and
Ned a wrecker ukase
request the policeman in
claret that you wain.
PARKER FORD
WRECKER SERVKE
Days 153-5213, Rights 1531133 24 hoer sinks.

50..Used Trucks
1969 Ford Van. Clean Best
offer Call 753-7675.
1980 Datsun, long wheel
base with topper, automatic. $5800. Call 7532813.
65 Chevy Pickup 4 speed
and positrac $495 '62
Dodge Pickup slant 6,
$250 759-1801

JEEPS, CARS
PICKUPS
from $35. Available
at local Gov't Auctions. For Directory
call Surplus Data Center 415-330-7800.
ammMieMEMmommob

1966 Dodge Van Excellent
condition
Automatic
$795 759-4845
Chevrolet 3-3 Crew Cab,
and chasey. V8 automatic,
air Would make ideal hot
rod hauler $1750 1591739

5r.-Campers
Camper that fits on 1,7 ton
pickup with 8' long bed
Has stove, double sink
water tank, ice box Porta
Patti, sleeps two, has
permanent storing jacks
$600 Call 753-3941
Two campers, 15' and 18.
1 mile North of Hazel on
641 492-8866
Walk-in camper for pickup;
sleeps 4. $350. Call
753-8895.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
14' Aluminum fishing boat,
10 HP Mercury Motor and
Call
$600.
trailer.
498-8585.
14 bass boat with 50 HP
Evenrude motor and trolling
motor. Excellent condition.
$1100 Call 759-1233.

22 Venture sailboat Motor
trailer, and 3 sails $5200
436-5859
28 ft. Harris Hate boat
Mock II series, excellent
condition, 120 HP 10 Many
extras. 502-753-4951

53. Services Offered
Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniturei
new lookl Located behind
Queen. Call
Dairy
753-8085
MADE
AAA CUSTOM
bookcases,
CABINETS
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436-2566
COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP.
GARDEN
Lawnmowers. Rota-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
delivery available, . 4892851 8 AM to 5 PM.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No job too Small.
Call days 474-2359, 4742276 evenings.

SrUmus Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING Air-conditioning and comor vinyl siding and trim
pete appliance service.
Aluminum trim for brick 759-1322
houses. Jack Glover 753- All of your plumbing and
1873.
air-conditioning needs Also
K & K Stump Removal. Do do carpentry, painting
roofing, and concrete All
you need stumps removed
work done to satisfaction
from your yard Or land
753-9822
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24" APPLIANCE SERVICE
below the ground, leaving Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
only sawdust and chips
Westinghouse. Experienced,
Call for free estimate, Bob independeot service. Bobby
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Hopper. 753-4872.
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Asphalt driveways and
MITCHELL BIACKTOPPING
parking lots sealed by
Commercial and residen- Sears. For free estimates
tial. Also patching, sealing, call 753-2310.
and striping. For estimates
Big Joe's Small Engine
call 753-1537.
Repair, 808 Coldwater
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Road, 753-8834. Chain
underpinning, roof's sealed, saws, lawn mowers, and
patio awnings, and house tillers. All makes. Andy
type roofs for mobile
Elkins mechanic. Also have
homes. 753-1873, Jack ,used mowers for sale.
Glover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. InAluminum Service- Co.,
stalling be downs, underaluminum and vinyl
pinning, roofing, installing
siding. custom trim
doors and windows. Also
work. References. Call
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
Will Ed Bailey, 753estirf‘ates! ,No job too
0689.
small!

College student wanting to
do odd jobs around yard
and house Call 161-2548

Laborer $4 an hour
753-3058 759-1675
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed ,and
repairing. 753-7203.
Need work on your trees?
Topping pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOWER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536
Warmngl Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing. carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
or call day or night.
1-442-7025.

Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience_
753-5476.
Experienced mechanic.
Rates lower. 436-2805.
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
Firewood cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory, $20
delivered 489-2492 or
753-4157
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
ttepee ow end boom
per your specifications. Call I
ereo repair.
Sears 753-2310 for free
WORLD Of SOUND
estimate.
222$. 126 St.
Kirby Vacuum Sale and
753-065
Call
Service, new and used
753-6050

Wedding photography costs
too high? Give us a call'
Pardue Photography 7539481
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work Call
753-9131, 753-2981, or
come by 641 Shell Station
Will do light hauling of any
kind 153-5857
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
153-4545- or 753-6763
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience Call 753-6564.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

55. Feed And Seed
For sale: Essex soybean
seed. $10 per bushel. Call
759-4019.

56. Free Column
Male kitten, 8 weeks old.
Orange colored. Sparkling
gray eyes. Very playful and
affectionate. Has already
had distemper vaccination.
Call 753-3535 after 5:30
pm

all

ing

For
for
25.

WOODED LOT IN PANARAMA
No, 370, 80x105 lot is on paved road, home has
add-on room making it 22x47 in size, 21 ft. kitchen, 1 2x27 living room, utility room, central elec.
heat and air. Total 3 bedrooms, bath, garage and
camp house 25x40. Be the new owners for
V4,500.

RESIDENTIAL LAKE PROPERTY
2 Acre Mg., 3 bedroom, both, kitchen
1
No. 406 /
with range and refig., hardwood floors, basement,
gas and elec. heat, comm. water, attached garage.
Washer, dryer, microwave oven, freezer included.
Good lake views be the proud owner for $35,000.

gaS
001.

SUMMER CABIN IN IDEAL AREA
List No. 418. One fourth mile -from Kentucky Lake
and Kenlake Golf course. Cabin is frame. Paneled
inside, living room, bedroom combination. Kitchenette, both, community water and septic
system. Wooded lot near 94E $13,300.

:

ON TWO LOTS IN LAKE DEVELOPMENT
No. 361 I/4 acre M/L corner plot is on school bus
2 mile to store and lake, Sports excellent
1
route, /
view, well insulated, has bath, 3 bedrooms 11 x16
kitchen, 12x14 living room, carpet, elec. wall
heat, 24x24 carport, 10x1 8 and 9x1 0 sheds, well
for water, storm windows and doors go with home
only $34,900 for the lucky buyer.

"09

k.

LAKE LOVERS DREAM
2 Acre M/L just seconds from Wildca
1
No. 402 /
comp grounds on Kentucky Lake on blacktop roa
for 100 ft., 2 bedroom, bath, living room, glasse
in front porch, has well and comm. water, range,
refig., 2 window air conditioners and storage bldg.
stays at only $25,900.

LOG CABIN
No. 420. Original log cabin moved from Land Between the Lakes. 2 bedroom, I both, living room
and kitchen, utility. Cedar wood interior and
paneling, beige carpet, new, wood heater, window
unit air conditioner. Located in central part of
Murray close to all shopping. $I 9,800.

COUNTRY, YET CONVENIENT
2 acres MIL. farmette is 3 miles
/
Na. 403 - 41
from town and rambler style house is set back from
rood, two bedroom, bath, carpeting, insulation,
fireplace and electric heat for comfort. Countryside views. Range, refig., wood stove included.
Creek, new well and pump, two outbuildings
1 5x1 5, 20x40, $29,500. Hurry, it won't lost long
at this price.

4
tt

QUIET SETTING
o. 373 1 acre, features 3 or 4 bedrooms, woo
urning fireplace, single car garage, 8 rooms, 1
losets, carpet and tile floors, elec. wall heat on
ir conditioner, community water only 7 miles fro
own, owner will consider financing. Onl
7,500.

OVERLOOKING TOWN
No. 376 I acre M/L, two bedroom rambler with
nice kit. 8, bath, also has half basement, elec. &
wood heat, within view of store and church, comm.
water all for only S16,900.

MAKE THIS HOUSE YOUR HOME
No. 390 V4 acre M/L Lakefront on blacktop road.
.1 1/2 bath, 16 ft. kitchen with
Offers 2
range & refl., 16 ft. living room, family room.
Elec. and wood heat, wall unit air conditioner,
comm. water, TV tower, washer and dryer are included in the price, also storage bldg. Just
$38,500 and you own.

EXCELLENT LAKEFRONT NOME
No. 351. On 3 lakefront lots,- includes nice boa
house, boat dock with romp, on blacktop road. Tw
story home sports 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, carpeting,
full basement, elec. heat, good insulation, comm.
water, TV tower, glassed and screened porches,
1 2x20 family room, detached garage, fantasti
only $89,900.

NOME ON THE LAKE
_
2 acre M/1 fronts lake for 107 ft.
1
No. 357 - /
brick rancher offers 3 bedrooms, bath, kitche
with range, tile and carpet, heat pump for war
and cool .air, insulation to TVA, well water,
fireplace, double carport, 10x12 tool shed. Goo
location, excellent view and a nice home all f
$51,000. Call for on appointment to see it today.

CUTE FARMETTE
No. 416 - Acre M/L pn blacktop road, only 3
miles to small town, land is level and nicely landscaped with new well and septic tank. Home has
been redone inside and out also has a new elec.
watet heater. Home offers two bedrooms, bath,
1 Oxl 2 kitchen, 1 4x14 living room, insulation to
TVA, gas heat, range, refrig., and dishwasher
stays also TV antenna home is in excellent conition inside and out. Two more acres can be
bought extra. Come see, Come buy for only
1

...
'
004011614..

1111
EXCELLENT VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE
No. 345 Hillside lot 50x100 is 2 blocks from _lak
several shade trees, improved rood frontage
Home offers 2 bedrooms and bath, some fur
nishings, water from comm. well, $6500 lets yo
91110Y-

CABIN FOR YIARROUND
. 417. V4 acre wooded-lot near Kenlake Golf
ours. 2 bedroom, 1 bob, living room, kitchen
ombination. Community well and septic system.
aved road. $16,600.

Strout Realty, Inc.
The Leaders elece 1400
Hs servile. Hie esteems

r

t
i%

L
Ilk

- '
• 14't
FINISH THIS YOURSELF
No. 374 - Acre. Two-story house is enclosed except for some windows.
, has been divided into 3
bedrooms, 1
baths, 16x20 living rociFi with bay,
dining room, nice-sized kitchen, attbched garage,
comm. Viell; excellent vievys,-Itt ckiv;f4saltate, 7
miles*to town, $13,900. Owner terms with part
down.
Now

LAKE VIEW HOME
No. 382. Bi-level home is high on a hill overlooking
lake, 95x250 lot. Boat ramp and fishing dock
rights included. Central elec. heat and air, cozy
fireplace, carpeting, two bedroom, den or family
room, 2 baths, living room, kitchen equipped with
cooktop, oven, disposal, eihdilsr ftili, refig. with
„ice maker. diOwfisher. Anal*/Wage with door,
opener, workshop. This properly-hos just been
reduced. $42,900.

I

,
X
, ENT
No. 415 "2 acre M/1 block froni lake has 3
bedroom, both, living room, utility room 'With
home, most furnishings with a detoched
Also a 2 bedroom, bath duplex with most furnishings makes it about ready to rent. Has carpet
air ccipditioner in eock4ive kr the Muse,and rent _
the duplex for incites ca• just'ihi all fir only I
$50,000.

N011
biller
;11.1111"
- MIMESES
FARMS LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Strout Realty, Inc..
1412tekhieter Rd.
• iso L. Dom linker.

-
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Washington Sets Gigantic Fourth Of July Celebration
By MICHAEL Z. WISE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) The capital city's celebration of the 205th anniversary
of American independence
from Great Britain promises
to be one of its largest since
the bicentennial year.

HONORED - Members and their families of Modern
Woodmen of America Camp_ 11651 Met at an awards
dinner June 30 to honor Carol Barrett. Barrett (right) was
cited for her outstanding service to the COMM u nit), with
the humane society. She has served as president, vice
president and has been on the board serving the humane
society and the community. Local Modern Woodmen
Camp 1 165 1, Murray-Mayfield, regularly sponsors community service and social programs for its members in
the area. Don G. Chrisman, district representative and
secretary of Camp 11651, presented Barrett with a
pique.
_

A parade along Constitution Avenue, concerts
by the Beach Boys and the
National Symphony, and the
American Folklife Festival
will highlight the traditional
celebration. A spectacular
fireworks display is slatedJa
culminate the Saturday•
event after dark has
descended on the thousands
expected to gather on the
Mall.
The Washington Convention and Visitors Association
estimates close to 500,000
people will be on hand. National Park Service officials

I 11 11111 111111111"
'

4111111 11 I
hi. aininumno1
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SS, burnt orange, beige vinyl top, bucket seats, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt wheel, cruise control, AM/FM
tape, rally wheels. 57,xxx miles.

Dwain Tailor Chevrolet inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
'
P1.19 GM
QUALITY
SICICI

(MINERAL PROTOIRS MIThDIVISION

OAK GROVE
An all-new exciting program has been prepared on
the theme of "Jesus, Your
Word Lives In Me," by the
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church for the
Vacation Bible School to be
held July 6 through 10 at the
church,a spokesman said.
Classes will be held for all
ages, nursery through
adults, from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
For information persons
may call 753-8976 or 437-4601.

25 8 500.Off
25 8 50°. Off
40°0 Off
40'. Off

Tenniswear
Swimwear,
Dress Suits
Dress Pants
Price Shoes
41.)° Off Sportcoars
250.Off feather Bands

anise lit.- Cask wkicards
Ma lands Whops Illbem Pasible

Ning-'13
girl Air Tentet

40°. Off
40°. Off
40 to 700.Off
40 to 60°. Off
' 2 Price
itt.si
50°30 to
7 Price

"To Fly" and "Living
Planet." The birthday
celebration coincides with
the opening of a major exhibit gallery devoted to jet
aviation.
Also of interest to Mall
visitors is the National
Gallery's recently opened
retrospective of works by the
French sculptor Auguste
Rodin. The exhibit extends
throughout the gallery's
East Wing.
The Declaration of Independence, the document
that is the original cause for
annual celebration, remains
on display at the National
Archives. A ceremonial
changing of a military guard
will be held there every 30
minutes throughout the day.

head for numerous indoor Space Museum will be
museum exhibitions line the celebrating its fifth anniversary with free showings of its
The National Air and enormously popular films

Air Force Orders Lady
Bird To Stop Shopping
At Base Commissary
Mrs. Johnson, or a
member of the Johnson
household, has been shopping at the Bergstrom Air
Force Base commissary
regularly since the former
president died in 1973,
DuBois said.
"We had no idea of the
practice, but apparently it
has been going on for several
years," said DuBois.
He said that several years
ago, then-President Johnson
asked an aide to procure a
"green card" authorizing
personal use of such military
facilities -as barber shops,
post exchanges and commissaries.
after
Apparently
Johnson's death, the card
was used to permit purchases by family members
or household staffers,
DuBois said.
DuBois said the Johnson
family shopping Came to
light as a result of a directive
issued March 19 to base
stores ordering a halt to reissuance of the green cards.
Bergstrom is 70 miles
from the Johnson ranch.

SAN ANTONIO, Texas
(AP)- The Air Force Commissary Service has ordered
Lady Bird Johnson to stop
unauthorized shopping at a
base commissary in Austin,
the San Antonio News
reported today.
"It is a totally unfortunate
situation," said Lt. Col.
Julius DuBois, a spokesman
for the Air Force Commissary Service, headquartered here.
"Mrs. Johnson would be
terribly embarrassed to
Industrial Average
-2.00 think she had ever done
Air Products
4 +1
1
30/
4 anything she should not have
/
Fireworks are scheduled American
Motors
3% -41
Ashland
38% +% done," said Carol Bryant, a
American Telephone
4 secretary for Mrs. Johnson.
1
4 +/
1
55/
Chrysler
6% unc
Last month, there were
Ford Motor
4
1
73% -/
G.A.F.
14% unc reports that former PresiGeneral Dynamic
31% -44
General Motors
4 dent Jimmy Carter's staff
1
52% -/
General Tire
21144 -44 had inquired if he was entitlGoodrich
2546 -44,
Goodyear
19 +/
4 ed to privileges at military
1
GulfOil
3414 .14 bases.
However, Jody
Heublien
32•+14
spokesman,
Carter's
Powell,
1.B.M
56% +/
4
1
PSB
44
JericoZA
said Carter was inquiring onBETHEL AND
K-mart
-44
Kuhn's Big K
4 ly about the policy for
/
3% +1
BROOKS CHAPEL
Penwalt
33 unc former presidents.
The Rev. Dean Woodard Quaker oats
34 unc
Commissaries offer pro4
/
4 -1
/
341
will preach on "The King Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
4 -1,4 ducts at prices generally
/
441
Comes" with scripture from Wendy's
4
/
• 17 +1
below those charged in the
Ezekiel 43:1-12 at the 9:30
CEF Fund
17.65 civilian corzuminity.
a.ni. service at Bethel
United Methodist Church
and at the 11 a.m. service at
Brooks Chapel United
-Methodist Church on Sun. .
day,july 5.
UMYF
Chapel
The Brooks
will meet at 6 p.m. with
evening worship at 7 p.m.
and the sermon title being
"The Courts of Heaven."
with scripture from Daniel
7:9-27.
On Wednesday Brooks
Chapel will have Bible study
in a home at 7 p.m., and the
Bethel UMYF and Bible
Study will be at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Stock Market

IIIIhJIIIHIIIIUIIIIII
.14I

STOREWIDE
SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO 70%
Jeans .
Belts
All Sport Shirts
All D,ess Shirts
Western Hats
Ties
Boots

estimate

11,111

Various churches in the ciThe Kirksey Church of day,Jtdy 5.
ty and county have announc7, Christ will hold its annual
The pastor, the Rev. R. J.
ed isiteetings and services at Vacation Bible School star- Burpoe, will 'speak at the
the churches.
ting Monday, July 6, and 10:45 a.m, worship service
continuing through Friday, with Leland Peeler as music
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
director, Dwane Jones as
._
July 10.
Revival services will be
Classes will beheld from 9 organist, and Terry Downey
held at the Eastviood Baptist toll ii.m.each morning. For as pianist.
Church, Highway 94 East, transportation persons may '
Sunday' School with Dan
starting Monday, July 6, and call 489-2402.
Billington as superintendent
continuing through SaturRegular worship services will be at 10 a.m. and a
day, July 11.
will be held at the church on basket lunch will be served
Ed Gibson, missionary to. Sunday.
at 12 noon.
Okinawa, will be guest
A gospel singing will be
speaker for-the services at,7
held at 1:30 p.m. featuring
FLINT BAPTIST
4 p.m. each evening. Nursery
'
the Neighbors Quartet and
Revival services will be
facilities will be provided.
the KillgsSons- The public is invited to at- held at the Flint Baptist
The public is invited to atbad. a church spokesman Church, located off U. S. tend, a church spokesman
Highway 641 at Almo
said.
said.
Heights, starting Monday,
July 6.
CHRISTIAN
PLEASANT
The
Jones,
Jack
Rev.
NORTH
-SCIENCE
The Rev. David Wagner,
l'he Bible Lesson Sermon pastor of the Locust Grove
to be read Sunday, July 5, at Baptist Church, will be the pastor of the North Pleasant
Ctimberland
11 a.m. at the Christian speaker for the services at Grove
Science Society, Murray, 7:30 each evening through Presbyterian Church, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
will be on "God" with the Saturday,July 11.
William B. Miller will services on Sunday,July 5.
golden text from I Timothy:
Sunday School will be held
Now unto the King Eternal, direct the song service. The
immortal, invisible, the only . church pastor is the Rev. at 10 a.m The. church is
wise God, be honour and Heyward Roberts who will located two militia north on
speak at the regular services the Roy Graham Road.
glory for ever and ever.."
A passage from the Chris- on Sunday,July 5.
tian Science textbook,
GOSHEN METHODIST
Science and Health by Mary
The Goshen United
BAPTIST
GRACE
Baker Eddy will be included.
The Grace Baptist Church, Methodist Church will hear
-along with the hymn,
South Ninth Street, Mur- the pastor, the Rev. Julian
617
-Praise we the Lord,for His
ray, will celebrate its 15th Warren,speak at the 11 a.m.
mercy endureth forever."
anniversary with an all day worship service on Sunday,
homecoming service on Sun- July 5. He will be assisted by
KINUESEY CHURCH
Ronnie Hutson, layman of
-the Week.
KEEP THAT GREAT
The children's devotion
GM FEELING WITH
will be presented by Becky
GENUINE GM PARTS
Miller.
Church School will be at 10
a.m., Council On Ministries
meeting at 5:30 p.m., and
evening worship at6:30 p.m. -

1977 Chevrolet BCamino

at to illuminate the sky during
a 25-minute display
presented above the
The Beach Boys are retur- Washington
Monument
ning to the Mall on the fourth grounds, featuring 1,790
for the second year in a row shells with color coordinated
and will play on the blasts synchronized to
Washington
Monument music. The grand finale will
grounds.
Mstislav have continuous bursts from
Rostropovitch is to conduct 680 shells.
the National Symphony on
The success of the outdoor
the west lawn in front of the celebration is of course
U.S. Capitol. Guest vocalist dependent upon natural
Pearl Bailey will accompany forces. The National
Weather Service is
the symphony.
forecasting warm and humid
Old-time entertainment weather, with scattered
ringing from regional musi- afternoon showers and
cians to medicine show pit- thunderstorms.
chman will be staged under
Should rains douse the
the tents of the Smithso- festivities, celebrants may
nian's 15th
American
Folklife Festival, also near
the Washington Monument.
The festival includes
Prices of stock of local interest at
demonstrations of American II a.m., CDT, today, luring/11d to the
crafts, notably adobe house- Ledger It Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray,are as follows:
building from the Southwest.

place their
450,000.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)(USDA)Estimated receipta cattle and calves
100; compared to Wednesday's close
not enough for accurate price test;
limited offerings steady to weak; utility and cutter cows 38.00-43.75; few
high dressing 48.25-47.00; slaughter
bulls grade 1 1445 lb 54.00; grade 1-3
1115-1720 lb 48.7543.75; feeder steers
medium frame 1-2 210-255 lb 60.00.67.00; large frame 2 including Hobteins 665-880 lb 50.00-52.50; heifers
medium frame 1 few 275-390 lb 53.50S5.60.
Hogs 400; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts 50 to instances
1.00 lower, full decline late; 1-2
untested; 2 200.250 14 51.00-52.00, few
52.10 early; 2-3 225-260 lb 50.00-51.54;
few 290 lb 49.00 late; 3 few 210-245 lb
49.00; sows 50-1.00 instances 2.00
lower, full decline on weights over 500
lb; 1-2 300-400 lb 44.0045.50; 400-450 lb
45.50-46.50; 450-500 lb 46.50-48.00; few
500-585 lb 48.00-48.55; boars over 300 lb
• 42.00-43.50; under 300 lb 38.0049.75.
Sheep untested.

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE w

I
w

BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRI• II N ER
XTRA-STRENGTH
TYLENOL

Refund by mail with proof
ELM GROVE
"Being Good Is Not
Enough" will be the topic of
the sermon by the Rev.
Calvin C. Wilkins at the 11
a.m. viorship service on Sunday, July 5, at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
The choir, directed by
Kerry Vasseur, will sing
"Statue of Liberty." Glenda
Rowlett will be organist and
Teresa Suiter will be pianist.
The evening service at
6:45 will include a special;
"Communion Song," by the
Youth Choir. The church will
observe the ordinance of The
lord's Supper.
Sunday School,directed by
Donny Buchanan, will be at
10 a.m., and Church Training, directed by Dwayne
Fulkerson, will be at6 p.m.
Nursery workers will be
June Young and Lisa
Chaney, morning, and
James and Sue Chaney,
evening.
Deacons on call will be
Oatman Cohoon and Keys
Keel.

Lake Barkley State
Park Will Sponsor
Fireworks Show
Lake Barkley State Park
in conjunction with the Trigg
County Tourism Commission and the local Jaycees
chapter will sponsor a major
fireworks show at the park
on July 4.
The show will start at 9:30
p.m. at the beach located on
the Northern section of the
park.
The Recreation Staff ericourages all park guests,
campers, and area residents
to plan to be in attendance of
this,. the first major
Fireworks show to be held at
Lake Barkley State Park.
It's free and open to all with
plenty of parking available,
a park spokesman said.

Hog Market
Ireastal-State 1110Intist 1111111.J1Dlifil
-- July 2,1111
Kentucky Purchase Areas=larket
Report Includes 5 Buying
7 Barrows &
Receipts. act. 701 Est111
Gilts .25 lower Sows mei*aleedy .50
lower, weight undar
.51
US 1411114111 Ito.
• 221140011n ............75.61.23
75,50.75
US 34 2111-2N lbs
US 24251471W.
Sows
641.00-43.08
US 1-2 770-354 lbs.
$4100.44.00
US 14 31•4111 lbs.
$44.00-48 00
US 1-3 41041111ba
64600-4700
U31-330409108.
05-41 00
US 2-3 3118401111,
Boars 36.00-30 00 -

acetaminophen
4sr1
-/

of purchase from ExtraStrength TYLENOL' Tablets
30's or Capsules 24's Size
Maximum Refund Limit: $2.50

FREE

EXTRA-STRENGTH

EXTRA-STRENGTH

YLENOL YLENOL
.a4

.
4

alp
rer4..-sne- TABLETS
aspom
whet coetaws

ecu pam

;
oll:CP.ea :
17
er7ntao CAPSU
ms no U1S
ysyrniPn

Nor

tech

SEE DETAILS ON BACK

We Have

Dramamine
Tablets

WeightAway

Prevents Travel Sickness

The High
Energy Diet
Plan

12 Tablets

We Have

Clairol
Final Net

ThermoTabs

89 8 oz.

For Heat Fatigue

FlexCare

Tears
Naturale

*sr

Eye Drops
30m1.

$229

$337

We can easily
transfer your
refill
prescription to
Byron's Discount
Pharmacy
Try Us This Month

110 or 135 Size
24 Exposures

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00 Sundays

•
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•
•
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What makes
banking with
us
so special?

.

tv week

Weekly Entertainment Section of The Murray Ledger a Times
TV Schedules For Sunday,July 5,through Saturday,July II

University Branch Personnel: Seated: Judy Paschall, Ass'? Branch Manager;
Mary A. Garner, Branch Manager; Ethel Jackson, Anita Wisehart, Linda Hunt.
Standing: Isabel Parks, Jane Barnett, Sadie West, Janet Cichocki.

The friendly, personal attention
you get from all our staff!
Ii,

TiFfi BankofMurray
'THE FRIENDLY BANK

•

KEEP ONTRUCKING — Kay Lenz O.)and Jan-Michael Vincent star as newlyweds
tion-packed movie about their struggle against corruption in the trucking industry, "1111181,line Fever," premiering Wednesday, July 8 on ABC.

8-Page Outdoor Section Included In Today's Edition
Julfis 1,81

:
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sunday
(I)- Day of Discovery
C4D - Community Worship
- Gospel Singing
Jubilee
Detroit
U011S
Renaissance
0- Old Time Religion

0 5:00 A.M.
is- Between the Linos
5:30 A.M.
ao- It's Your Business
•
6:00 A.M.

(2) - Today's Black
•
Woman
de cc - Summer Semester

8:00 A.NI.
▪ ID
- Jimmy
Swaggart

el au- Show My People
CE - James Robison
to- Lost in Specie

GID - At Home With the
Bible
6:15 A.M.
- Trinity Tabernacle
•
• News
0 - All Creatures Great
and Small
6:30 A.M.
Jerry Falwell
the
Ring
Out
(2)
•
Message
---6:30 A.M.
nap- Your Church of the
am-James Robison
Air
(1)- Oral Roberts
• It Is Written
(4)0- Day of Discovery
- Black Pulse
•
• Paducah Devotion
112
1 - Perspective
- James Robison

•

-

-

cr)-

Jerry Falwell
•
(I)- Gorski Derstine
- Three Stooges
C4)- Leave It to Beaver
0
- Montag*
- Spiritual Uplift
- Sesame Street
America's Black
Forum
O
- Robert Schuller

o
o

-

7:30 A.M.
(1)- Amazing Gracie

9:00 A.M.
0(2)- Coral Ridge

9:15 A.M.

WDCN

WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

o ceD - Hamilton Bros
0

9:30 A.M.
- Two Rivers Hour

- MOVIE: 'Flight of the
Phoenix' An old plane used
to transport workers from
the oil fields is forced down
in a sandstorm in the Arabian desert and the pilot is
unable to make contact
with rescuers. One of the
passengers claims he can
make a rescue plane With
the parts from the wrecked
plane on the ground. Tension mounts as work starts
on the rescue ship. James
Stewart,Peter Finch, Ernest
Borgnine, Richard Attenborough, Ronald Fraser,
Hardy Kruger. ***. 1988
(4)- Jumpstreet
m(1)- Christopher CloseUp
Oral Roberts and You

10:00 A.M.
(2)- Rex Humbard

5 Meats
5 yegetables
Salad Bar
3 Desserts
Dinner Rolls

(1)- Don Young
gj- Herald of Truth
▪
- Changed Lives
121 - Jim
W▪ hittington
0 (I) - Mysteryl 'Rebecca.' First of 4 parts. A
young woman serving as
companion to a wealthy
lady finds romance in
Monte Carlo. (R)(60 min.)
(Closed Captioned]
0-Garner Ted Armstrong

10:30 A.M.
(2) - Baptist Church
0OD- it Is Written
- Animals, Animals Today's show. features 'Raccoon.'
Herald of Truth
Way of Life

0(1)- -

AU You Can Fall
$455 -mums.12" Chedren
Sunday A Vidal Day,

ChesecitSt

NOM

Viewers

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Paducah, KY
Nashville, TN
Cp Girardeau, MO
Murray, KY
who

receive

their televisies sign&

via

antenna should refer to
the whits waft chmmel

Listings are provided by
TV stations, wit*
sometimes make program

the

11:30 A.M.
0 C21) - Issues

110(1)- Face the Nation
1R,
- Issues and Answers
- My Three Sons
- Accent
gig ER (12) - First Baptist
Church
0 - Spoieto'81 Fifth of
10 parts. 'Neapolitan Flayore;Tft.gounds of authentic Italian folk music ern
brought to the festival.

and

Answers

O au- World

Tomorrow
(I)- Directions
CCID COD- Meet The Press
- Once
Upon a
Classic

afternoon
12:00 P.M.
- Kids Are People

▪

Too
OD- Kids Are People Too
- Coors Outdoorsman
Littlest Hobo
- issues and Answers
0
- Wash. Week In
Review Top Washington
journalists join moderator
Paul Duke for an analysis of
the week's news from the
perspective of working reporters.
- MOVIE: 'Hold That
•
Line' The Bowery Boys are
up to their usual tricks. The
Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey.
1952
Backstage/Grand
•
Old Opry

0(1)-

(12) -

12:30 P.M.

is up - World of Survival
0-This Week in Baseball
la
- Atop the
Fenospost
0- Search the Scriptures
Wall Street Week
Host Louis Rukeyser analyzes the 80s with a review
of the week's economic and
investment matters.
Nashville on the
Road

o -

0(112) -

1:00 P.M.
•1211 - Stooges/ Porky/
&ma
CID -

- MOVIE: Tartan's
Desert
Mystery'
Nazi
agents invade the jungle.
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Nancy Kelly, Johnny Sheffield. 1943
40 - Rex Humbard

11:00 A.M.

Make

WSIL
WSM
VVTVF
WPSD
WDCN
KFVS
WKMU

after
be
chenges
schedules Imo been seat
to the newspaper.

compenying ktiag.

0-

pedal Touch On
Sunday...

WNGE

neashers.

Murray Cabievision should
refer to the black screen
chamiel members in the ac-

(31)-

0CE)- Oral Roberts
CID01121 - Jerry Falwell
0- Hazel
(41) - Nashville Gospel
Show
- Miracle Revival Hour
•
0ap - Duchess of Duke
(Masterpiece
Street
Theatre)'A Bed of Roses.'
Fifth of 9 parts. By the
spring of 1902,Louisa's hotel has become the toast of
London.(R)(80 min.)
0- Ernest Angle/

WPSD

WBBJ

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Viewers who receive
television signals via

-

6:45 A.M.
0 - Weathiw
7:00 A.M.
Om- House of Worship

WNGE
VVTVF
WTBS
HBO

44S8089e

morning

Non-Coble
Channels

Coble
Channels

88600006000

7/5/81

•

TV WEEK
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Abbott

and

(ID
C°111-ftl
AW
merica's Top Ten
_ Minor League
Baseball: Richmond vs.
Toledo
11141)- MOVIE:'Florian' A Stable groom marries a Countess. Robert Young, Helen
Gilbert, Lee Bowman. 1940
Major Im.stwe
Baleball: Chicago Cubs vi.
St Louis If the players
strike is still in effect, this
station will air alternate
programming.
ef - Lucy/Desi Comedy
Heb‘r
- Masterpiose

Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
Bette.' Third of 5 parts.
Bette instigates a series of
press attacks on Steinbock's artistic abilities. (R)
(60 min.)
(12- Gomor Pyle

ers. Sidney Poitier, Harry,
Belafonte, Ruby Dee. 1972
- SportsWorld Today's
program features the Tour
de France bike race,the Astrodome Thrill Show from
Houston,TX and Survival of
the Fittest (90 min.)
1:30 P.M.
(21)- Lap Quilting
no au al eft - Watern •
Open Golf Today's program
3:30 P.M.
will feature the final-round
CID0al!)-cin Sports
coverage of this PGA Tour
Sunday Today's program
event, live from Butler National Golf Club, Oak Brook, will feature the 'French
Grand Prix' from Dijon,
IL (2 hrs.)
France.(90 min.)
C3D - Portrait of a Legend
0- Mission Impossible
• - MOVIE: 'Nutty 0
- Hero
Professor' A college profesOver Easy
sor discovers a formula 0
- MOVIE:'Flower Drum
which changes his appearSong' A Chinese girl, alance and personality. Jerry
ready promised to a boy
Lewis, Stella Stevens, Del
whose family chose her
Moore. 1983
from a photograph, falls in
2:00 P.M.
love with another. Nancy
al
- Nashville Scene
Kwan, James Shigeta.
(I) - Movie: To Be
1981
Announced
4:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'ffolkes' A soldier of fortune takes on hi- CL) • American
jackers threatening Bri- Sportsman Paul Michael
tain's oil in the North Sea. Glaser flyfishes for tarpon;
Roger Moore,Tony Perkins. Bob Seagren hang glides
1979, Rated R.
off a 10,000 foot Hawaiian
cliff; and three kayakers
fp- Rifleman
MOVIE: 'Marlin' show off their whitewater
Review of the career of revi- skill.(80 min.)
- Best of Consumer
valist Marjoe Gortner from •
the time he started preach- Report
ing at age five. 1972

o w-

2:30 P.M.
el (2) _ Nashville on
Rood

-

Movie:
•
Announced

To

the

Stepmother

Be

Diahann Carroll stars as
Alex Haley's stepmother in
the sixth episode of "Roots:
The Next Generations,"
rebroadcast Sunday, July 5
on ABC.

3:00 P.M.
sap_ MOVIE:'Buck and
the Preacher' A black scout,
who leads wagon trains of
blacks to new territories,
teams up with a preacher to
aid their unwelcome broth-

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes )

o

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Er
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
*ALL T PPES OF WOODWORKING
.NEW KITCHENAi
TOPS
•CABINET HARDWARE
Also
.CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR GIVE YOUR Of.
CABINETS A NEW FACE LOT WITHOUT Triinribri THEM OUT
7212 Main, Murray, Ky., ,53.54)
•
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sunday cont.

4:30 P.M.

- Championship Wreso
tling
CAD - Sports Afield
HBO Sneak Preview
Jerry Stiller and Anne
Meara put together a potpourri of skits, clips, comedy and comments in a
look at what's in store for
HBO.
all)- This Okl Molise

O_

5:00 P.M.
- Newswatch
0CU GO0

- PI•res

ma_ ABC News

- MOVIE: 'The Electric
o
Horseman'

Ex-champion rodeo rider, Sonny Steele kidnaps his sponsor's thoroughbred
stallion
and
rides him into the desert followed by a network newscaster. Robert Redford,
Jane Fonda. 1979. Rated
PG.
CID - Firing Line
(E)- Victory Garden
(12)- CBS News

o

5:30 P.M.
0(2)-ABC News
- WTVF Reports
CID - Wild Kingdom
- Nice People
(4)00u_ NBC News
O - Backstage/Grand Old
Opry
O(ED - Cooking Mexican
0(12)- Neves

o

evening
6:00 P.M.
(2)C39
- Roots: The
Next Generation Alex drops
out of college and joins the
Coast Guard. (R)(2 hrs.)
CE)0(121-60 Minutes
Tush
120 0
- Disney's
Wonderful World 'Goofy
Takes a Holiday' To get
away from the Saturday
household chores, Goofy
escapes into the world of
daydreams. (R) (80 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
0CU - Africans
21) - NAACP Nat'l
Conference
0- Wild Kingdom
O - Sports Probe
6:30 P.M.
- In Search of....
O - Eastbourne Tennis
Championships-Finals

7:00 P.M.
(51 up (12) _ Archie's

0aD0C12- One Day at

10:45 P.M.

a Time Barbara decides to
drop out of college.(R)

O- MOVIE:'ffolkos' A sol-

8:00 P.M.
CU CD 0 MOVIE:
The Black Bird' Detective
Sam Spade's son doesn't
realize he has a priceless
bird until crooks try to steal
it. George Segal, Stephens
Audran, Lionel Stander.
1975
papal CM- Alice Henry
is suspicious of Chloe's
sudden burst of affection.
(A)
0_ Mission Impossible
(11) - Evening at Pops
John Williams and the Boston Pops begin a brand new
season by welcoming jazz
drummer Buddy Rich. (80
min.)
0
_ Masterpiece
Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
Bette.' Fourth of 5 parts,
Bette accepts the post of
housekeeper to the old Marshall hoping to persuade
him to marry her. (R) (60
min.)
- Rev. David Terrel

8:30 P.M.
aij0(2)- Jefferson*
George's upcoming appearance on a patriotic TV show
is jeopardized.(R)
0- Bryant Productions

YOU WOULD HAVE
Tognthr.r, we car

make it happen!

dier of fortune takes on hijackers threatening Britain's oil in the North Sea.
Roger Moore,Tony Perkins.
1979. Rated R.
09 (12)- Face the Nation

11:00 P.M.

MOVIE:'Honeycomb'
o
A dull, conventional mar-

ried couple become deeply
involved in 'games' by garishly redecorating their
house. Geraldine Chaplin,
Per Oscarsson. 1972
C4D - MOVIE: 'Almost
Summer' High school students plan their prom and
plot the election of their
school president in this film
about growing up in southern California. Rated PG.
1978
0
- NAACP Nat'l
Conference
(ID- 700 Club
11, - You: Magazine for
Women

11:15P.M.
0(2)- It's Your Business
11:30 P.M.
(0 _ ABC News
- Shanana

11:45 P.M.
- Monte Carlo Show
12:00 A.M.

0

9:00 P.M.
CE) GO
- TraPP•r
John M.D. Trapper and
Gonzo try to outmaneuver a
nimble-witted con man (R)
(80 min.)
- TBS Evening News
cu0
_ Heaven Sent
Three people, who have
died,find out that they must
perform a good deed on
Earth before they can go to
Heaven.(80 min.)
0- Barry Manilow HBO
presents Barry Manilow in
concert.
COD
Masterpiece
Theatre Favorites 'Cousin
Bette' Fourth of 5 parts.
Bette accepts the post of
housekeeper to the old Marshall hoping to persuade
him to marry her. (R) (BO
min.)
.15)'Tysq ing it
Symphony
- Kenneth Copeland

o

o

IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF,

Program notes

o

9:30 P.M.
(211) - Dick Cavett Show
10:00 P.M.
0GO - tiewowstion

- News

12:30 A.M.
O - Whet On Earth? Orson
Bean hosts this look at the
world around us and
unearths lots of facts about
the planets, stars and ourselves.
- News/Sign Off

12:45 A.M.
(12 - News/Sign Off

1:00A.M.
O

MOVIE: 'I Killed
Rasputin' Toid ie•flashback
is the story of the friendship
between Rasputin and Felix
Youssoupoff, the man who
eventually killed him. Geraldine Chaplin, Gert Frobe.
1969
(AD - With/Ring
-

3:00A.M.

O

-••!-•44110VIE; 'toes •• • of
innooset A sixteen-year-old takes charge of her two
younger sisters and brother
when they are suddenly
forced to shift for themselves in a foreign land.
Kenneth More, Danielle
Darrieux, Susennsh York •

All WTBS programming
will air five'Minutes
later than indicated.
MISININIIIINI

- Sports Profile
0
- Free to Choose
'Created
Equal.
Milton
Friedman questions what is
fair and what is equal. (R)
(60 min.) [Closed Captioned]
On- Over Easy

TV WEEK
offlamoomsommou

NINIMINMNS

0CID CU0OD OD in
News
- ABC News
CU
Place Archie and Murray go
- Open Up
O
to a convention. (R)
O(I)- Word on Words
- Atlantic City Alive
•0- Ernest Angley
OD0CID - CHIPs A race
10:15 P.M.
car driver turns a young runE3D-700Club
-away over to Jon and Ponch
el - Jim Bakker
but the child refuses to return to her foster home.(R)•
10:30 P.M.
(60 min.)
American
C) 0- MOVIE:'Smokey and
Sportsman Paul Michael
the Bandit II' Some fastGlaser flyfishes for tarpon:
driving,
free-wheeling
Bob Seagren hang glides
truckers get involved transoff a 10,000 foot Hawaiian
porting a pregnant elecliff; and three kayakers
phant. Burt Reynolds, Sally
show off their whitewater
Field, Jackie
skill.(60 min.)
Gleason.
1980. Rated PG.
CID - Gunsmoke
(;)(1)- Flambards Minds
- Miller and Co.
'Entry to a New World.' Se- 0 (ID - MOVIE: 'The
cond of 13 parts. Christina, Missouri Breaks' A freeDick and William plot to
lance 'lawman is hired by a
save Sweetbrier from being
Montana rancher to corral a
sent to the kennels. (R)(60
horse thief and his gang.
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Marlon Brando, Jack Ni- Search for cholson, Kathleen Lloyd.
1976
Alexander the Great
- Bobby Jones'
- 1981 NIRA College 0
World
National
CGD - CBS News
7:30P.M.

HISHItHIU111000000H

Due to the baseball
strike,listed games
may not be televised.
Tune into stations
for further information.
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Actor Varies Between Good,
Bad Guys During Film Career
By BOB THOMAS
vain, glorious men of idea was to shoot both films
Associated Press Writer
history, from Alexander the at the same time. The budget
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Great onward. I've also seen for both started out at $8
"Throughout my career, I documentaries about Hitler. million. After they had spent
have played the extremes of It seemed to me that Zod was $30 million, they decided it
good and evil," comments so powerful that he never would be better to stop and
Terence Stamp, who began had to show his power. He finish 'Superman II' later."
his film career as the was passive, not entirely
One of the reasons Stamp
essence of innocence in "Bil- engaged in the events sur- signed on for the "Superly Budd."
rounding him, but able to act man" films was the opporHe adds: "My first role swiftly and mercilessly tunity to work with Mar/cn
after 'Billy Budd' was a very when he felt it was Brando. Even though they
young, very bad hoodlum in necessary."
had only a brief scene
'Term of Trial.' And I've
Many watchers of the first together, Stamp cherishes
been alternating between "Superman" were surprised the experience. He adds that
heroes and villains ever by the fleeting appearance of producers Ilya and Alexsince."
Stamp, who was exiled from ander Salkind have unused
This summer marks his the planet Krypton along Brando scenes that were
turn at villainy. He is ap- with his evil companions, held back from the sequel
pearing in the nation's Ursa (Sarah Douglas) and because of the star's lawsuit
theaters as the fiendish Non (Jack O'Halloran).
against the producers.
General Zod in "Superman
"I was on the screen for Stamp says he believes the
II," and he has been in the only a few moments,"Stamp suit has been settled and
United States to help launch remarks,"but it was plann- Brando will probably turn up
the Warner Bros. release. He ed that way. The original in "Superman HI."
Is a slightly graying 41, and
the face has lost its innocence. But he retains his
zest for life and for the profession to which he turned
after being a golf pro and
advertising man.
General Zod presented
problems to him as_an actor.
He is, after all, not the
753-7793
401 SYCAMORE
garden variety of blackhatted heavy, since he has
the power to commandeer
the White House and assume
control of the United States.
"The role was not a simple
one,since Zod's powers were
Good Thru Sat. 7/4
not actual, physical qualities
that I could summon," the
actor reasons.
"I thought about all the
.
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Weekly Special

1 Small
Hamburger

Miracle
Andrea Mercovica and
David Dukes star as an
engaged couple who try to
cope after he is paralyzed In
a surfing accident on "Some
Kind of Miracle," a GEIS TVmovie to be repeated on
Tuesday, July 7

(FOY Drlissol)
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daytinte
morning

wkins highlights

GID0(3E)- The Doctors
12:00 P.M.
0(3)CE0-All My

5:00 A.M.

Children
CID - Midday
O - movie
- Noon Show
0COO
- News

O - Hollywood Report
5:15 A.M.
_ Country Jour.
5:30 A.M.
GE)- Health Field

CA ajj - Villa Alegre

Carl Tipton Show
- Summer Semester
-

a;)- The Monkees
12:30 P.M.

CL -

6:00 A.M.
O(I)- Nashville Scene

Search

For

Tomorrow

- Morning with
Charles Kuralt
O - Super Station Funtime
ICAD - Ralph Emery Show
Breakfast Show

0CID -

6:15 A.M.

o CL - Weather

o(I)- Days of Our Lives
o(I)- Varied Programs
0- Let's Make a Deal

Friday, July 3
Sam.Cameo Concert. Torelli: Concerto in D, for trumpet, strings, and
continuo; Bakfark: Fantazie; Vivaldi:
Concerto in d minor; Handel: Concerto No. 2 in F,for double wind choir,strings, and continuo.
12:30 p.m. Lunch Break. Mid-day
news program with host Mark
Reinhardt.
6:30 p.m. Spider's Web. Stories for
children of all ages.
8 p.m. Saint Louis Symphony.
Rachmaninoff: Three Russian Songs
for Chorus and Orchestra, Op. 41.
The Delcaration of Independence
Signing it must have taken much
courage and willpower. The celebrations of the signing last to this day,
although none of us can actually
remember it.
WKIAS-FM,in Murray, tries to bring

IF)
TurnsAs The World
el2
1:00P.M.
One Life to

6:30 A.M.

Live
eC2D

- Richard Simmons

o 11) -Aatworld

back some of those long lost memories
with a weekend of special programming on July 4 and 5, according to Mark
Welch, program director.
The fine arts public radio station,
located at 91.3 on the FM dial, will
feature a wide assortment of music including rap, World War I music and
Sousa marches, plus vintage recordings celebrating the signing of the
Declaration. Highlights are:
Saturday.July 4
7 am. MUSIC FROM THE FRONT
PORCH. Jane Krabill plays music
from the third annual Devil's Elbow
fiddlers championship.
9 a.m. THANK HEAVENS! IT'S
SATURDAY."Two Hundred and Five
Years of Inspired Improvisation:
Winging It in the New World" with
host Darrell Haden.
1 p.m. ALL AMERICAN MUSIC.
Delebrated conductor/pianist James

tele-puzzle

Turns

o(1)- News

CL - Another World

O - I Love Lucy
a)- Jimmy Swaggart
7:00 A.M.
o Go co 0 _ Good

ID - Mike Douglas Show
1:30 P.M.

15

16

0CC - Another World
-

Morning America
Jim Bakker
ria - Lassie

Oct_

Search

20

For

2:00 P.M.

(3Dis- General
ciu CI CI)- Today
--Hospital
- Abbott- and Costello
Super Station Funtime
Morning with
GID - Texas
Charles Kuralt
0- That Girl
7:15 A.M.
cuo - Guiding Light
0CU - Weather
2:30 P.M.
7:30 A.M.
O - Flintstones
Ori - My Three Sons
- Texas
CAM- Over Easy
Great
ID
Space Coaster
- Flintstone & Friends
3:00
P.M.
8:00 A.M.
0(I)- Here's Lucy
Captain
(1)
ID
09 (12 0
- Hour Magazine
Kangaroo
CI)
Edge of Night
O Family Affair
Addams
O
Family
Sesame Street
- Days of Our Lives
- My Favorite Martian
0(I)- Forsythe Saga
8:30 A.M.
Sesame Street
o - I Dream of Jeannie
0-Bugs Bunny Si Friends
0- Partridge Family
• - One Day at. Time
900 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
- John Davidson
O
Brady Bunch
Show
CID - Family Feud
- Mornings on 5
O
- Hazel
ap - 700 Club
Bugs Bunny &
o
0- Movie
Friends
- Las Vegas Gambit
13everly Hillbillies
- Donahue
- Flintstones
- Jim Bakker
Star Trek
O Cei) - mistarogars' •112) -4:00
P.M.
Neighborhood
_ Bonanza
- Phil Donahue
- Rockford Files
•-Jeffersons
(I)- Mike Douglas Show
9:30 A.M.
0- Ozzie & Haririet
GU0 - Allen
•
- Bionic Woman
CAD - Blockbusters
- Torn & Jetty
•CL- Electric iNintiaany
- Gunsmoke
10:00 A.M.'
•a)•
(1)• -Three's
Misterogers' Neighborhood
Company Hour
_ Spiderman
- Price Is
•ap 0
4:30 P.M.
Right
e 0 cc - 'overly
alp - Wheel of Fortune
Halbillies
(11)- Romper Room
•
(II)
•
- Electric
Studio See
Company
Movie
Super Heroes
10:30 A.M.
0(121 - Green Acres
- Three's Company
500P.M.
Hour
- M•A•S•H
OD0 - Password Pius
- Good Tim's
(1)_ Vegetebie Soup •
•
CI)0(I)- Nowa
11:00 A.M.
- Father Knows Beet
•
c2D
- Family Feud
•
CL - Happy MY* Attain
OEID6s0- Young and • Senford.end Son
CID - Sesame Street
•
Freeman 111100ts
- Bywords
- Get Smart
CID - Card Sharks
GD
•
cal - Adorn-12
CID - Sesame Street
•
11:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
11
CE)
•- Ryan's OMMO-ASC Own
Mope
11.14)- CU News '•

are

ap-

7

39

42
46

47
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Murray Supply's

53

•

•

two violins, viola de gamba, and continuo; F. Couperin: Sonata, "La
Sultane."
7 p.m. Adventures in Good Music. A
look at the life and compositions of
Gustav Mahler in the framework of
the turn ottiVeltotury.
8 p.m. Conceit Hi*- Recordings of
classical Concerts from around the
world.
Wednesday,July 1
9 a.m. Cameo Concert. Barber:
Overture to "The School for Scandal,"
Op. 5; Sibelius: Legend, Op. 22, No. 4
"Lemminkainen's Return."
4 p.m. All Things Considered. Susan
Sternberg and Stanford Ungar host
this award-winning comprehensive
news magazine, heard daily.
5:30 Speak Easy. Live call-in program
with host Mark Reinhardt. Call
Sunday,July
1 p.m. The Spy. A stereo adaptation (502)762-4861 to pin the conversation.
of James Fenimore Cooper's classic,
Thursday, hdy
set during the Revolutionary War.
10 am. Masterworks Showcase.
Fourth
with
Ed
of July
2 p.m.
Locally hosted program of classical
Walker. Montage of vintage recor- music,plus an arts calendar.
dings and commentaries celebrating
2 p.m. Matinee. Rossini: El Viaggio a
the signing of the Declaration of In- Reims: Overture; Weber: Concertino
dependence.
in e minor, Op. 45, for horn and or3 p.m. Caliendo Corner. National chestra; Borodin: Symphony 02 in b
Public Radio's Fred Calland takes his minor,Op. S.
gramophone to the trenchee for this
7 pm. Adventures in Good Music.
program of World War I music.- - • - Today's program affords an overview
9 p.m. Jan Alive! Special Edition. of the music of Italy's instrumental
"The Jazzmobile Sunday Festival" composers of the early twentieth cenwith Billy Taylor and Frank Foster.
tury.
11 p.m. Nightflight 91. Western KenMonday,July a
tucky's
only commercial-free rock 'n'
10 a.m. Masterworks Showcase.
roll show.
Cliussics from the music library of
W1CMS-FM with host Greg Aplin.
2 p.m. Matinee. Haydn: Symphony
022 in Eb, "The Philosopher:" Durufle: Three Dances for Orchestra, Op.
6: Dense lente; Poulenc: Gloria in G,
Nancy Cartwright, Deena
for soprano,chorus and orchestra.
11 p.m. Soulflight. Local program of Freeman and Doris Roberts
soul, blues, and jazz music.
(I. to r.)
"In Trouble."
Tuesday,July
df-hoUVA13C coniec spe5:30 a.m. Morning Edition. News h—
and features from National Public cial set in a high school; airRadio and the news department at
W1CMS-FM. Local hosts are Bobby ing Monday, July 6.
Bryan and Chuck Purcell.
(Stattons reserve the right
9 a.m. Cameo Concert. Rebel:
to make last-minute changes)
Tombeau de Monsieur de Lully, for

Troublesome

24

Tomorrow

Levine pins pianist Lorin Hollander
and soprano Kathleen Battle in music
ranging from Joplin's Adapie Leaf
Rag" to Three Preludes by George
Gershwizi.
2 pm. THE 'YALE UNIVERSITY
BAND PLAYS SOUSA. The Yale
University Band re-creates the rousing concerts of John Philip Sousa and
his famous band with a cross-section
of 40 years of concerts — including
Rossini's "William Tell" Overture and
"Stars and Stripes Forever."
8 p.m. COWBOY. This stereo
documentary examines the legend of
the American cowboy, and the real
world in which the contemporary
cowboy lives — one very different
from the current passion for "western
chic."

ACROSS
1,7 Shown, star of Hart to 33 Fountain treat
Hart
34 West and Murray
13 MiSs de Havilland
36 Numero —
14 Stritch or Joyce
37 Sharpen
15 Miss Foch
40 Mr. Toomey's initials
16 Tuesday —
41 Jill — John
18 Pea container
42 Alexander of General
19 Mr. Vigoda's monogram
Hospital
20 Learned's role on
44 Miss Merman's sign-off
Nurse
46 One Day — — Time
22 Two of —
Rich of Eight Is
23 And (Fr.)
Enough
25 Sale condition (2 wds.) 49 Facts of —
26 Periodical, for short
51 — Duck
28 — O'Neal
53 Maureen and Jill
30 — Taylor of Riker
55 Moar of All My Children
31 Stallone, to pals
56 Role for Jack Soo
32 Blythe or Romero

cf
ACE
Department
(Pf tow\
N62218/

48

DOWN

1 Barrett or Jaffe
2 Stan's friend
3 Receptacle

4 Gabor and Marie Saint
5 Ruth Buzzi's home
state (ab.)
6 Lauren — of Love Boat
7 Kitty —
8 Robert or Alan
9 Mr. Autry's saddle
insigne
10 Pinch
11 Eight Is —
12 Barber and Skelton
17 Mr. Wallach
21 Miss Tucker
24 Cicely
26 — Croft, Meg Mundy
role
27 He's Lou Grant
29 Mr. Ray

30 Gregory of gamey
VW" •

is He plays Sgt. Carter,
USMC
35 Schnabel of Guiding
Light
37
38
39
41
42
43
45
47
50
52

Miss Hopper
— — Clear Day
Star Trek star
Thompson of Family
Mrs. Roy Rogers
Jack —
Mini-butte
Starsky'— Hutch
Mr. Gershwin
Miss Rutherford's
insigne
54 — Touched Me

SOLUTION

FM/AM

Pocket

PORTABLE RADIO
• Telescope Antenna.
• Rotary Tuning and Volume Controls.
• FM/AM Selector Switch
• Personal Earphone Included.
• Coordinated Wrist Strap
• Solid State Circuitry.

9 Volt Battery Not Included.

• Stores a hearty lunch.

• Keeps food seperate from
•
the ice and beverages
GREAT FOR WORK

and PLAY!
•
•••••••••••••1
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- That Girl
- NBC News
_ Varied Programs
- Dick Van Dyke
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PAGES

O _ MOVIE:'The King and
.111101111daY

,

7/6/81

morning
5:30 A.M.
U.S. Farm Report
9:00 A.M.
•
- John Davidson Today's guests are Skip Stephenson, Steve Allen and
Terri Gibbs. Where the
show is aired for 90 minutes Dr. Laura Schlessinger
will be included.
MOVIE:'Lust for Gold'
A woman kills her husband
in an effort to win the riches
of the Lost Dutchman gold
mine. Ida Lupino, Glenn
Ford, Gig Young. 1949
Phil Donahue
CL
Former CBS News president Fred Friendly, former
State Dept. spokesman
Hodding Carter III and attorney Floyd Abrams discuss the issue of freedom of
the press.

O m-

o

-

CI

-

10:00 A.M.
111)- MOVIE:'April In Paris'
A state Department employee and a chorus girl become involved. Doris Day,
Ray Bolger, Claude Dauphin, Eve Miller. 1953

afternoon

4:30 P.M.
—
0- MOVIE:'Flight / White
Stalllions' Pt 1 General
George Patton's American
troops play key roles in the
courageous attempts to
save the fabled Lipizzaners.
Robert Taylor, Lilli Palmer,
.
Eddie Albert. 1963
5:00 P.M.
Father Knows Best
(2i) - Bywords
110 - MSU TV News

O

-

o

5:30 P.M.

e_ That Girl
e_ MOVIE:'Just You and
Me Kid' A retired vaudeville
comedian offers a young
runaway girl food, shelter
hilarity.
nonstop
and
Burns, Brooke
George
Shields, Burl Ives. 1979.
Rated PG.
Originals 'The Writer in America: Muriel Rukeyser.' This biographical
profile of the poet was
filmed in her Greenwich Village studio.

fon-

evening
6:00 P.M.

elm ell CU CEI0CC
O _ News
- Andy Griffith

O - All in the Family
o CL - Over Easy

12:00 P.M.
- MacNeil-Lehrer
MOVIE: 'Apache 0
Uprising' A scout's task is to Report
- Wonder Woman
convince Cochise to cease
his attacks on the U.S. mail. GE.
- CBS News
Ricardo Montalban, John
6:30 P.M.
Lupton, Rita
Monreno.
(2)- P.M. Magazine
1955
CS) Tic Tac Dough
12:30 P.M,
- Barney Miller
0CC - Bonaventure
O - Get Smart
1:00 P.M.
OID - Popl Goes the
O(E)- Nova 'The Science Country
of Murder.' This program
M'A'S•H
looks at the reality of mur- MacNeil-Lehrer
der through the eyes of peoReport
ple whose job it is to deal
61 QED - Kentucky Journal
with death. (R) (80 min.)
You: Magazine for
[Closed Captioned]
Women
60 - Mike Douglas
(112) - Family Feud
2:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
CU - Evening at
O (E) CIO 0- Breaking
Symphony
Away If the baseball strike
3:00 P.M.
is resolved. ABC will air a
•CU - Hour Magazine Comedy Special at 8:00 PM
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
EDT and a baseball game at
Mitchell
discuss
drug
8:30 PM EDT.
abuse among doctors, baby 0GU 0 CI121 - WKRP In
therapy, single fathers and
Cincinnati Les is refused
are joined by author-poet
credentials for a presiden'Judith Viorst
tial news conference.(R)

_

-

o
o

-

_

•

o

For
Life
insurance
the
State Farm
way....

I' A widow and her son arrive in Siam to tutor the
King's many wives and
children. The clash between Anna end the arrogant despot eventually
develops into mutual respect. Yul Brynner, Deborah
Kerr. 1958
(4))0(E)- Little House on
the Prairie Albert's girlfriend's life becomes a
shambles after she is sexually assaulted by a strange
man. (R)(60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
O - Remember When
Meeting of Minds
Joining .host Steve Allen
again in, a heated discussion surrounding the union
of church and state are Thomas Jefferson, Bertrand
Russell, Saint Augustine
and Empress Theodora.(R)
(60 min.)
0
- firing Line
World's Largest Indoor
Country Music Show
- Professional Wres.tling From Cap. Centre

Ow-

0CL - Dick C,avett Dick's
guest to be announced.
- Maude
- Sports Probe

10:30 P.M.

o CZ CL0- Nightline
0CE)- Sanford and Son
MOVIE: 'The
o
Hangman'

A Deputy U.S.
Marshall, determined to
track down a man wanted
in connection with a holdup and killing, discovers an
entire town protecting the
suspect. Robert Taylor,
Tina Louise, Fess Parker,
1959
IX:10
- Tonight Show
O 01) - Captioned ABC
News
- Phil Donahue
(1) - Professional Wrestling From Cap. Centre
(139- Quincy Quincy finally decides to remarry.(R)
(60 min.)

1100 P.M.

m_

•

7:30 P.M.
CL 0(112) - The Tim
Conway Show
8:00 P.M.
O (2)(I)0 - MOVIE:
'Mother and Daughter- The
Loving War'Three women's
lives go full circle in a
unique love-hate relationship between mother and
daughters. Tuesday Weld,
Francis Sternhagen, Cathleen Bellers. 1980
Oa:ABU- Pal*A*S*H
Father Mulcahy goes on a
rampage to make the camp
presentable. (R)
CC - Flamingo Road
Christie seduces Skipper
Weldon making Constance
and Christie's boyfriend
very angry and determined
to end their affair. (R)(80
min.)
MOVIE: 'Hot Stuff'
Miami's light-fingered underworld is being pursued
by a trio of unlikely burglary
detectives. Dom DeLuise,
Suzanne Pleshette. Rated
PG.
CI) - Great Performances 'Bernstein Conducts
Mahler's Symphony No. 9.'
This last of Gustav Mahler's
symphonic offerings is performed by the Vienna PhilOrchestra/
harmonic
Leonard Bernstein, conducting. (R)(2 hrs.)
0(Et - Broken Arrow
8:30 P.M.
O CE) (121 - House Calls
Kensington staff members
stage a Christmas party.(R)
- Ask the Doctor
9:00 P.M.
Men- Lou Grant
Charlie rents out a house
and creates a neighborhood mystery (R)(60 min )
CU GI (1) - MOVIE: 'The
Last Convertible' Part 3
6D - Focus

O

(4)0

_

•

- Here's Lucy

O(1)- Quincy
(1)
- Fantasy

Island A
teacher desires a harem,
and an amnesia victim is
reunited with his family.
Arte Johnson, David Birney.
(R)(60 min.)

11:30 P.M.
0

- Benny Hill Show
CE)- Tomorrow
Coast-to-Coast
0 - MOVIE: 'Nearly a
Nasty Accident' The escapades of a British Royal Air
Force technician who in his
opinion has a flair for the
mechanical. Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth Connor,
Shirley Eaton. 1962
(1) - Harry 0 A psychiatrist hires Harry to find
the killer of one of her patients. (R)(60 min.)
11:45 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Game for
Vultures'

CC

o

gm

-

midnight
12:Q0 A.M.
0CL - Fantasy Island A
teacher desires a harem,
and an amnesia victim is

NEW YORK (AP) — enjoy the public's renewed
Superman stole the show, Interest in film. Action
and James Bond got a nice adventures like "Superman
welcome. But there wasn't II" and "Raiders of the Lost
too much left for The Mup- . Ark," which both opened in
pets during Hollywood's big- mid-June, continue to draw
gest weekend ever at the box the biggest crowds — and the
most money.
office.
Later releases, like
Americans
spent
$56,101,095 at the movies last Universal's -The Great
weekend, the trade publica- Muppet Caper" and Paration Variety reported today, mount's "Dragonslayer,"
making it the biggest single which opened Friday, didn't
weekend in box office find expected audiences,
movie company executives
history.
But like some moviegoers. say.
"The Great Muppet
a few new movies found
they'll have to wait in line to Caper," a sequel to "The
Muppet Movie," grossed $2.8
million during the weekend,
reunited with his family.
Arte Johnson, David Birney.
while "Dragonslayer" pull(R)(60 min.)
ed in $2.5 million. Both were
12:15 A.M.
aimed at the youth market.
O CE)- Harry 0
"We're disappointed,"
(3)
News/Sign Off
said Gordon Armstrong, vice
12:30 A.M.
president of advertising for
MOVIE: 'I Sailed to
Universal."We thought we'd
Tahiti with an All-Girl Crew'
open like gangbusters."
A young man bets a friend
The original Muppet
he can beat him to Tahiti usmovie grossed $32 million.
ing an all-girl crew. Gardner
"There are so many top
McKay, Fred Clark, Diane
McBain. 1988
films in the market place,
films like the 'Muppet
12:45 A.M.
Caper' are getting the small
0(112) - News/Sign Off
portion of the pie," Arm100 A.M.
strong added."Looking back
Newswatch
with hindsight, we probably
- $50,000 Pyramid
should have waited a month
1:30 A.M.
to get out of competition with
News
these powerhouse films."
- News/Sign Off
Not all of the weekend's
2:00 A.M.
new entries were disappoint- Jim Bakker
ments. Columbia Pictures'
2:30 A.M.
starring former
"Stripes,"
O MOVIE: 'The Lisbon
"Saturday Night Live" comStory' A girl singer joins the
underground during the
ic Bill Murray, took in $6.1
war. David Farrar, Patricia
tnillion. The new James
Burke. 1947
=
d film from United
4:30 A.M.
,"For Your Eyes Only,"
O Love American Style
grossed$6.9million.

o_

pm_

-

for commercial
free comedy acts,
concerts, movies,
sports, and many L
other special
highlights

9:30 P.M.
TBS Evening News
MOVIE: 'Some Came
Running' The disillusionment of a hard .drinking
young writer makes him
seek solace in the companionship of seedy characters. Frank Sinatra. Shirley
MacLaIne; ,Dean Martin.
)1059OD - IndepigVdeet Network
News ,
.
„
111 -

GO -

STATE FARM
swarsess Csieselss
Nees Wes
Illesaispen

Movie Industry Has
Biggest Box Office Week

O

SEE:
law N. lbws
till S. Shah St.
P.O. aea 1012
awns',
•

TV WEEK

4. From the company
and agent who ve
earned your trust
through car and home
insurance Ask me
aboutLIFE

10k10
WTI%0
Gb.11P.MWCI2 New,.
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tuesday
7/7/81

12:30 P.M.

morning

0 D - Julia Child and
Company
1:00 P.M.
- Meeting of Minds

9:00 A.M.

am -John Davidson Today's

guests are Shirley
Jones and her husband
Marty 'Ingels, Marty Leshner and Susan Sullivan.
Where the show is aired for
90 minutes Dr. Adele
Scheele will be included.
MOVIE: 'The Long
O
Wait' A young man suffering from amnesia learns
that he is wanted for both
murder and a bank robbery.
Anthony Quinn, Charles
Coburn. 1954
- Phil Donahue HeCD
loise joins Donahue to demonstrate a variety of
energy. time, and moneysaving ideas. (R)
-

Joining host Steve Allen
again in a heated discussion surrounding the union
of church and state are Thomas Jefferson, Bertrand
Russell, Saint Augustine
and Empress Theodora.(R)
(60 min.)
Mike Douglas'
-

2:00 P.M.
C$9 - Great Perform-

o
ances

10:00 A.M.
11:1- MOVIE:'Island

Affair'
The wife of a wealthy industrialist avoids an affair with
a young doctor until she
learns that her husband has
been unfaithful. Mark Damon, Daniela Rocca, Elaine
Stewart. 1964

12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'First
Traveling Saleslady' A corset designer heads West to
sell barbed wire after a
Broadway show is closed
because of a number using
her corsets. Ginger Rogers,
Barry Nelson, Carol Channing, James Amass. 1958
-

o
cm-

-

3:00 P.M.
- Hour Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are jbined by
'MASH' star Alan Aide's
wife Arlene Aida, psychoanalyst
Dr. Herbert
Strean, nurse Barabara
Huttman and go on location
in Houston to the most expensive hotel in the world.

4:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'Flight/ White
Stallions' PL2

- MOVIE:'A Challenge
o
for Robin Hood' The dashing outlaw of Sherwood Forest rights wrongs, rebels
against his evil brother and
the Sheriff of Nottingham.
Barry Inham. 1967. Rated
G.
(10 - Bywords
- USA Update

o

5:30 P.M.
- OED Course

cE0cc _

o

-

0

_

a-

TV WEEK
chard Roundtree, Peter
Cellier. 1975

11:30 P.M.
O GE)- Benny Hill Show
CAID 0
- TomorrowCoast-to-Coast
MOVIE: 'Mystery
Submarine' The Britis'i,
Navy captures a German UBoat and staffs it with a British crei.• who then rejoin
the German 'wolf pack'. Edward Judd, James Robertson, Laurence Payne. 1963
(1)- Best of USA/ Golden
Gloves Boxing
-

CID -

mIdig

-

Sanford and Son
MASH
CO (ID - MacNeiliehrer
-

O

5:00 P.M.

afternoon

THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER &TIMES,Thursday, July!, 1981
for Comfort The girls
O - MOVIE: The Interns'
evening
scheme to move into the vaThe intimate lives of four
cant downstairs apartment.
young interns, the women
(R)
in their lives and the differ6:00 P.M.
ent reasons each has for
0GO O.CU GO0CED
9:00 P.M.
- News
OCEMO-Hartto Hart wanting to be a doctor. Michael Callan, Cliff RobertJonathan's Valentine preAndy Griffithson, James MacArthur,
sent to Jennifer is coveted
s All in the Family
Nick Adams, Suzy Parker.
by foreign agents. (R) (60
0
- Over Easy
1982
min.)
[Closed
Captioned]
MacNeil-Lehrer
Tonight Show
- TBS Evening News
Report
af) - Captioned ABC
O
Wolfe
Nero
(1)
0
ID Welcome Back Kotter
News
Nero is hired to find a rich
ID (12)- CBS News
- Phil Donahue
businessman's long lost
6:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'Columbo:
son.(R)(60 min.)
- P.M. Magazine
131
An Exercise in Fatality' ColMOVIE:'ffolkes' A solumbo suspects a physical
Tic Tac Dough
O
dier of fortune takes on hifitness expert of killing his
- Barney Miller
jackers threatening Bribusiness partner. Peter
Minor
League
tain's oil in the North Sea.
O
Falk, Robert Conrad, Phil
Baseball: Richmond vs.
Roger Moore,Tony Perkins.
Bruns. 1974
1979. Rated R.
Toledo
-

Report

Journal
o to- Kentucky
League
Major

ID vs.
Atlanta
Baseball:
Cincinnati If the player's
strike is still in effect, this
station will air alternate
programming.
- Sports Look
(1)(12)- Family Feud

7:00 P.M.
ammo-Happy Days
Milwaukee is hit by a blizzard.(R)

a au GO (12) - Cronklte's

Universe
C4D0CC - Lobo A showgirl pursues Perkins in order to get his hat,thinking it
has the secret to a big bank

Mystery! 'Reo
becca.' Second of 4 parts.
12:0

-

As mistress of Manderly,
the second Mrs. de Winter
tries hard to live up to the
role once played by Rebecca.(R)(60 min.)[Closed
Captioned]
9:30 P.M.

Sneak Previews

This is television's only consumer's guide to the movies.
0 GEV - Bill Moyers'
Journal
Best of.USA/ Golden
Gloves Boxing
7:30P.M.
O GIDM0- Laverne
and Shirley Laverne and
Sonny discuss their future.

Metro Council
Meeting
8:00 P.M.
gla ID CU
Three's
Company Janet tells her

11:00 P.M.
CID - Here's Lucy
01:1)- MOVIE:'Columba:
Identity Crisis' A homicide

-

CI)-

Ri-

a
FridaaD
y" Cr-usoMeOaVnIdE: F;Midaany
have conflicting views on
civilization and their relationship. Peter O'Toole, Richard Roundtree, Peter
Cellier. 1975
12:45 A.M.
.0 - MOVIE: 'Going in
Style' Three friends, living
on welfare and social security, decide to spice up their
lives by robbing a bank.
George Burns, Art Carney,
Lee Strasberg. 1979. Rated
PG
0(112) - News/Sign Off

1:00 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
_ MOVIE: White
Commanche Twin sons of
an Indian mother and a
white settler find them-

colorful continuous informative

•

—
SC
dayl

Rich,
,Lsno

aired
Sark
0coup
sicia
ury
Hopi
Lam
0(
Owe
abut
tuall
(R)

(i3 Prom
Fred
senta
Fox's
Fred
Barbi
Grab

a

U.

Affai
appri
Gene
porta
but
glam
help
Kirk I
195-1

0a

..ovav Cab"

0(
Reim
Oriea
fast-c
C8'S
Corn

C.

-

(R)(Closed Captioned]
O CP U @2 - Flo Flo
takes an imaginary journey
into the West.(R)

MOVIE: 'American
Gigolo' An attractive, volatile man hires himself out as
a personal escort. Richard
Gere, Lauren Hutton, Nina
Van Pallandt. 1979. Rated
R.

15)

-

in
Style' Three friends, living
on welfare and social security, decide to spice up their

-

10:45 P.M.

Independent Network
News
10:00 P.M.
suspect, who is really a spy
0al
CID CD GO0 leading
a double life, sends
CC0ID CM- News
his former partner on an ase_ Night Gallery
signment that leads to his
0(1)- Dick Cavett Dick's death. Peter Falk, Patrick
guest to be announced
McGoohan. 1975
Maude
GE)•_ MOVIE: 'Man
Friday' Crusoe and Friday
10:30 P.M.
have conflicting views on
nap CI) 1811 - Nightline
civilization and their relaSanford and Son
O
tionship. Peter O'Toole,

ripoff. (R)(60 min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Going

lives by robbing a bank.
George Burns, Art Carney,
Lee Strasberg. 1979. Rated
PG.

a-

12:00A.M.
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parents she and Jack are
married. (R) [Closed Captioned] .
- MOVIE:
ag
'Some Kind of Miracle' Two
young people about to be
married undergo a test of
their love when he is paralyzed in a surfing accident.
David Dukes, Andrea Marcovicci. 1978
- Hill Street
X0
Blues Captain Furillo continues to arrange a truce between rival gangs while
Johnny LaRue is tricked
into accepting a cash payoff (R)(60 min
- Nova 'The Malady
—Ireaiof Health triti:-.

rode
societies-Great. BritaOn and
the U S.-hays argairkted
health care delivery for
their people. (R)(80 min.)
(Closed Captioned)

8:30 P.M.
GID0- Too Close

the
local,area,
and state
news
at 5 minutes after the hour
and 35 minutes after the hour,
sponsored in part this week by

_
HOME ENTERTA1NME,NT CENTER
up-to-date.news at your fingertips 24-hours
,

BEST COPY

P

wednesdely
7/8/81

morning
9:00 A.M.

0c2D-John Davidson Today', guests are Charlie
Rich, Eileen Fulton and Jay
,Leno. Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Marian
Saridmaier will be included.
- MOVIE:'Road to Rio' A
couple of one-time top musicians stow away on a luxury liner bound for Rio. Bob
Hope,Bing Crosby, Dorothy
Lamour. 1947 '
- Phil Donahue Donahue looks at three cases of
abused wives who eventually killed their husbands.
(R)

10:00 A.M.
CD- MOVIE:'Fred

Astaire
Presents The Fox Musicals'
Fred Astaire is host to a presentation of 20th Century.
Fox's musicals of the past.
Fred Astaire, Frank Sinatra,
Barbra Streisand, Betty
Grable. 1974.

afternoon
12:00

- MOVIE_ P.M.
'Top Secret
Affair' Subject to: Senate
approval, a tough Major
General is named for an important diplomatic postbut not if a certain
glamorous publisher can
help it. Susan Hayward,
Kirk Douglas, Paul Stewart.
1957

12:30 P.M.
O(I)- Romagnoll's Table
1:00 P.M.
0(I) - Hot Stuff: The
Restaurants
of
New
Orleans This special is a
fast-paced tour of• America's most original cuisine,
complete with all.the pep-

per and spice you'd expect
from the Creole heritage.
(R)(60 min.)
(1)- Mike Douglas

2:00 P.M.

0ce _ Evening at Pops
John Williams and the Boston Pops begin a brand new
season by welcoming jazz
drummer Buddy Rich. (60
min.)

3:00 P.M.

_

Hour .Magazine
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by nov.elist Toni Morrison, author
Prudence Mackintosh, Dr.
Isadore Rosenfeld, tour a
clown school and the Max
Factor Test Laboratories.

4:30 P.M.

O-

MOVIE 'Island of
Nevewue A peaceful land
is exploited by greedy men.

5:00 P.M.

O - Father Knows Best

on- Bywords

CD - MSU TV News
5:30 P.M.
o- That Girl
O - Best of Consumer
Report HBO presents highlights of past Consumer..

ports shows.

ale--Listen

evening
•

O cz)

6:00 P.M.

ao

0_ News

ao

- Andy Griffith

O - All in the Family
O - MOVIE:'Candleshoe'
A tough American teenager.
poses as a missing heiress
to win the love of the owner
of a vast English estate. Jodie Foster, David Niven, Leo
McKern. Rated G.
- Over Easy
(rD - MacNeil-Lehrer

Report

tuesiay cont.selves pitted against each
other in the traditional
struggle. Joseph Cotten,
William Shatner 1987
(13 - $50,000 Pyramid

1:15 A.M.
O CID - News
1:30 A.M.

CD - News/Sign Off
1:45 A.M.

map_ Jim Bakker
•_ News/Sign Off
2:30 A.M.
_ Nevvswatch
3:00 A.M.
o - Last of the Wild
3:30 A.M.
as- Rat Patrol
4:00 A.M.
o - Mission Impossible

Italian Spaghetti
•
Special
$1 09
Only
With Garlic Bread
ra

Fii9( Special For Kids]
Inside„Dining Onl%

1 ree Refill% On nnnk%

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
I

TV WEEK
THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER &TIMES,Thursday,JW.y2 1941
small town, but has no way
and a team of experts examto express her fear. Dorothy
me a skeleton and a shroud
CBS News
McGuire, George Brent,
believed to be those of a
6:30 P.M.
Ethel Barrymore. 1946
saint.(R)(60 min.)
1 2:00 A.M.
0 2J - P.M. Magazine
0
- Bill Moyers'
-.11:00 P.M.
0 3D - Love Boat Capt.
CE)- Tic Tao Dough
Journal Special Edition 'A
(2)- Here's Lucy
Stubing is reunited with his
Visit With Dame Rebecca
(I)- Barney Miller
daughter; a woman tries to
MOVIE:Ichoes of
OMWest.' (-60 min.)
- Get Smart
catch up with the sexual rea Summer' A '12'408W-old
Hitchcock
volution; and a man and a
0 - Sanford and Son
facing death gives her
woman battle at ser. Gale
father and Mother the
CD - MASH
9:30 P.M.
Storm, Jill Whelan, Vic Taystrength to accept her fate.
(I) - Machleil-Lehrer CD - Independent Network
back. (R)(60 min.)
Jodie Foster, Richard HerReport
News
ris, Lois Nettleton. 1976
- News/Sign Off
Kentucky Journal
O
10:00 P.M.,
(I)0 Love Boat Capt. 0- Barry Manilow HBO
CD - You: Magazine for
aD0CU CU(4)0
Stubing is reunited with his
presents Barry Manilow in
Women
ID00(ED - News
daughter; a woman tries to
concert.
/119
- Family Feud
MOVIE: 'The Island'
catch up with the sexual re7:00 P.M.
12:15A.M.
Modern pirates ravage thevolution; and a man and a
Charlie's
Caribbean in the Bermuda
O
woman battle at sea. Gale. 0CB C2- News/Sign Off
Triangle. Michael Caine,
Angels Kris plays a con
Storm,Jill Whelan, Vic Tay1:00 A.M.
David Warner. 1979. Rated
man's lover to trap him at
back.(R)(60 min.)
0 - Newswatch
his own game.(R)(80 min.) R.
O -.TBS Evening News
41)- $50,000 Pyramid
- Dick Cavett Dick's
0 OD 0(12) - MOVIE:. 0
1 1:30 P.M.
guest to be announced
'The Pirate' An elaborate
1:15 A.M.
O(1)- Benny Hill Show
story of an Israeli child
CD Maude
0
News
MOVIE:
'Lisa'
A
Dutch
reared as the son of a well- Greatest Sports
CD
police
inspector,
A.M.
tracks
1:30
to-do royal Arab physician
Legends
down an ex-Nazi white
and entrusted by the reign•- News/Sign Off
10:30 P.M.
slaver. Delores Hart, Steing Prince Reiyad with man(131)0 Nightline
phen Boyd, Leo McKern.
1:45 A.M.
aging his country's vast oil
1962
C53 - Jim Bakker
fortune. Eli Wallach, Chris- 0-1:11) - Sanford and Son
CID 0
- Tomorrow
OD00- Tonight Show
MOVIE:'Dive Bomber'
topher Lee, James FrancisCoast-to-Coast
cus
0 CID - Captioned ABC
A naval doctor works with a
News
- MOVIE 'Hell Raiders'
flight instructor to develop
- MOVIE: 'Sergeant
A demolition squad in Italy
a cure for high altitude
Ryker' A mechanical error
CD - Phil Donahue
during World War 2 is orblackouts. Errol Flynn, Fred
at the War Department asNASL Soccer Chicago
dered to return to a former
MeeMurray, Alexis Smith.
signs a missile technician
vs Dallas
American
headquarters
1941
to a WAC base on a remote 0 - MOVIE:'The Spiral
building and blow it up.
Pacific Island. Martin West, Staircase' A young mute
4•45_A„M.
John Agar, Rich-aWNYObtc—
Venetia Stevenson, Bill Wil- girl senses the presence of
- World/Large
Joan
Huntington,
1968.
liams. 1968
a killer who is terrorizing a
G1D0CC- Rola People Tonight's program will feature
a Laurel and Hardy fan club,
a woman who can speak
and write backwards as
easily as forward and female belly buckers. (R) (60
min.)
- Spoletolli Fifth of
10 parts. 'Neapolitan Flavors.' The sounds of authentic Italian folk music are
Now You Can Rent A Better Color TV Than
brought to the festival.

(19 - Wonder Woman

midnight

CD n-

o
o

o a_

o

a-

_

o_

cE) au0 _

_

39_

o_

_

o
ao-

o

INTRODUCING

RENT-TO-OWN

All Creatures Great
(2])-o
and Small
CD - MOVIE:'The Magus' A
sophisticated mystic plays
psychological games with a
fragile young girl and an intellectual Englishman. AnCandice
Quinn,
thony
Bergen; Michael Caine.
1968
133 - Golf Challenge Series

Many People Can Afford To Buy!

COMPUTER
COLOR

33C
TOUCH-TUNE TV

7:30 P.M.
0CID - Word on Words
8:00 P.M.
- MOM:
0 up au
'White Line Fever' One man
struggles against the corruption and brutality of the
Arizona trucking industry.
Jen-MI-Ohs& Vincent; Kay
Lenz, Slim Pickens. 1978
q).,11111 3D - Diffrent
Strokes Mr. Drummond
seeks Arnold's advice after
being turned down for a
date. ,(R) (Closed Captioned)
0 - MOVIE: 'Human
Factor' A NATO computer

*No Credit Check
*No Long Term
Obligations

*Low Weekly Rates
*Never A Charge For
Service

expert suit out to avenge
the murder of his family.
-George Kennedy, John
Mills, Raf Vallone. Rated R.
National
(F 0
Geographic Special'Etolha:
Place of Dry Water" Extraordinary animal behaviors
Is observed in this film. (R)
(60 min.)
ID - NASL Soccer: Chicago
vs Dallas

o

8:30 P.M.
- Facts of
(430
Tootte invites gatalie to
visit her aunt in Buffalo (R)

9:00 P.M.

NASL Soccer: Atlanta
0-California
vs.
ta.)- Quincy Quincy

LAB

We Also Rent Video Recorders — Movies — Stereos —
Organs — Pianos -- Microwave Ovens!

A

Open Doi;Till 11:00,10.ht,

°CLAYTON
HOME

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Murray, Ky.

(Across From lip ID

Paris
(Wel-Mert Plots)

•

;

•

•

:
_

.•

•

•

•
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e
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thursday
7/9/81

morning
9:00 A.M.
0(2)- John Davidson To=
day's guests are Engelbert
Humperdinck, Shelley Winters and Edwarsl Albert.
Where the shows aired for
90 minutes Bud Greenspan
will be included.
119 - MOVIE: 'Underworld
U.S.A.' A man, who as a boy
saw his father murdered,
sets out to help clean out
the syndicate. Cliff Ripenson, Dolores Dorn, Beatrice
Kay. 1961
- Phil Donahue Dr.
Sherman J. Sibler discusses the latest medical
research in the causes of infertility. (R)
10:00 A.M.
0-MOVIE:The Hot Rock'
Four incredible goofs try to
steal the world's hottest
diamond, not once, but four
times. Robert
Redford,
George Segal, Ron Leibman, Zero Mostel. 1970

afternoon
_

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE:'Ride Beyond
Vengeance' Returning to
his wife after 11 years, a
buffalo hunter is attacked,
robbed and branded. Chuck
Connors, Michael Rennie
1966

12:30 P.M.

o ar,1- Cookin' Cajun
1:00 P.M.
- Free to Choose

0

'Created
Equal.' Milton
Friedman questions what is
fair and what is equal. iti)
(60 min.) [Closed Captioned]
- Mike Douglas

2:00 P.M.
- Firing Lino

3:00 P.M.

CE) _

Hour Megazin•
•
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by actress Virginia Mayo, consumer reporter Wins Sturgeon, psychologist
Dr.
Karen
Shanor, discuss
abortion and visit a family
that lives underground.

a_

4:30 P.M.

MOVIE:'Dr. Snuggles'
'The Unbelievable Wormmobile Adventure.' Snuggles drives through the
center of the earth to see
why every creature in Brazil
has turned into a butterfly.

5:00 P.M.

•

PA
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_ MOVIE:'Dr. Snuggles'

'The Remarkable Fidgety
River ' Warned that the
earth is running out of
water, Snuggles and his animal friends take off in a
specs ship to see who has
been stealing our oceans.
Bywords
0- Campus Profile

• _

5:30 P.M.
•-0.13VIE:'Just Va.;
Me Kid A retired vaudeville
comedian offers a young
runaway girl food, shelter
hilarity
nonstop
and
Burns, Brooke
George
Shields. Burl Ives 1979
Rated PG

(23)- Wirere

i••••:••••••......"011010010•10.6••••

8:30 P.M.

evening

ammo-Taxi Louie's
bosses' wife chooses Louie
as her lover. (R) [Closed
Captioned]
- Tennis for the
Future 'Wrap-Up.' Conclusion. Coach Vic Braden answers viewers' questions
and reviews key points.
[Closed Captioned]

8:00 P.M.

C2D ID CID
o- News

CC

CID - Andy Griffith

o- All in the Family
O(ID - Over Easy
GED,MacNoil-Lehrer
o
Report
_ Welcome Back Kotter

9:00 P.M.
0CE(I)0- 20/20
fp (I) OD
- Knots

•

(I2)- CBS News

6:30 P.M.
0(I)- P.M. Magazine

Landing Gary spends the
night with Judy and Richard makes passes at
Abby.(R)(60 min.)
TBS Evening Newli
0- MOVIE:'
. Smokey and
the Bandit II' Some fastdriving,
free-wheeling
truckers get involved transporting a pregnant elephant. Burt Reynolds, Sally
Field, Jackie
Gleason
1980. Rated PG.
- Hidden Places
'Where History Lives: Two
Routes West.' This episode
follows the overland route
and the Missouri River to
the great frontier.
0(1)- Spoleto'81 Fifth of
10 parts. 'Neapolitan Flavors.' The sounds of authentic Italian folk music are
brought to the festival.

- Tic Tac Dough
CID - Barney Miller
Minor
League
Baseball: Richmond vs.
Tidewater
- Sanford and Son
CO
O - MASH
CL - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(21 - Kentucky Journal
CD - Major League
Baseball:
vs.
Atlanta
Cincinnati If the player's
strike is still in effect, this
station will air alternate
programming.
CD - Sports Look
CD (12)- Family Feud

-

7:00 P.M.
0(2)- Blue Jean Network
€10 CU OD (12) - Walton,
Cindy is doubly shocked
with the death of her father
and the discovery that she
is adopted.(R)(60 min.)
EL) U - Mork and Mindy
Mindy turns Orkan at a family reunion. (R)
- NBC Magazine
Gip0
O - MOVIE:'The Duchess
and the Dirtwater Fox' A
dancehall girl and a con
man try to hustle the old
wsst. Goldie Hawn, George
Segal. 1976. Rated PG.
1:1 CeD - Wild World of
Animals
CD
- World or Charlie
Company Emmy Awardwinning CBS news correspondent John Lawrence
covers the day-to-day life of
'S. combat soldiers in
*nem. Originally aired in
19, an update will be iniuded.(80 min.)

CD

Major
League
Baseball:
Chicago
vs
Detroit

7:30 P.M.

gu a _

Bosom Buddies
Henry tries to become
macho (R)
0
- Tennessee
Outdoorsmon

8:00 P.M.
0CL0(11) - Magnum,
P.I.
CE•- Barney Miller Harris' epic movie production
drives Barney crazy (R)
[Closed Captioned]
0- Mission Impossible
(AD
MOVIE: The
_ Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn' Mark Twain's classic
"late is recreated with Huck
• Finn, Tom Sawyer and Jim
running into all kinds of adventures down the Mississippi River. Kurt Ida, Forrest
Tucker and Larry Storch.
1981
obcp - Austin CFI,
'Nashville
Superplckers/
Tom T. Hell.' Top names
among Nashville's studio
musicians step out front for
a rare TV performance and
Torr T. Hall performs his
songs of common Americans. 400 min.)

a

_

soap scoop

This is television's only consumer's guide to the movies.

9:30 P.M.
0(I)0(21)-Southbound
'Spend It All.' Cajun music
greats Dewey Belie and
Marc Savoy are followed at
work and play in an examination of the music of
Southern Louisiana.
CD - Independent Network
News
- Sports Probe

•

10:00 P.M.
0CU0CD CI) CAD0
CC a0121- News

By Nancy M.Reichardt
Many soap opera viewers
have asked about Donald
May,who used to play Adam
Drake on "Edge of Night."
1 1:30 P.M.

a CL - Benny Hill Show
O CL

- MOVIE: 'Hoc
Ramsey:
Hangman's
Wages' Hoc's girlfriend is
threatened by a killer. Ri_cbard Boone, Harry Morgan, Stella Stevens. 1972
GID 0 (10 - Tomorrow
Coast-to- Coast
MOVIE: 'Brushfire' A
band of freedom-fighters
rescue a pair of Americans
being held as hostages by
Communists. John Ireland,
Everett Sloane, Jo Morrow.
1982

•

_

midnight
12:00 A.M.
- Charlie's Angels
Kelly is accidently shot by a
child. (R)(60 min.)
CID 0- News/Sign Off

12:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Man with the
"Golden Arm' A drug addict
tries to kick the habit. Frank
Sinatra, Kim Novak. 195•8

1:00 A.M.

a CL _ Newswatch

CD - $50,000 Pyramid
1:15A.M.

O CE)- News
CD (12)- Nowa/Sign Off
1:30 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
1:45 A.M.
O C5)- Jim Bakker
3:15 A.M.
0- Rat Patrol

For many years, May portrayed "EON's" resident
lawyer, but like many other
daytime actors, he quit the
soap for the- lure of other
productions.
Hollywood
After his departure, May
guest-starred in nighttime
TV shows and appeared in
several theater productions.
He recently returned to the
soap world by traveling to
"Texas." May plays Grant
Wheeler, the brother of
wealthy oil magnate Alex
Wheeler.
+++
John Wesley SHipp, who
plays dedicated young
medical student Kelly
Nelson on "Guiding Light,"
is getting into the recording
business. John films the
show in the "GL" studio in
Manhattan and then goes to
an uptown recording studio
where he's cutting the tracks
for his first album. John has
displayed his vocal talents
on "GL"in the past, so there
should be an audience for his
album, which is a collection
of love songs.

that Frank Sinatra, the man
who recorded her commercial, made the award's acceptance speech.
Readers Write In
Please give me some information on the actor who
plays Robert 'Scorpio_ on
"General Hospital."
A
"Gil" fan in La Marque,
Tex.
Tristan Rogers, who plays
Scorpio, was born in
Melbourne, Australia. He
worked as a disc jockey in
London and belonged to a
poprock group. Tristan, who
is married, starred in the
Australian soaps "Bellbird"
and "Number 96."

to be announced.
0- Maude
o - Major League
Baseball:
Chicago
vs
Detroit

10:30 P.M.

O CL(3)a _

Nightlin•
Sanford and Son
- MOVIE: The Day The
Fish Cameo Out' A Greek island becomes a mod tourist
resort while two pilots hunt
for a lost atomic bomb
dropped by their plane.
Tom Courtenay, Candice
Bergen, Sam Wanamaker,
1987.
AD0(I)- Tonight Show
- Captioned ABC
oip
New.
C
'•- Phil Donahue
Jeffereons The
CD
Willis' formula for a better
marriage almost ruins the
Jefferson,' relationship.(R)

•

-

ea) _

10:45 P.M.

ep _ MOVIE:'The Shining'
Ghostly visions of murdered
children are just some, of
the strange events that
haunt a family staying at an
isolated mountain resort
Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall. 1979. Rated R.

der
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CIp
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C
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Deborah Hobart, who used
to play Amy Dudley on
"Another World," is pleased
as punch about her Capra
award. The award is given
for the best written public
service commercial on
radio. Deborah's commercial ran on a radio station for
the blind, where the young
actress does volunteer work.
She was especially excited

NEW DOCTOR — Australian
rock star Rick Springfield
stars as surgeon Noah
Drake on ASC's daytime
soap opera "General
Hospital," airing weekdays.

- Night Gallery

CU- Dick Cavett Dick's
o
guest

ker
Jos
sha
ute

QUALITY & SERVICE
Where Particular People Come To Bat
WE OFFER YOU:
I. VARIETY U.S. CHOICE STIAKS, LOBSTIR,
PIZZA, SPAINIETTI, SALAD BAR,
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or 400R
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5. WI REALLY DO,DO IT ALL roe TOR
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TV WEEK
ing herself to a tree. (R)
Horseman' Ex-champion roGunsmo
ke
deo rider, Sonny Steele kidO - Remember When
- $50,000 Pyramid
naps his sponsor's tho0M0
- Wash.
Night Flight
roughbr
ed
stallion
and
Week In Review Top Washrides him into the desert folington journalists join mod1:15 A.M.•
•
lowed by a network news3:00 P.M.
erator Paul Duke for an
7/10/81.
- MOVIE: 'Passage to
caster. Robert Redford,
analysis of the week's news
0 EL - Hour Magazine
Marseilles' Five Frenchmen
Jane Fonda. 1979. Rated
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
1413M the perspective of
escape from prison and try
PG.
working reporters.
Mitchell are joined by psyto join the Free .French
O(3D - Dick Cavett Dick's forces fighting
chiatrist Dr. William Rader,
(13 - MOVIE: 'A Time to
Naziguest to be announced.
actor Roger Moore, geron9:00 A.M.
Love and a Time to Die'
occupied France. Hum- Maude
tologist Dr. Virginia Boyack
0(21)- John Davidson ToStory about war: its devasphrey Bogart, Claude Rains,
and 90 on-the-job with
day's guests are Bob Bartation, its effect on people
Sydney Greenstreet. 1944
By BOB THOMAS
10:30 P.M.
women welders. •
ker, Mimi , Kennedy and
and places, how life goes
(2D M0- Nightline
Associated Press Writer
O
A.M.
1:30
Jose Feliciano. Where the.
on amid death and destruc4:30 P.M.
a CF - Sanford and Son
DRAGONSLAYER is
- News/Sign Off
O
U
show is aired for 90 mintion,
and
how romance
O - MOVIE:'RioBravo' A
0- MOVIE:'The Curse of
another
return to boyhood
1:45
A.M.
utes Lt. Colonel David Roeflourish
es out of desire and
sheriff outsmarts a powerthe Mummy's Tomb' The
pleasures by young film(121- News/Sign Off
der will be included.
need for companionship.
ful rancher who wants his
mummified form of a young
John Gavin, Lilo Pulver,
makers.
0- MOVIE:'Mozambique'
killer-brother released from
2:15 A.M.
pharaoh sent on a tour diJock
Mahoney
.
An unemployed pilot in Lis1958
This time Matthew Robprison. John Wayne, Dean
sappears and seeks re- O GD _ Newswatch
bon is blackmailed into ac-'Miller King of the Hill'
Martin, Ricky Nelson. 1959
bins (director-writer) and
venge on the despoilers of
- MOVIE:'The Long
(II)
cepting a job in MozamBilliards
his grave. Terrence MorChase' Amnesty awaits two
Hal Eiarwood (producer5:00 P.M.
bique where he is used by a
gan, Fred Clark, Ronald Ho7:30 P.M.
outlaws if they will stop
writer) seek to recreate the
(23)- Bywords
woman to help her gain
ward. 1985
breaking laws, but there are
O(I.ZIl(2JO-l'ma Big
10)- MSU TV News
fantasy adventure — as
possession of a moneytoo many enemies in their
Girl Now Diana recalls
I:3D0CC - Tonight Show
epitomized by the Disney
filled briefcase. Steve Coch5:30 P.M.
wake who will not allow the
Becky's birth. (R)
CIE)
Caption
ed
ABC
ran, Hildegarde Neff. 1965
animate
d features — which
New Shapes in
lawbreakers to reform. RoNews
CilD
- Sanford After
Education
they
enjoyed
in their recent
Murphy.
Davis,
ger
Ben
Fred turns in a juvenile hou0M - Phil Donahue Don- Phil Donahue
1968
youth.
sebreaker, a judge assigns
ahue examines the newest
(121- The Night Stalker
the youth to his care.
trend in high fashion modelThe result is a well-made,
3:00 A.M.
After a number of wealthy
ing, child models who are
0
(1)0(2])- Wall Street
sometimes inspired flight of
women have committed sui- (1) - Movie: To Be
6:00 P.M.
transformed into very sexy,
Week Host Louis Rukeyser
cide, Kolchak notices that
Announced
imagination that employs
C2D CID C4D0CID
make-believe women.(R)
analyzes the 80s with a retheir jewels are missing.(R)
the latest cinematic wizarA.M.
3:15
view of the week's econ(eo mm.)
10:00 A.M.
..
dry.
Andy Griffith
MOVIE:
a
c2D
_
omic
and
investm
ent
- MOVIE: 'B.S. I Love
11:00 P.M.
'Mackenna's Gold' A motley
Peter MacNicol, apprenmatters.
O - All in the Family
You An advertising execuCID
C3D
crew of seventeen men and
- Friday's Totice to sorceror Ralph
- Over Easy
tive ensures his rise by suc- International Karate
night's guest group is The
four women sets out in
Richardson, uses his, new- MacNeil-Lehrer
cumbing to the seductions 0
Championships
Split Enz. (R)(60 min.)
search of 'a canyon full of
Report
found
powers to save a
-01-i-fiWale executive, head
gold
and
0
chased
is
both
by
- Night Stalker
8:00P.M.
- Wonder Woman
of an agency. Peter Kastner, •
kingdom — and his love,
Apaches and the calvary
0
CC
CU
MOVIE:
-11:30 P.M.
JoAnna Cameron, Louise
1112 - CBS News
only three survivors reCaitlin Clarke, from an evil'Robin and Marian' After
@DO COD - SCTV Network until
Sorel. 1971
main. Gregory Peck, Omar
tempered dragon.
6:30 lb.M.
years of crusading, Robin
90
Sharif, Telly Savalas, CaHood finally returns to find ,
The young players are
C21) - P.M. Magazine
- MOVIE: 'Phantom of
melia Sparv. 1969
the maid, Marian. Sean
O - Tic Tac Dough
engaging, and Richardson
the Opera' A monstrous mu-Connery, Audrey Hepburn.
3:30 A.M.
Barney Miller
sician terrorizes an opera
contributes believability to
12:00 P.M.
-1975
News
(33
0 "
6 -1ibuse.
Minor
Herbert
League
Lom,
the
fantastic happenings.
0- MOVIE:'24 Hours to
0CD0(12) - Dukes of
Baseball: Richmond vs.
Heather Sears, Thorley
3:45 A.M.
Robbins-Barwood have capKilr Two pilots forced to
Hazzard Luke and Bo save
Tidewater
Walters. 1962
- Mission Impossible
tured the feeling of the Dark
land in Lebanon find themBoss from a kidnapper. (R)
Cs - Muppets
•(12) - MOVIE: 'Hitler's
selves in the middle of an
(60 min.)
Ages; their climax proves a
Gold'
An
-1101•A'
America
4:00
S•H
A.M.
n busiO
elaborate smuggling and
AD
0
drawba
M
MOVIE:
ck, being overly
'Mrs.
nessman
, a jewel thief and
0
- MacNeil-Lehrer
- Jim Bakker
murder
plot.
Mickey
R's Daughter' A rape vicmystica
an
ex-G
l and extended.
erman
army
officer
Report
Rooney, Lax Barker, Walter
4:45 A.M.
tim's mother seeks revenge
plot to recover gold bullion
Rated PG, with ample
(21 - Comment on
Slezak. 1985
World/L
_
for the attack on her daugharge
O
hidden in East Berlin. Telly
Kentucky
scares for young children.
ter. Cloris Leachman, Sea12:30 P.M.
Savalas, James Mason,
- Sports Probe
son Hubley, John FitzpaRobert Culp. 1975
•
CI)- Lap Quilting
0(12)- Family Feud
trick. 1979
11.1111=11.M.M.
,
1:00 P.M.
11:45 P.M.
1
_ MOVIE:'The Alien' A
700
P.M.
O
CE) - Flamberds Minds
0
,/The Catch
MOVIE:
'Fort
Yuma'
space crew returning to
- !Benson
'Entry to a New World.' Se- 0 CD GID•
The assassination of an
Earth is attacked by an alBenson
become
s
a
substi/Of The Week Is
cond of 13 parts. Christine,
Apache chief sets off war.
ien creature who invades
tute father for a 10-year-old
Dick and William plot to
Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
the
body
and
boy.(R)
takes over
save Sweetbrier from being
John Hudson. 1955
from within. Veronica Car- Incredible
sent to the kennels. (R)(80 0CIO0
twright,
Ian
Holm,
John
Hulk
A
fortune
hidden
in
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Hurt. 1979. Rated R.
money puts Banner in the
- Mike Douglas
(2)
Nova 'The Malady
cross fire of some desper1200 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
of Health Care.' This epiate crooks. (R)(GO min.)
(I)- Wrestling
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
sode examines how two
Bill Moyers' GID0M - Harper Valley
O _ Remember When
Journal Special Edition 'A
societies-Great Britain and
In The Area
PTA. Stella protests the
Popl Goes the Country
Visit With Dame Rebecca
the U.S.-have organized
conversion of the town park
Alaskin
health care delivery for
West.'(80 min.)
into a parking Lot by chain12:15 A.M.
Guff Red Snapper
their people. (1)(80 min.)
King Crab
- MOVIE: 'The
fClosed Captioned]
$6,95
Landlord' A rich young man
$8.95
0
- Meeting of Minds
tries to convert a ghetto
Breaded Oysters
Clam
Strips
apartment building into his
9:00 P.M.
$4.75
own
private
living
$4.50
quarters
.
OCIDIDC12- Dallas Part
Scallops $6.25 Flound
Beau Bridges, Pearl Bailey,
1 of 2. J.R.'s attraction to
er $6.25
Diana
Sands. 1970
Lucy's future sister-in-law is
0 CID - MOV1ErT1mber
almost enough to divert his
Start With Our
Tramps' A widow who
intention of getting Bobby's
owns a logging camp is
job.(R)(80 min.)
Oyster
Peel'n Eat
being threatened by some
0- TBS Evening News
Bar
unscrupulous competitors.
Shrimp
- Mystery! 'ReClaude Akins:Joseph Cot% Doz.$1.50
becca.' Second of 4 parts.
%Lb.
$2 75
ten, CesarbRomero 1077
As mistress of Manderly,
Bakers Dozen $3.00
$4.95
Lb.
the second Mrs. de Winter
12:30 A.M.
1 la. 9.
tries hard to live up to the
- Nashville on the Road •
role once played by Rei
1:00 A.M.
bocce.(A)(60 min.)(Closed
CI)- MOVIE: 'Blossoms In
Captioned)
The Dust' A dedicated
(21- Forsythe Saga
•
woman founded.a home for
SEE
9:30 P.M.
orphaned children in Texas
DAN McNUTT
- Independent Network
after losing her own child.
•
SPoes
Grew '2.5.-,oh,
Pidgin:this
&Walk Ii4aorti. S
SHIM D
Legends — -MOVIC-13efrer
(OLD
SHILTER
Style' Three friends, living
10:00P.M.
on welfare and social secur•(2)CID CID0(I)
•
ity, decide to spice up their
0
- News
•-,
Chestnut 8 16th
lives by robbing a bank.
- Eyewitness News
George Burns, Art Carney,
goods lioilorsoo Secretory
Murray, Ky.
up - Night Gellery. •••
Ihro••••000000 — • "
Leis Strasberg. 1979. RAW
4,
"
•
JblIfarireesilaireo•s•Wire.1~,•••••
.
739-4-435
411.•.010Y10,'the Electric
•
PG.
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Movie.
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of the legendary Viking culture are explored. (R)
Littlest Hobo

CL - Coors Outdoorsman

saturday
9:00 A.M.
axon_ All

7/11/81

morning

C.

5:00 A.M.
- It's Your Business
5:30 A.M.

(2)-

Children's eospel

O - Romper Room
011(f2)- Summer Semester
6:00 A.M.
Health Field
O
CE)-

0ICU - Summer Semester
0- Vegetable Soup
Cf.) - Agriculture U.S.A.
0CE)- Weather
- Perspective

6:15 A.M.
- News

6:30 A.M.
_ Camp Wilderness

O

CU - Cartoon Store
O Baseball Bunch
(1)- Drawing Power
0
- Jetsons
- Better Way
Saturday Report
-

•

(1112) -

7:00 A.M.
O Cr GE) U -

The

Superfriends Hour

(2) B (12) _

O Partridge Family
(3) 0 (1) - Flintstone
-

Comedy Show
▪ - Flintstones

7:30 A.M.
0

CID 0
- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
O - MOVIE: 'Savage
Mutiny' Jungle Jim discovers and touts saboteurs as
he clears an island of natives allowing experimental
atom blasts. Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens,
Lester Matthews 1953
- Abbott and Costello

8:00 A.M.

•

•

All

New

Superfriends
(1) U - It's a Comedy
Blockbuster
(iUl0(fl - Godzille
a)_ MOVIE: The Headless
Ghost' Three exchange students in Britain visit Ambrose Castle, reputedly
haunted by headless ghost.
Hiding from rest of tour,
they remain to investigate
and aid headless ghost in
catching his head Richard
Lyon, Liliane Scottane,
Dave Rose, Trevor Barnett,
1959

8:30 A.M.
O C2D - Scrappy Doo

(1)0
Super 7

9:30 A.M.
O go cu as-90 Minutes
of Action Comedy
(1)0 CE) - Daffy Duck
Show
- MOVIE: 'Dr. Orloff's
Monster' Dr. Jekyll, with the
help of his old teacher,
creates a robot from his
dead brother's body. Jose
Rufio, Agnes Speak. 1965
10:00 A.M.
eaDag(121_ Tarzan/
Lone Ranger Show
CI)0CE)- Jetsons
0CL - GED Course
Kong

Phooey
0(1)- GED Course
11:00 A.M.

0 CE CU 0 - ABC
Weekend Special

Tom &

Jerry

-

•

New

Popeye Hour
- MOVIE: 'Chariots of
the Gods?' Poses the question of the possibility of
extra-terrestrial visitors inhabiting the Earth many
years ago. Dr. Harold Reinl.
1971

10:30 A.M.
CU 0(ID - Hong

- Batman and the

09
- Th• IhWv
Fat Albert Show
O - MOVIE:'Palm Springs
Weekend' The college set
invades Palm Springs during Easter week-end. Troy
Donahue, Connie Stevens,
Stephanie Powers. 1963
CAD - Jonny Quest
(1)- Boneventure
Wrestling
CE)

o
B-

11:30 A.M.
O C2D CI)
- American

com
ao-P
;hniys Week. in Baseball
(U)- 30 Minutes
1:00 P.M.
O cED _ Forum
- Three Stooges
- MOVIE: 'The Borgia
Stick' The story of underworld infiltration into Amerbusiness
which
ican
focuses attention on major
crimes' billion dollar investment in legitimate securities. Don Murray, Fritz
Weaver, Inger Stevens.
1967
CC 0(E)- NBC Sports'
Summer Season During the
players' strike. NBC will air
a Baseball Update which
will look at the current
strike situation. Should the
strike be over, NBC will televise a Major League Baseball game.(3 hrs.)
- Public Affairs
- Cookin' Cajun
aa _ MOVIE: 'Rendezvous
At Midnight' New commissioner starts an investigation to find out about the
grafting activities of his predecessor. When the former
commissioner is murdered,
his successor's fiancee is
accused, but good police
work clears her and discovers the real murderer. Ralph
Bellamy,
19
Valerie Hobson. •.

o

- MOVIE: 'Boeing,
Boeing' American correspondent in Paris has a job
keeping his many airline
stewardess girlfriends from
bumping into each other.
Tony Curtis, Jerry Lewis,
Dany Saval. 1965

B

1:30 P.M.
- News Conference

Bandstand
- Solid Gold
(AD0CE)- Flintstones
0CL - Victory Garden
- Drak Pack
0

r•a)

GD - Road Atlanta
- Lawrence Welk
•
0(I)- Lap Quilting

afternoon

O

12:00 P.M.
- Hot Fudge
Atop the
Fencepost
- Romagnoli's Table
0 - Greatest Sports
Legends
diZ - Jason of the Star
Command
CO

CC -

- News
- Julia Child.land

o

•

o
Hour

o

-

12:30 P.M.
O CL - MOVIE:'Jennifer'
A girl gets the job as caretaker of an estate and stumbles onto a murder. Howard
Duff, Ida Lupin°. Matt Dennis. 1953
CE) _ Rookies
CL - Soul Train

2:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Guns of

Diablo' A wagonmaster
who once wounded a man
in self-defense, years later
meets up with his vengeful
victim. Charles Bronson,
Susan Oliver, Kurt Russell.
1964
O CL - Kidsworld
(13)-World's Largest Indoor
Country Music Show
13 CID - Once Upon a
Classic 'Carrie's War.' Conclusion. As Carrie and Nick
leave for Scotlland to join
their mother, the train
passes Druid's Bottom and
Carrie sees a fire at the
farm. (R) [Closed Captioned]

115P.M.
- MOVIE:'Secret of the
Chateau' A group of house
guests, each out to steal the
original Gutenberg Bible,
encounter murder. Jack LaRue, Claire Dodd, George E
Stone. 1934

230
O ES)- Town Council

MEMBER FDIC

3:00 P.M.

o- Mission Impossible
- All About TV
0am-GED Course
- LIttle,Kacers
0
CE0(121- CBS Sports
Saturday Today's program
will feature the 'World's
Greatest Pool Players' from
Lake Tahoe, NV. plus
'Women's International Diving Meet'from Fort Lauderdale, FL.(90 min.)
CD- Race Drivers Roast
- Cinema Showcase
(21 - GED Course
- MOVIE: 'Live Wires'
The Boys get jobs as skip
tracers but run into trouble
trying to tag a mobster. The
Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey,
Huntz Hall. 1946

o

4:00 P.M.
O GD OD0-Wide World
of Sports
- Putt Putt Golf
CL - Porter Wagoner
COCL - File
0CL - Here's to Your
Health
(21 - Market to Market
- You: Magazine for
Women

o

4:30 P.M.
O - Championship

tling
CL - Backstage/Grand Old
Opry
O - Best of Consumer
Report HBO presents highlights of past Consumer Reports shows.
0CI)- She-Ns-Ns
Capitol 4th with
the National Symphony In a
live telecast from the Mall
at the base of the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C.,
Mstislav Rostropovich conducts the orchestra in a patriotic concert climaxed by
'The Stars and Stripes Forever.(90 min.)
- Lawmakers
- Sports Look
CD

CC

-

5:00 P.M.
_ Good Times

B

(3)- Popl Goes the COuntry
_ MOVIE:'The Duchess
and the Dirtwater Fox A
dancehall girl and a con
man try to hustle the old
west. Goldie Hawn, George
Segal. 1976. Rated PG.
- Montage
of Oil
Painting - Magic
oCej
Cookin' Cajun
(r)- Wonder Woman
- Golf Challenge Series
B @121 - News
5:30 P.M.
N wsw atch
_ Hee Haw
(1) Coors Outdoorsman
CC - Nashville Music
CL NBC News
Cinema: "Maria'
(E)- Up and Corning
O (21 - Julia Child and
Company
(1511Z - CBS News
CO

-

•

ei

a-

-

o

(1)- Lawrence WellCID -News
El

0 - Movie: To Be
Announced
CL Vikings! 'Hammer
of tit* North.' F
0

0 CID - Bobby Jones'
World
- Dick Cavett Show
in
B - Kung Fu
Miller
B Billiard

A ke.!.

-

(1)- Teddy Bart's Nashville
O CC - Accent
Tennessee
CL
Outdoorsmen
0
- Dick Cavett Show
O - Sports Probe
-

7:00 P.M.
OCID@DO- Eight

9:00 P.M.
0 GE) OD 0 - Fa ntaay
Island An adventure novelist lives out one of her character's fantasies; and a
karate expert ,challenges
the reigning-Maker. Mary
Ann Mobley, James MacArthur. (R) (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
OCEI0(12)- ces
Reports Details to be announced.
CilD0
- Games People
Play Tonight's program will
feature men's arm wrestling, women's bull riding
and a competition between
inmates and staff at a federal prison in Alderson,
WV.(R)(80 min.)
_ Duchess of Duke
Street
(Masterpiece
Theatre) 'For Love or Money.' Sixth of 9 parts. The
summer of 1904 sees the
Bentinck full of visitors. (R)
(60 min.)

Is
Enough Nancy loses her job
to acoept a modeling assignment
Jeremy
and
Tommy date the same girl;
and Nicholas learns to
cook.(R)(80 min.) (Closed
Captioned]
(3)0 efit - MOVIE:
'The Four Musketeers' The
four Musketeers once more
attempt to protect their sovereign, King Louis XIII and
his queen from the evil plots
being hatched by Cardinal
Richelieu. Oliver Reed, Raquel Welch, Richard Chamberlain. 1975
O Rat Patrol
- Barbara
CL 0
Mandrel! and the Mandrel'
Sisters Barbara is joined by
9:30 P.M.
guests Glen Campbell, the
(1)- Soccer Trans-Atlantic
group Alabama and the
Challenge Cup
Krofft Puppets.(R)(60 min.)
10:00 P.M.
O - George Jones 'With a 0C29 - Newswatch
Little Help from His Friends'
Eyewitness News
George Jones and his pals
M0- ABC News
raise the roof with some
- TBS Evening News
fancy floor-stompin' country music. Guest starring
CE0JD B(121 - News
Tammy Wynette, Waylon
(11CL - Monty Python
Jennings and Emmylou
_ Wrap Around
Harris.
10:15 P.M.
(E) - This Old House
- News
Viewers are taken on the
long-awaited grand tour of 0- Wrestling
'this hew house'that is now
10:30 P.M.
ready and waiting for its 0
- MOVIE: The Wild
new occupants. (60 min.)
Bunch' A gang of aging out[Closed Captioned]
laws ride into a Texas bor0
der town to rob a local
- Evening at Pops
railroad for their last shot at
Monte Carlo Show
glory. William Holden, Er01)- Best of USA/ Golden
nest Borgnine, Robert Ryan.
Gloves Boxing
1969
7:30 P.M.
O cip - Gunsmoke
0 - Major League CID - Don Kirschners Rock
Baseball:
Houston
vs.
Concert
Atlanta If the player's strike
is still in effect, this station
will air alternate programming.
-

PAC

NE
new
does

"cre

Merl
PeoP
the
doldt
"T

telep
Fren
it szi

SUCCI
NBC
took

"A
busii
quail
and i

asha
regal
My t
emit
plew

_

Wres-

(1)- Rodeo Show
0- MOVIE: 'A Challenge
for Robin Hood' The dashing outlaw of Sherwood Forest rights wrongs, rebels
against his evil brother and
the _Sherif: ,7 liellethah'arn.
dervadolveni 1997 Rated

ge

o
o- This Week in Baseball
CD

3:30PM.
- Raced river's Roast

TV WEEK
which climaxed at the Altamont speedway in California after attracting more
than 300,000 young people, is shown. 1970

6:30 P.M.
0 - Dance Fever
(E)- News

evening
6:00 P.M.
- Baxters

a;

•

o

GE)
Me
con
rum
and
Gec
Shi!
Rat
a

Moo

-

8:00 P.M.
0(2)C3D0- Love Boat

Burng_a
home

Ann

Live
-

of
whr
Gre
lior

Call us and compare our
homeowners Insurance
price and coverages with
the others. Maybe I can
save you some money

m

-

Roc
If tI
in e
site

Allstate

You're in good hands.
A Ilo ate In.orann.ro Northbrook IL

•

Boti Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs •
Don Shipley .
Mike Outland

8:30 P.M.

O

CD Cep - MOVIE: 'Gimme
snattor The Rolling Stones'
American tour of 1969,

Mor

B•

(

Gt)

An attractive,-.-:.
.. tile manftircisisirw....,f.
a oarabnat'sear: Richard
Gere, Lauren Mutton, Nina
Van Pallandt 1979. Rated

0

a

Gopher romances his shipboard adversary; a mother
intrudes in her son's relationship; and a woman discovers her three fiances on
board. Sylvia Sidney, Eddie
Mekka, Juliet Mills. (R)(80
min.)[Closed Captioned]
0 - 13.1 and the Bear
BJ learns that a stuntwoman and her father are
being stalked bye would-be
killer. (R)(60
Sneak Previews
This is television"! only consumer's guide to the movies
O al7All CreaturesGreat
and Small
- MOVIE: 'Seminole' A
lieutenant assigned to a fort
In Florida tries to stop hitcommander from moving
against the Indians. Rock
Hudson, Anthony Quinn.
Barbara Hale. 1953

- MOVIE: 'Amoric,an
Gigolo'

0

1

Mui
lick
forl
Tur
Kell
Litt
Gec
rail
fani
try
Tan
Jen

The
inurrar-Insurance

49
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New 11111C Head Looks To Creative People
NEW YORK (AP) — The
new head of NBC says he
doesn't think of himself as
"creatiVe?" but hopes to
recruit “the best creative
people" he can find to pull
the network out of the
doldrums.
"The job is like the mountain," Grant Tinker said in a
telephone interview from a
French hotel Tuesday after
it was announced he would
succeed Fred Silverman as
NBC president. "I think I
took it because it was there."
"After 30 years in the
business, I think I'm
qualified. rm interested,
and it's a challenge. I'm not
ashamed to say that I don't
regard myself as creative.
My strength is that I work
easily and happily with people who are.

Incoming RCA Chairman
Thornton Bradshaw announced Tuesday Silverman
had 'resigned as head of
-NBC., which has seen its earnings slide as it remains
stuck in third place in the
ratings' race.
Bradshaw, who is taking-over as head of NBC's parent
company, made the announcement on closedcircuit television to NBC's
215 station affiliates. It came
as veteran NBC News anchorman John Chancellor
disclosed he will become a
senior analyst for the
"Nightly News" show next
spring to make way for a
new anchor team of Tom
Brokaw and Roger Mudd.
Silverman, in a statement
issued by his public relations
firm $nd addressed to NBC

executives and affiliates, unavailable for further comsaid, "We all have faced ment.
many difficult problems and
Tinker, ex-husband of
suffered disappointments. Mary Tyler Moore,is head of
But together we have work- the MTM Enterprises proed hard to start moving the duction company. Reached
company forward."
by The New York Tunes at
Silverman's long-rumored xhis hotel in St. Jean Cap Ferdeparture came as he was rat, France, where he is
vacationing in Honolulu and vacationing, Tinker said he

accepted the NBC job for sidering offers from the
several reasons after rejec- other two networks.
ting a number of network offers in the past few years.
Bradshaw said only that
There also had been Brokaw, reported to be signrumors about the future--01—big-a new contract boosting
the 4i-year-old Brokaw,• his $400,000 "Today" salary
believed to be anxious to to $1 million a year, would
leave the morning "Today" have an "expanded role"
show and reported to be con- with NBC.

saturday cont.
(1)- Saturday Night'Live
MOVIE:'Just You and
Me Kid' A retired vaudeville
comedian offers a young
runaway girl food, shelter
and
nonstop
hilarity.
George
Burns, Brooke
Shields, Burl Ives. 1979.
Rated PG.
(E) - That Nashville
•
Music
up - Jack Van Impe
- Blue Jean Network

_

1 1:00 P.M.

- Tush

•
- Sanford and Son
- Ray Cherie' At
Cl)O
Montreaux
- 700 Club

1 1:1 5P.M.

-

Movie:
Announced

To

Be

1 1:30 P.M.
0CI)- Solid Gold
O (1) - Saturday Night
Uve

▪ - Night Flight

midnight
12:00 A.M.
CD - MOVIE:'Camille' Story
of a Parisienne courtesan
who finds true love too late.
Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor,
Lionel Barrymore. 1936
Major League Baseball
Replay: Houston vs. Atlanta
lithe player's strike is still
in effect this station will air
alternate programming.
GID - MOVIE: 'Three
Musketeers The three rollicking Musketeers are all
for one and one for all. Lana
Turner, Van Heflin, Gene
Kelly. 1948
- George Jones 'With•
Little Help from His Friends'
George Jones end his pals
raise the roof with some
fancy floor-stompin' country music Guest starring
Tammy Wynette, Waylon
Jennings and _efenlylou
-

o

Midnight' A dignified college professor turns into a
maniacal killer at night
Bela Lugosi, Tom Neal,
Wanda McKay. 1942
- News/Sign Off
- This Ring

1:15A.M.
0 - On Location: Billy
Crystal Sketches, improvisations and monologues are
presented to the viewer by
stand-up comedian Billy
Crystal.
- Nevis/Sign Off

- MOVIE: 'Edward, My
Son' A mother and father
fighting over their marriage
and their son, find that he
has committed suicide because of them. Spencer
Tracy, Deborah Kerr, Ian
Hunter, James Donald.
1949
2:15 A.M.
CE - ABC News
•
2:30 A.M.
0CL - Newswatch
-

Rat Patrol

3:00 A.M.

al GD _- MOVIE: 'Lady
Liberty' An Italian woman's
wedding plans become a
shambles when customs inspectors refuse to allow her
into the country with a mortadella sausage. Sophia
William Doyens.
Loren
1971
0- Mission Impossible

4:00 A.M.
Gp - MOVIE: 'Flight
Commend' A cadet in the
Hell squadron proves he's
capable of living up to their
reputation. Robert Taylor,
Ruth Hussey, Walter Pidgeon. 1941
Love American Style

Hive A rofessional
DoNour_Photography!

;

-

•

. 4:30 A.M.
Aar

(i) _
•

MOVIE: 'The
Invisible Ghost' Hypnotized
by his insane wife, a man
coavnits murder. Bela Lugook Polly Ann Young.
1941

ea

Soul Train
•
• Aliseilees Top Ten
CU -

-

19AM.

1:30 A.M.
- News
2:00 A.M.

0

- tar Trek

12:30 A.M.

—

•
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•

ea r
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•
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WNGE Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
WTVF
Harrisburg, IL
WWI.
WTBS Adanta, GA
Nashville, TN
WSM
Horne Box Office
HBO
WPSD Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
WBBJ
WDCN Nashville, TN
WKMU Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
WZTV
USA Network
USA

KFVS

Cp Girardeau, MO

SCD
S CID

•
0 CID
0 CID
0 II

ENERGY'SA VER
AIR CONDITIONER a
REFRIGERATOR
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Super Kkkers'Founder
Puts Best Foot For-ward

•

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— If you ask Paula Anderson
to dance, be prepared.
She square dances, clogs,
does the Cotton-Eyed Joe,
twirls and kicks. She's attractive, bubbly, and won't
step on your toes.
Ms. Anderson is founder
and leader of the Nashville
Super Kickers, six professional dancers who'll dance
at a mere tap on the
shoulder.
"We're not strictly square
dancers or cloggers," Ms.
Anderson, 25, said in an interview. "We dance to country music, but some of it is a
little jazzier."
At any rate, when the band
strikes up "Alabama
Jubilee," "Sugarfoot Rag,"
"Down Yonder,""Hey Good
Looltin" or "The CottonEyed Joe," you can hardly
keep these three young
women and three young men
off their feet.
"Sometimes I call it
cheese cake dancing
because of the short outfits,"
Ms. Anderson said, chuckling.
The group, which just expanded from two members,
has appeared on the cable
television show "Music
World" and has performed
with singer Billy "Crash"
Craddock. The Super
Kickers also have appeared
on the Nashville Jubilee, a
defunct scaled-down rival to

the Grand Ole(Spry.
"No one has made us get
off the stage yet," Ms.
Anderson said.
Ms. Anderson, who's been
dancing since age 5, and
fellow Super Kicker Andie
Albert, recently performed
for six weeks in Mexico City
and Acapulco.
"With the language barrier, they related to dancing," Ms. Anderson said. It
was the first time such an
act had appeared in Mexico.
"Western fashion there is
big," she said.
A special feature of their
public appearances is when
they go into the crowd and
teach the audience how to do
"the Cotton-Eyed Joe."
"It's easy to learn the
Cotton-Eyed Joe and clogging steps," said Ms. Anderson, who has a background
in jiliz and tap dancing.
"Some of our things require
a dance background, but
what we show is easy."
The group routines are
kept to country standards
that the band knows and the
crowd recognizes.
Ms. Anderson, who also is
on the administrative staff
at the Country Music Hall of
Fame, said the appealing
part of dancing is the reaction from the audience.
"I love the audience and
the attention and the applause," she said. "If you
have a good song, it's all I
can do to sit still. I'm happiest when I'm dancing a
lot."

Model TBF19DB

19.04 cu.ft. no-frost
food saver refrigerator.
Low operating cost.
Reduced 5100"
Energy Saver switch in "normal" position helps
cut operating cost. Features 4 split-level adjustable shelves. Twin vegetable,fruit pans. Covered
meat pan. Dual temperature controls. 5.24 cu ft.
freezer. Rolls-out on acItustable wheels. 33" wide.
64" high.

Adjustable glass shelves
in 20.8 cu.ft. refrigerator!
"
Reduced 5150
• 20.8 cu. ft no-frost
• Keeps fresh foods longer
refrigerator.
with Moist'N Fresh
sealed high-humidity
•Five split-level glass
storage pan. _ _ _
shelves are acgustable.
• And. . Cool'N vr•sh
•Two los'n Easy trays.
lower-humidity pan.
•8.97 mi.It freezer with
• Rolls out on wheels.
Ice storage bin.
•3014" yricis,66" high.
• Energy saver switch in
normal position helps out •Equipped for optional
operating cost.
automatic ioemaker.
•Sealed Brack Pack-

18,500 BTU

14,500 BTU

17,900 BTU
GE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

GE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

Special
$
49993

Save
7.9 EER
"
550
AD919D
SUPERTHRUSTr"

7.5 EER
AD915D
SUPERTHRUSTrm

• Air Exchange (Vent)
• Energy Saver Switch
• 10-Position Thermostat
• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 3 Pan/3 Cooling Speeds
4i-10-Position Thermostat
g Speeds---6—Pdwarful Air Discharge

6.2 EER
AD718D
SUPERTHRUffn

• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• I Pan/i Cooling Speeds
• Powerful Air Discharge
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Daddy Clantraal, farmer Philadelphia politician, gives his
view el politics I. "Abscam aid the Philadelphia Story," on
the °peeing episode of "U.S. Chrouick."
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OUTDOOR SECTION

The Great Outdoors has something for all
Timeless, ageless, she waits
patientlyfor our call to her
By CHUCK ROBERTS
She'd always been there. Since that first morning when he
walked the Zara across the thin point with the grass on the
right side of the willow where the creek dropped off to her
late winter home.
It was spring and she should have been there, because all
he'd ever learned or knew about said she was there; that this
was %there she lived.
•
It wasn't a vicious strike. Just a nudge. A bulge in the
water like when eggs come to boil. He setback hard. Twice.
And the line, taut, started off slowly, powerfully. He set it
again.. Rod high and his right hand added the leverage power
it took to turn her from the brush she was boring for.
And then she was gone. Nothing admirable in her getaway. Just gone. Just a loose line when the Zara popped to the
surface of the still but interrupted corner of the lake.
Soon, as he sat silently in the small aluminum boat, he saw
her return. To the same place. Next to the willow where the
creek dropped off. Her back brushed the water, and he remembered movies and television shows and pictures and
stories that told him what she was-doing. And why she was
there.
He then left. And things changed for his life. And in'hii
life. There were other spring mornings and other places
where there were weed beds by the drop-offs. And then, one
day, he'd seen them all. Wherever they were or wherever
they'd be.
"Busy," he'd say. Because he was or wanted to be.
"Gonna be out of town," was a good excuse because it Usually worked. And then tired, tired of what he'd been saying
he was tired of he said:
"Be there on the 26th," and added that he was ready for a
great opening morning. A lot like a lot of them, he knew, because he'd seen them more than most. But it was time.
It was deer time, this time, and time for grouse opening
along a Wisconsin fire road. And geese at dawn near Mound
City? Maybe not an opening at all but rather, perhaps, a
magic time with a white-haired, clear-eyed Irishman for
Muskie from an old wooden boat with oars and scarred plugs
that he said "will work." Hadn't he seen them all?
And then he was there and really didn't care where. Because he was back. Not as adamant or possessed, perhaps, or
admittedly as strong. But then he knew that, so it wasn't a
reason. Or even an argument for not being there.

1890's Ice Cream Parlor
32 Flavors
Any Way You Like It"

Chicken Dinners
To Go
Groups Large or Small

FeAtiei BUYS
Special Rates
On Orders Over
30 Pieces
Will Be Packed
And Hot 3 Hours later

He was at a place he'd been all his life even though he'd
never been exactly in this one, distinct, particular place.
It was simply the outdoors. Where once he'd seen her and
remembered his first great trophy muskrat; watched the
swollen-necked buck just yards behind the still-cautious precocious doe; and the almost comical courtship by the grouse
in the late spring hayfield.
He would call it the Great Outdoors because that was
where it really happened. For all those many years. Through
campfires and campers. And coon hunts on stubborn, hardheaded mules that could jump a blanket-covered fence in a
New York minute.
There really wasn't a substitute for it . . . for the Great
Outdoors..For there really aren't any substitutes or counterfeits. There's only one Great Outdoors. And to what extent
you'Move her is to what extent you ask her to show you what
no one else can: Because she's not asking age or condition or
status. Just to give her a chance, he knew.

The problem, he reflected, his problem . . . was that he
di4n't really let her tell him—in between times—that as he
changed,she understood; that she would always be there,. .
and that she would never change from what she was created
for in the first place. But then, a lot of folks don't understand
that because they never ask her.
"The problem with the statement that 'you can't go home
again' is that everybody believes it," he confided.
"See you in the morning

The Building
Supermarket
*Astroturf
*BoatDock Logs
(styrofoam)

*Outdoor
Wood
*Patios
*Decks
*BoatDocks
Leaving lakes for rivers and streams can often times provide
fast, quality action.

•
Fish rivers, streams

Chances are there's a river or
fishable stream nearby. And
chances are it's not fished
much, if at all. And the chances
are also good that by not fishing
that nearby river or stream,
you're missing one of the surest
bets to come down the pike.
It may be a frame of mind or a
situation of follow-the-leader,
but whatever the reason anglers
tend to head for the lakes and the
known "hot spots" to seek out a
mess of fish or the occasional
lunker.
But what happens when the
talk at the local tackle store says:
"the word is 'Grove Lake' . . .
on the secohdary points in Middle and Long creeks. . . killed
'em there last Saturday . . .
couple of other guys got into
them the same day. .
You guessed It: 4;356 boats
full of fishing folks with the
"secret" message have already
put down every fish in two
miles.

fish tend to replace themselves.
There's usually a current which
means new and re-oxygenized
water. And if the water is corning from a reservoir, it's probably comiaroff-the bottom,
which makes it cooler in the
summer and warmer in the
winter. The fish are also less
fished; hence, less wary.
It only makes sense to fish
where the fish are. -

NA711:1 11
FREE Delivery
CALL
TOLL MEE
to Most Areas
759-4026

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

But across the hill and down
the road there's a boatable river
that's empty 'cept for a few
anglers drowning the minners
for crappie and catfishermen
re-hailing last week's shad on
some limb lines or jugs.
you,"we catch quite a few bass
and walleye while we're-cripple
fishing
. oh. we get a lot
that'll weigh five or six
pounds."
Mecca. The hot spot. Except
there's no one there. Why are
Osiers and stream', good' The

Welcome Back Summer SALE
Fantastic Bargains On All
Trooical Furniture
Etel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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Mix treasure hunting
•
with outdoor activiti
es

OUTDOOR SECTION

JulyONClearance Sale
ALL ACCESSORIES

@One of the nicest aspectslA But many owners died or disappeared leaving caches intiefand'
Ereisure hunting is that it tits in
with almost anything else you unclaimed. These are treasure
do outdoors. So when you pack troves; indeed.
A small box of coins that
for an outing from now on,
make it a habit to include your would've been considered a
modest sum when it was hidden
Brinkmann Treasure Sensor.
When everybody is on the might today represent a small
lake, you can check out that old fortune.
cabin by the dam. Or after a pic"Ghost'owning"
nic dinner in the park, you can
"Ghost-town ing" is searchscan the ground around the
ing a derelict town, mine or
swings and see-saws. ,
Treasure hunting makes any lumber camp, sawmill, military
outdoor excursion more fun. post, or any similar site forJelBut you don't have to strike it ics. Relics may include anyrich to have good.-healthy out- thing from tools to metal buttons
door fun with your Treasure to coins. Incidentally, many
Sensor. As a treasure hunter, caches are discnvered by ghostyou experience the same antici- towners.
These outdoor enthusiasts are discovering the rt.‘4ards of trea- pation the fisherman enjoys and
This form of treasure hunting
sure hunting for fun and profit.
the off-the-road exploring the can be the most exciting. At the
same time, it's the least availbackpacker seeks out.
able. Ghost-towning sites are
"Coin Shooting"
-few and, usually, hard to get to.
One of the major considera- are several.
A coin-shooter is a treasure
Always get permission to
tions when buying a bike is
The 4-stroke engine is essen- hunter who concentrates on search on private property and
primary engine design. There
tially quieter, smoother and coins. Until a few years ago, have an- understanding with the
are about nine basic engine demore rugged. The 2-stroke's valuable coins were almost al-- property owner regarding possigns in use today, plus the crankShaft can't be immersed
in ways the old or rare ones. Now, session of items found. You are
Japanese rotary, which ap- oil (the gas/air mixture enters the coin-shooting picture is
not entitled to treasure found on
peared in the mid '70s.
private property when you arc a
through the crankcase), but is changed dramatically.
Excluding the rotary, those lubricated by adding oil to the
Any dime or quarter that pre- trespasser.
nine designs can be divided into gasoline.
dates the introduction in the
Several publications provide
two basic types-2-strokers and
monthly articles on search_
Asa result, the 2-stroke fouls 1960's of the clad metal coins is
4-strokers.
techniques, likely hunting
more quickly and needs more at- a valuable find.
The 2-stroke (or cycle) en- tention and adjustment than the
And you don't have to have areas, local treasure search
gine delivers one power stroke 4-stroke. However, most treasure maps to find them. clubs and highlights of speceach time the piston goes up and 2-stroke engines have fewer They are lying, lightly covered, tacular finds. These magazines
comes down. That is one power parts and are generall easier
y
to by the hundreds of thousands are: "Treasure Search,' 16146
stroke per engine crankshaft service,as well as being less
ex- in schoolyards, playgrounds, Covello St., Van Nuys, CA
revolution.
pensive to buy than the 4-stroke. parks, old fairgrounds, at bus 91406;"Treasure and Treasure
The 4-cycle enginekroduces
, According to Pennzoil lubri- and streetcar stops, around old Found," 7950 Deering Avenue—
one power stroke evefy second
cation specialists, both engine service stations and swimming Canoga Park, CA 91304; and
time the piston goes up and
"Lost Treasure," 15115 South
types require special lubricants.. pools.
comes down, or one power They recommend Pennzoi
76th East Avenue, Bixby, OK
A
cache
is
a
hoard
of
coins
or
l
74008.
stroke every two revolutions of 2-Stroke Motorcycle Oil for
paper
currenc
y,
or
bullion,
or
inFor more information on
the crankshaft.
jector or pre-mix application. It another kind of valuable. The
For a given piston size and a combats spark plug fouling and owner hid it around his house or Treasure Sensors, write to The
Brinkmann Corp., 4215 Mc.:
given number of engine revoluport clogging and provides spe- grounds for the same reason we
Ewen Road, Dallas, TX 75234. tions a minute, the 2-stroke procial protection to critical friction put money in the bank today—
duces roughly twice as much
for security.
points.
power as the 4-stroke. Because
Caching was popular in earFor 4-stroke engines, Pennthe 2-stroke engine's power zoil GT Performance Oil SPE lier days when banks were few
strokes are close together, the
20W50 helps keep air.cooled and not as Well protected as they
effect is that of greater torque or
engines running cooler for top are today. Caching is still done
pulling power. •
performance and to reduce in remote areas.
So what's the advantage of
wear, ring sticking, scuffing
Most caches were "cashed
buying a 4-stroke bike? There
and carbon deposits.
in" in due time by their owners.

Special Deals
On Tires, Largest
Selection In
The Area

-

Motorcycle Memo:

OVERBY 753
4092
'
4th
HO
ND
A
801
L
Murray,Ky.
4

Summer Clearance

Recovery
booklet

Sale Starts 9:00 A.M. Wednesday July 1st

available
A booklet on the use of sonar
recorder graphs in the finding
and nktcovery of objects under
water as now available to law enforcement, rescue, power
squadron, boating and other:associated agencies.
The booklet, entitled In A
Time of Need . . . ., deals
primarily with the finding and
recovery of drowning victims.
Application and instruction
contained i1 the publication,
however, also details the steps
and procedures necessary in
using sonar equipment to find
other sunken objects, such as
boats, boat docks, airplanes,
autos and snowmobiles:
Based on extensive research
by sonar experts of towrantt
Electronics,.Inc.,
Inc. the booklet is
.14,4 1/ilid-invi4s-aynah.--- able free ofchit* to interested
agencies and individuals.
For a free copy ofthe booklet.
contact the Public Relations
DepartrOnt, Lowranee electronics. Inc.. 12000,E. Skelly
Drive, Tulsa, OK:4444S. (0
'—
•

AVAILABLE

/3T. 2
Children's Summer
Fashions
All Sales Anal—Exchanges Where Possible

7he step Gie
tEtel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795

Children's Fashions
tirs.-Y-to Mon.-Sat.
9-9Fri
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CRUISERS
We have several cruisers to choose from both new and
used. The cruiser is a kind of inbetween boat, ideal for
the small family, an all weather boat. These are the type
boats that you can probably get more boat for your
money than any other, right now. New & used in stock.
4.

HOUSEBOATS
Your very own mobile cottage on the lake! There's no
grass to cut here, and natures own beautiful showcase is
right at your front doorstep. We have some real down to
earth prices on a houseboat that will fit your needs. New
or used.

Deck-Craft

If it's a Harris Deck-Craft it has to be a good boat. These
are manufactured by the same people that built the famous
Harris Flote-Bote with the same comfortable seating. Made
to be easily trailerable, with lots of good -big family room
and a big built in cooler on ski locker. This unit is especially
attractive to the family that wants to ski faster than a
Flote-Bote is capable of. The best part of all is the low low
price on this boat and all the boats avcOable at...
See DON McCLURE or GRAYSON MeCLURE

Panorama Shores on Ny. Lake.
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280, follow 2b0 for 7 miles post Bonnets Grocery.
Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left, and you have arrived. Telephone 502
436 5483.

BEST COPY
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We're Youri
e i4
tzwloort
Pontoon Boat Headquarters

-

There's Only Room For One At The Top
-t

Its at the top now and has been for years.

Arkremiriel
The "Do Everything.' Boat
• -

Rote Bate has someting for everyone and
families do enjoy them together. Available in
Sterncfrive or outboard. Most every kind
imagliable,qi stock W choose from. We sell Rote
Dotes. Rote Boles.„and more Rote Dotes!
See DON McCLURE or GRAYSON tiArCLURE

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky Lake.
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280, follow 280 fcr 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery.
Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left, and you have oriived. Telephone 502
436 5483.

py AVAILABLE
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Smoke cooking convenience lets hestjoin his own party
The light-it-and leave-it convenience of smoke cooking
takes the work out of cooking
for two or 20. When the host is
banished from his own party to
tend the grill and turn the meat,
he doesn't have time to enjoy his
guests.
There Is an alternative.
"Do-nothing" smoker-cooking
is fun and convenient, requires
no tending, turning or basting,
and allows the host to enjoy his
guests while the smoker prepares a gourmet treat.
And smoke cooking can be
done anywhere. Beach, patio.
poolside, campsite or park provides a perfect setting for
trouble-free meals in the Great
Outdoors.
Often referred to as 4-way
outdoor kitchens, Brinkmann
smokers allow you to smoke,
mast, steam and even barbecue
with the same unit.
The simplicity of smoke
cooking is achieved by placing a This host has joined the party and dinner is ready on time, thanks to "do-nothing" cooking on a
pan of water (or marinade) be. Brinkmann smoke cooker.
•ween the heat source(charcoal)
•nd the meat, fish or fowl, then
covering with a domed top.
The next time you're plan2 beef bouillon cubes
Adding a couple of chunks of ning a gathering of family or
1-1% cups Marsala wine
water-soaked hickory to the friends, take the "do-nothing"
charcoal provides the smoke.
Lay bacon strips over roast in
approach on a Brinkmann
The heat and smoke combine smoker using one
crosshatch pattern. Be generous
of these
with the water or marinade to proven recipes.
with bacon. Tie bacon onto
form a smoky, moist heat that
mast with twine. Then use meat
surrounds and slowly cooks the
baster to force Marsala wine beVENISON MARSALA
meat.
tween bacon and roast. Again,
The flavorful juices from the
Charcoal pan full plus 2
ke generous. Pour remaining
meat drip down into the mari- chunks of hickory. Water pan
wine over roast and into water
nade pan and are evaporated in
full plus 2 pinches of crushed
pan. Cook 8 hours.
the smoke, steam and heat so
rosemary leaves.
that the meat is continually
self-basted in its own juices.
SMOKED BRISKET
7-9 lb venison roast
This slow, moist method of
(Boneless)
/
1
2
-%
lb
bacon
cooking results in more flavor2-3 pinches rosemary
Charcoal and water pans full.
ful. juicier meats and less
leaves
Ma.r.inate brisket (approxishrinkage.
mately 10 lbs.) in sauce given
below, for 12 hours.

•

Inner view of a tyPIcal'smoker.(I)Extra stack which doubles capacity of basic smoker.
(2) Regular grill to hold item
to be smoked.(3) Pan of water. (4) Pan of charcoal with
wood chips. (Copyright)
C)Brinkmann Corp.

zr.

Tips to keep vacation
memories with photos

The best way to picture your.
vacation is to start at the beginning and make a photo story
along the way,as well as at your
vacation site.
This is easier than ever with a

lan=ing

Aftf/PIRSARY
Grand Opening In Our New Home
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'Function it fashion For Entertoining''
at

a'7
Dixieland Shopping Center
Mea.-Sat. 10-5

murriy,
753-117311

Kodak pocket camera, so compact and convenient you can slip
one in your pocket or purse and
take it wherever you go.
_ Kr.ep.these tips in mind: •
• Before you leave on a trip,
check your camera to be sure it
is in good working order. If you
get a new camera, shoot a roll of
film and have it processed before your trip_to_make_ sure everything is working properly.
•Check any batteries in your
camera. It's a good idea to clean
the battery contacts,even ifthey
look clean.
.
•If you must take pictures
from a moving car, hold your
camera as steady as possible ..
without resting or bracing it •
against any part of the car. Also,
you'll get better results shooting
through the-windshield rather
than through a side window.
•To protect your camera and
film from the summer sun, keep
them on the car seat while
traveling, not in the trunk,glove
compartment or rear window
deck where it can get quite hot.
•.Whenever possible, include one or more members of
the family in the picture. This
penalizes the record and
makes it definitely yours!'
•Subjects of exceptional interest generally deserve more
than one picture. Get a general
shot, tlitts move in for tfase▪ FOf long trips, or if ytSu
want to lighten your loid, you
can mail your exposed film back
in prepaid processing mailers.
Your pictures will probably be
waitingffpr you, ready to look at
®
when tost.retura.

1 tbs sak

1 tbs pepper
-1 tsp onion salt
cup vinegar
1/8 cup catsup.....
cup Worcestershire
Sauce
Pour /
1
2 cup red wine and remaining marinade into water
pan. Place brisket on grill.
Smoke cook approximately 8
hours.
STEAMED CRAB,
LOBSTER OR SHRIMP
Charcoal pan 115 full. Water
pan ½ full.
Peel and devein 2-3 pounds
shrimp, or butterfly fresh or
thawed 8 oz. lobster tails. Brush

with melted butter and lemon
juice. Place small shrimp on
foil. Large shrimp or lobster
tails can go directly on well
greased grill. Crabs or crab legs
can be steamed whole on grill,
seasoned with melted butter and
lemon juice when eaten. All
should be done in 1-2 hours.
Shrimp and lobster tails
be marinated in combination of
lemon juice and Italian dressing
for several hours before cooking.
For a free 20-page booklet of
smoke cooking recipes and
cooking tips, write to
Brinkmann Smokers, Dept.
CGO, 4215 McEwen Road,
Dallas, TX 75234.

•

Your Place On The Lake

Kenlake
Marina

Rt. 1 Hardin
Kenlake
State Park

v Pontoon Rentals
Boat Et Motor Supplies
Fishing Supplies of All Types
Ski Boat Rental
And Much,Much More
Como Soo Us or Call 474-2245

AN OFFER YOU
CAN'T REPOSE
-MECOKE
AlfiliAllt
Buy a 48 oz. Budcet filled
with Coke for 81.99. Carry it
anywhere you want, but bring
it back and we'll fill it tip
FREE for a year anytime you
- order a medium or large pizza.
Hum though, quantities are'
limited. Limit one Bucket
refill per pizza order.

•

Glidfather's Pizza®
4.

Control Shopping Center

Hwy.641

Marra

BEST COPY
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Two tons of fish are put back
in six months of FishAmerica

on
on
ter
:11z;gs
ill,
Ind
fiji

FishAmerica, a conservation
program that recognizes fishermen who return their catch to
the water, has recorded more
than 1 ,200 released fish duringthe first six months of the program.
' First reports show anglers releasing an average of slightly
more than two fish per person,
with the average weight of the
released fish in excess of three
pounds. At simple arithmetic,
that's more than two tons of fish
returned to the water to reproduce and/or furnish other fishermen angling action in the future.
The Zebco FishAmerica
Sportsmanship Award is free.
No purchase is needed, and the
wily thing an angler has to do to
qualify for the award is release
any of more than 30 species and
send a completed entry blank to
Zebco. All FishAmerica enIT'S NEVER TOO EARLY TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE GREAT OUTDOORS,
and trants receive a patch, decal and
this yougster his already started storing up his memories and his tales of"the one that got
away." certificate suitable for framing.
Fifty years from now, he'll be telling his grandchildren about "that day I caught a dozen
without
even trying."
Eligible species include:
Freshwater—Arctic Char, Bass
(all species), Catfish (all species), Coho,.Grayling, Lake
Trout, Muskie, Northern Pike,
Panfish (all species), Pickeral
(all species), Salmon (all species), Striper. Walleye, and
Sturgeon; Saltwater— Barracuda, Bonefish, Bonito,. Dolphin,
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Motor homes gauge fuel use
by people miles per gallon

.

4

Energy-conscious Ryers are
becoming increasingly aware of
conservation, and there's lots of
talk about miles-per-gallon.
While a one-occuinnt automobile is a familiar sight, an RV
with a single occupant, whether
on the highway or in a campground. is extremely rare. Because of this, R Vers measure
their gas usage in PEOPLEIn a Shasta mini motor home
a whole group can travel in comfort and still honor their conservation pledge.
Good times are even better
when shared, and there's a
whole world within your reach
when you travel in a home on
wheels. There's no need to Took
for a motel or hotel at nightfall
when your Shasta mini has comfortable sleeping arrangements
for six or more persons,depending on floorplan.
No restauranfwithin miles of
your campsite? No problem.
Your RV kitchen, with its stainless steeltink, range and oven,
refrigerator end the groceries
you've stocked can provide a
snack or a meal to please the
most critical gourmet.
Luxurious„color-coordinated
interiors, froorplans thoughtfully designed for convenience
and comfort, baths with shower,
cabinets and closets for compact
storage— all combine to make

•

•••••••
•••••••••

Catch and release not only makes good sense for teaching young
anglers good conservation practices, but will help fishing's hiture as more anglers turn to this lifetime sport.
Jack Crevalle, Ladyfish, Marlin
(all), Permit, Sailfish (all),
Shark (all), Snook, Striper, and
Tarpon.

For a FishAmerica entry
blank, write: Zebco FishAmerica, P.O. Box 270, Tulsa, OK
74101.

Murray Loather Co.
Custom Made
Lowther Goods
"Tour %age
or *ars"

Line twists and birdseeds are
Soh
a recurring problem for the
*SADDLES
fl
angler. Precautions can be
.Off
%
1
*TACK
taken to minimize them,
fingerling
though. For a pamphlet on
*HATS
tackle tips and proper fishing
I.Store
*BELTS
knots, write and enclose a
Mole July 6
The whole North American continent can be your playground stamped, self-addressed long
*WALLETS
Tire Se. 11
when you travel in a Shasta mini meter home. Shire then, envelope to Tackle & Knot
Down
Coss
On
are the cost, and make every posple-mile-per-gallon count. Tips, Du Pont STREN fishing
75.3-11646
line, room G382.11.5, Du Pont
Mitiolanal
Or.
Shp.
every trip a pleasure.
weather' mini motor home, your Company, Wilmington, RE
Sherethedriving,too-Cruise adventures,far afield or close to 19698.
4.0101411111MIr
control, a tilt steering wheel and home, are limited only by your
full dash instrumentation make imagination.
the miles roil by easily.
State fairs, ethnic festivals,
Don't stop when cold winds the Mardi Gras, the Rose Bowl
blow. Your Shasta mini motor are all yours to enjoy without
home will be warm and snug. suffering the hassles ofjammed
regardless oftemperatures, with
motels and the long, weary lines
(Formerly Lemon Tree)
its ducted furnace with wall found at the best restaurants.
thermostat and blower.
Consider the delights of a
Want more luxury? Add such berry-picking expedition, a hisoptions as stereo audio equip- torical safari, an autumn outing
Soft hods est DiSe
'
llWitt Prams
ment, a systems monitoring to gather nuts, a tailgate party at
From
hodinisve
II*
Additives
panel, air conditioner, TV an- the big game or a shopping trip
tenna and deep pile carpeting in the city. You've got your
Natural Dairy Products
with pad.
Shasta mini;just plan, pack and
•yogurt *Row Milk Cheeses •Kefir •Margarine
With an all-season, ail- go.

753-774.3
mum
203 South 5th

PY AVAILABL

• Comploto Liao of floolth Foods
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Murray. Ky.
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Comforts ofhome travel with you. • •

Vacationing every weekend
Galleys feature a 6-cubic foot
Time was, when the family
refrigeratOr, double stainless
gathered to disFuss their vacasteel sink with cover, four
tion, it was the annual twoburnerrange with oven and
weeks-with-pay great get,a,way
lighted power range hood, and
they were planning. The'RV
plenty of counter space to make
way of life has changed all that.
meal preparation part of the fun.
Today, that annual two- or
Spacious baths offer a marine
three-week escape still holds a
major place in an RVer's life, toilet with holding tank, full tub
with shower, lavatory, built-in
but every weekend can be an
medicine cabinet with. mirror,
adventure, too.
Within just a few miles of vir- and a roof vent. Storage space.
for your gear is ample, too.
tually every home in the country
Sleeping arrangements for
there are places that offer a
change from the daily routine. the whole family assure restful
nights after a day of play, wherWith a Shasta travel trailer you
can enjoy every, mini vacation to ever you choose to camp.
And here's a plus. All the
be found right in your own
time you're camping in your
backyard.
. Travel trailers from Shasta travel trailer you are practicing
conservation. It sounds like a
will provide your family with
paradox, but it's true.
the ultimate in livability and
convenience. Home-like in, Travel trailers are comfortable, even luxurious, but they
tenors, in shades of brown, blue
are small when compared to
or poppy. are designed for comtheir users' conventionai perfortable living, sleeping and
manent homes,or even vacation
dining.

cottages— and they promote
routine conservation.
For example, an average RV
water heater holds just six gallons _instead of the 40 gallon
heateNpund in the average
home. And that six gallons is
adequate for dishwashing and
bathing.
The RV shower is designed to
conserve water, and toilet flushing in an RV is measured in
pints rather than quarts.
When your RV family is dependent on a 12-volt battery for
all power, as it frequently is,
you adapt quickly to the limitations; lights are not left burning
•
needlessly.
. Those good conservation
habits carry over,too, when the
family's at home.
Let a Shasta travel trailer be
your means for year-round vacation fun. Explore your world,
whether it's miles away or right
in your own backyard.

-- -
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Plinking, an informal brand of target shooting that can be enjoy
continues to attract new recruits among outdoor recreationists.

alone or in a family group,

Quick, easy method to sight-in centerfire rifle
Bore sighti ng,say-the experts
at Winchester-Western, is a
quick, easy method of sighting'
in your center fire rifle when
time or lack of facilities do not
permit actual firing of the gun.
Although far from providing
precision accuracy, bore sighting will generally assure a hunter sufficient accuracy to hit a
deer-sized target at between 50

and 100 yards.
• This type of sighting will put
In order to bore sight your
the bullet's point of impact a
rifle, remove the boltand set the
few inches low on the target,
gun on a rigid rest.
something you can easily comNext,look throughtha bore at
pensate for by adjusting your
a target 50 to 100 yards distant.
hold.
Center the target with the bore
opening and, without moving
Later, if time permits, you
the rifle, adjust the sights so that
can take three or four practice
they.. too. conter on the same _ sighting-in shots to correct to
target.
proper accuracy.

°
,
r;e
to affordable vacations. All
comes
it
when
choice
best
the
is
Ving
It
Many families are finding that
accessary comforts are combined in a compact,convenient Shasta travel trailer that can take the
family to adventures far afield or close to home.
•
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When you're driving down
the highway, there is nothing
more irritating than to have
another car traveling so close
behind that you can almost feel
it.

Irritation leads to anger, and
anger usually sets off rash—and
stupid—actions.
Courtesy on the road is every
bit as important as observing
traffic signs.

ATC FUN
HEADQUARTERS
Check Ow Prices

ATC" 250fl

OVERBY HONDA
751140StMuuney,Ity.

No mntOrist would purposely
drive the wrong way on a oneway street.
And no motorist should purposely make a turn without
flicking on directional signals in
advance.
Watch horn Mistaking
The horn was invented as a
warning device, to alert other
drivers to your presence. Don't
ibiise it. If traffic isn't moving,
honking your horn won't help
the situation. , •
There is no evidence that any
atalled car ever started because
someone honked a horn.
If a car in front of you is
stalled, offer to push it on the
shoulder and then notify police
when you reach a telephone.
If you see a-disabled car on
and ask jf help is needed. Put
yourself in the other guy's
shoes; you'd want someone to
helptyou if you were out of gas
or had a fiat tire. Onittesy,--try
It.

Visit our newly decorated dining room
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake....that's a perfect
dining experience when you

visit the dining rooms of
Kenlake State Resort Park. A
regular menu is served
during the week.

Buffet and
Fireworks At
Dusk!

•
•

